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A B S T R A C T
Computer vision plays a central role in autonomous vehicle technol-
ogy, because cameras are comparably cheap and capture rich informa-
tion about the environment. In particular, object classes, i.e. whether
a certain object is a pedestrian, cyclist or vehicle can be extracted very
well based on image data. Environment perception in urban city cen-
ters is a highly challenging computer vision problem, as the environ-
ment is very complex and cluttered: road boundaries and markings,
traffic signs and lights and many different kinds of objects that can
mutually occlude each other need to be detected in real-time. Existing
automotive vision systems do not easily scale to these requirements,
because every problem or object class is treated independently. Scene
labeling on the other hand, which assigns object class information to
every pixel in the image, is the most promising approach to avoid this
overhead by sharing extracted features across multiple classes. Com-
pared to bounding box detectors, scene labeling additionally provides
richer and denser information about the environment. However, most
existing scene labeling methods require a large amount of computa-
tional resources, which makes them infeasible for real-time in-vehicle
applications. In addition, in terms of bandwidth, a dense pixel-level
representation is not ideal to transmit the perceived environment to
other modules of an autonomous vehicle, such as localization or path
planning.
This dissertation addresses the scene labeling problem in an auto-
motive context by constructing a scene labeling concept around the
“Stixel World” model of Pfeiffer (2011), which compresses dense infor-
mation about the environment into a set of small “sticks” that stand
upright, perpendicular to the ground plane. This work provides the
first extension of the existing Stixel formulation that takes into ac-
count learned dense pixel-level appearance features. In a second step,
Stixels are used as primitive scene elements to build a highly effi-
cient region-level labeling scheme. The last part of this dissertation
finally proposes a model that combines both pixel-level and region-
level scene labeling into a single model that yields state-of-the-art or
better labeling accuracy and can be executed in real-time with typi-
cal camera refresh rates. This work further investigates how existing
depth information, i.e. from a stereo camera, can help to improve la-
beling accuracy and reduce runtime.
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Z U S A M M E N FA S S U N G
Maschinelle Bildverarbeitung spielt eine zentrale Rolle für autonome
Fahrzeuge, da Kameras vergleichsweise günstig sind und eine Viel-
zahl an Informationen über die Umgebung erfassen. Insbesondere die
Objektklasse, also ob ein bestimmtes Objekt ein Fußgänger, Radfahrer
oder Auto ist, kann sehr gut anhand von Bildmaterial erkannt wer-
den. Umgebungserfassung im städtischen Umfeld ist ein große Her-
ausforderung für Bildverarbeitungsalgorithmen, da die Umgebung
sehr komplex und unstrukturiert ist: Fahrbahnberandung und Spur-
markierungen, Schilder und Ampeln, und viele weitere Objekte die
sich gegenseitig verdecken können, müssen in Echtzeit erkannt wer-
den. Die derzeit existierenden Algorithmen in intelligenten Fahrzeu-
gen skalieren nicht ohne weiteres zu diesen Anforderungen, da jedes
Problem bzw jede Objektklasse getrennt behandelt wird. Sogenanntes
“Scene Labeling”, welches jedem Pixel im Bild eine Klasse zuweist, ist
eine vielversprechende Methode um diesen Mehraufwand zu vermei-
den indem extrahierte Bildmerkmale zwischen verschiedenen Klassen
geteilt werden. Verglichen mit Bounding-Box Detektoren liefert Scene
Labeling außerdem eine reichhaltigere und dichtere Darstellung der
Umgebung. Die meisten bestehenden Scene Labeling Verfahren haben
allerdings einen sehr hohen Rechenaufwand, was eine Anwendung in
Echtzeit nicht ermöglicht. Zusätzlich ist im Hinblick auf Bandbreite
eine dichte Darstellung auf Pixel-Ebene nicht ideal um die erfasste
Umgebung an andere Module in einem autononem Fahrzeug (wie
z.B. Lokalisierung und Pfad-Planung) zu übertragen.
Diese Dissertation geht Scene Labeling aus einem Automobil-Kon-
text an, indem ein Scene Labeling Konzept um das “Stixel Welt”
Modell von Pfeiffer (2011) aufgebaut wird, welches die dichte Umge-
bungsinformation zu einer Menge von kleinen senkrecht auf dem
Boden stehenden Stäben komprimiert. In dieser Arbeit wird erstmals
die bestehende Stixel-Formulierung dahingehend erweitert, dass dichte
gelernte Bildmerkmale auf Pixel-Ebene berücksichtigt werden. In einem
zweiten Schritt werden Stixel als Basisbausteine der Szene benutzt
um ein hocheffizientes Labeling Schema auf Regions-Ebene zu real-
isieren. Der letzte Teil dieser Arbeit stellt ein Konzept vor, dass La-
beling auf Pixel-Ebene und Regions-Ebene in einem einzigen Mod-
ell kombiniert, welches eine Genaugkeit vergleichbar oder besser als
der aktuelle Stand der Technik liefert und in Echtzeit mit typischen
Bildwiederholraten ausgeführt werden kann. Diese Arbeit untersucht
des Weiteren inwiefern vorhandene Tiefeninformation, z.B. von einer
Stereo-Kamera, helfen kann um die Labeling-Präzision zu erhöhen
und Laufzeit zu reduzieren.
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Image analysis is quickly becoming a key technology for many practi-
cal applications. Advanced web-search, industrial quality assessment,
visual aid for the blind, satellite-based monitoring of agricultural ar-
eas, and autonomous navigation are just a few examples. Also, the
importance of efficient image analysis will continue to grow with the
availability of cheaper image sensors and the sheer amount of data
that is being generated with them. Compared to e.g. written text, this
data is highly complex and unstructured, but yet, it contains very
valuable information. The well-known idiom “A picture is worth a
thousand words” summarizes this fact quite accurately and is equally
true in the field of computer vision.
The topic of this dissertation is efficient scene labeling, also called
semantic segmentation, with a specific focus on urban street scenes.
Scene labeling is the problem of assigning a semantic class label, such
as vehicle, road, or building, to every pixel in an image, as shown in
Figure 1.1. While this is a research topic for many years now, there
are still a lot of unsolved problems, not only in terms of accuracy
but also in terms of runtime. With self-driving vehicles being on the
verge of industrial realization, new, more efficient models need to be
developed to support this line of research, as navigating in cluttered,
man-made environments poses very high requirements in terms of
perception. Scene labeling can be seen as the analysis part of seman-
tic scene understanding, where the latter rather implies a higher level
of awareness of what is happening in a depicted scene. This aspect
of higher-level image understanding, although very interesting, shall
not be covered in the scope of this dissertation. Instead, we focus on
combining multiple different input modalities that can be extracted
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Figure 1.1: Scene labeling is the problem of assigning a class label to every
pixel in the image, as shown in this example. The overlaid col-
ors in the image indicate different labels, i.e. red for pedestrians,
green for cars, and blue for buildings. While this example is cre-
ated by manual annotation, the goal of scene labeling is to infer
this information automatically, without human assistance.
from video data, namely appearance, depth, and motion; analyze
which kind of information is most valuable for which subproblem
and propose a model to combine them in an efficient way.
1.1 motivation
1.1.1 Automotive Scene Labeling
Over the last years, there has been a steady increase of Advanced
Driver Assistance Systems (ADAS) in vehicles of many manufacturers,
from traffic sign recognition and lane departure warning to Adaptive
Cruise Control (ACC), automatic lane keeping, and fully autonomous
braking for vulnerable road users such as pedestrians. Many of these
new features are only possible thanks to novel sophisticated algo-
rithms to process the data and image analysis plays an important
part in that, due to the versatility and comparably cheap price point
of cameras. However, most of these features are specifically tailored
for highway scenarios and cannot easily be transferred to inner-city
traffic situations, because of inherently different demands on the sys-
tem capabilities in the two scenarios. On a highway, the high speed
of the vehicle imposes very strict requirements in terms of detecting
obstacles far ahead, but the environment is comparably structured,
i.e. only few different object classes are relevant to control the vehicle.
This allows a step-wise integration of features, e.g. adding detection
of a new object class to handle a specific scenario better, where ev-
ery feature is implemented as a separate, independent module. In
inner-city traffic, it is the other way around. The lower velocity re-
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laxes the hard constraints with respect to detection range, but the
environment is very complex, i.e. a large number of object classes is
relevant for navigation, so that step-wise integration is not an option.
Instead, there needs to be a scalable approach that infers a multitude
of object categories at the same time: traffic lights and signs to follow
the rules of traffic, poles, tree trunks, road markings and buildings
for localization, all kinds of dynamic and static obstacles that need to
be avoided, grass and sidewalk to delimit the drivable space in case
no lane markings are present. In this context, scene labeling is a very
interesting option, as image regions and their semantic class label are
inferred simultaneously within the same method, rather than apply-
ing individual object detectors for every class. This is particularly im-
portant in terms of computational resources and power consumption,
both of which are traditionally limited in a vehicle: scene labeling
allows to share intermediate results between different object classes.
Furthermore, many objects in inner-city traffic are partially occluded,
so that prior knowledge about the shape of an object is less informa-
tive. Again, scene labeling methods are rather generic in this sense.
We therefore argue that the new challenges we are facing in terms of
visually understanding complex urban traffic environments can only
be tackled successfully with scene labeling as a central component in
automotive vision systems.
1.1.2 Representing the Visual Environment
Efficiently extracting relevant information from images is one side.
The other side is to represent this data in a way that makes it easy and
efficient for subsequent processing stages to work with the extracted
information. Naturally, those two sides are coupled to a certain de-
gree, but it is not well defined what the ideal representation would
look like. In the literature, recent years have seen a steady progres-
sion from geometrically rigid (bounding box) classification methods,
e.g. (Dalal and Triggs, 2005; Keller et al., 2011), through deformable
part models, e.g. (Felzenszwalb et al., 2010), towards the classification
of free-form regions in the image, e.g. (Carreira et al., 2012; Fulkerson
et al., 2009; Ladický et al., 2010; Shotton et al., 2009).
Object-centric approaches are designed to detect instances of one
particular object class in an image. Object detectors traditionally search
the image in a sliding window fashion (Dollár et al., 2012; Felzen-
szwalb et al., 2010), where the search window has a specific aspect
ratio that is fixed and matches a particular class of interest, i.e. 2:1
for a pedestrian and 1:2 for a vehicle side perspective. Feature de-
scriptors typically used in this context are based on HOG, SIFT, and
more recently also deep CNNs. Such detectors have shown remarkable
recognition performance due to strong scene and geometric model
constraints (holistic or deformable bounding-boxes), easy cue inte-
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gration and strong temporal tracking-by-detection models. More re-
cently, novel approaches such as R-CNN (Girshick et al., 2014) and
YOLO (Redmon et al., 2016), certainly relaxed the strict aspect ratios
and methods to generate hypotheses, but the target of fitting a bound-
ing box around objects is still the same. As a result, the scene content
is represented very concisely as a set of individual detected objects.
However, the generalization to partial occlusion cases, object groups
or classes that do not have a well-defined geometric structure, such
as road surface or building, is difficult.
Region-centric models, i.e. (semantic) segmentation approaches, such
as (Carreira et al., 2012; Fulkerson et al., 2009; Shotton et al., 2009;
Wojek and Schiele, 2008) among many others, operate in a bottom-up
fashion and usually do not recover an object-level scene representa-
tion. They are rather generic in terms of the geometry and the number
of object classes involved. In this context, both dense features and or-
derless models (BOF) have proven very effective (Zhang et al., 2006),
consisting of: local feature extraction within a free-form region, cod-
ing and spatial pooling of all features within the given region, and
subsequent discriminative classification of the pooled feature vector.
However, grouping is based on pixel-level intensity, depth or motion
discontinuities with only few geometry or scene constraints. This lack
of constraints can easily lead to errors in the recovered scene model.
Furthermore, representing the environment in terms of labeled pixels,
as scene labeling per se does, is overly redundant for most applica-
tions. We therefore argue for a model that takes advantage of; or is
in-between both approaches: A model neither too specific nor too
generic that represents the surroundings in a compact and efficient
way.
1.1.3 Combining Multiple Cues
Obstacle detection can be performed based on different sources of im-
age information. Motion, so-called optical flow, can be used to focus
on potential hazards independently of their object category, which is
usually referred to as detection-by-tracking. Vice versa, motion can
also help to check the plausibility of a detection over time, which
is then referred to as tracking-by-detection. However, in a dynamic
environment, where not only the observing platform but also other
obstacles are moving, motion information alone is not sufficient, as
it is unclear what the cause of the apparent motion in the image is.
Stereo depth information is similar to motion in terms of the ability
to detect generic obstacles without any specification of object classes.
Also, as two independent cameras record an image at the same time,
dynamic objects can be detected explicitly as moving and compared
to the two-dimensional matching problem for optical flow, stereo es-
timation is a one-dimensional matching problem, which typically al-
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lows more robust and precise estimation. Another important benefit
of (calibrated) stereo information is that it provides metric distance
and thus also adds a measure of object scale. However, both motion
and stereo are limited in terms of identifying different types of objects.
This is where image appearance and classification models can help.
Learning-based approaches are very good at differentiating various
types of objects based on their visual appearance in the image. On the
other hand, pure appearance-based models are often computationally
expensive, as they need to compensate the missing knowledge about
the depicted scene structure and scale that is available from motion
and stereo by more exhaustive search.
In summary, every cue has its particular benefits and drawbacks,
so we argue that a holistic representation of the environment should
combine these orthogonal cues to maximize individual benefits while
minimizing individual drawbacks. However, rather than using all
available information at all times, it is important to understand which
cue is most valuable in which situation, so as to allow a targeted com-
bination that still allows efficient execution.
1.2 problem statement
Based on the previous discussion, the problem considered in this dis-
sertation is to develop a scene labeling concept for outdoor urban
street scenes that is well-suited for application in an automotive set-
ting. This concept needs to fulfill several conditions: (1) it needs to be
scalable to a large number of object classes and at the same time it
needs to be computationally efficient enough to run in real-time, with
typical camera refresh rates, (2) it needs to represent the environment
in a compact way that is neither too specific nor too generic, so that
subsequent processing stages have efficient access to the generated in-
formation, (3) it should combine appearance, depth and motion cues
so that they complement each other in an efficient way, (4) it should
be able to handle partial occlusion cases that often occur in inner-city
traffic, and finally (5) the concept needs to be competitive to reference
methods in the literature.
1.2.1 Why Urban Scenes?
In fact, urban traffic is not only an interesting testbed for research
because self-driving cars are about to enter this domain. The com-
plexity of these scenes is also challenging for existing approaches.
For instance: One question this dissertation aims to answer is to what
extent depth information can contribute to the solution of the scene la-
beling problem. In particular, it is interesting to find out if algorithms
that make use of depth data are able to increase the overall accuracy
of the result, if they yield similar results to state-of-the-art monocular
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approaches but at reduced computational costs or if they can even de-
liver both at the same time: better quality and lower computation time.
An urban scenario is well suited as a testbed to answer this question.
Compared to the relatively structured street layout of highways and
rural roads, urban traffic is highly complex and cluttered, with many
kinds of obstacles and traffic participants at strongly varying scales.
This makes it a very challenging task to find all objects of interest in
the scene from a single image. The open question is, in how far the
additional structure that can be obtained from depth cues can help to
overcome or relax this difficulty.
Another problem we are seeking to address in this dissertation is
detection under strong occlusion. Again, urban streets are a good sce-
nario for this, as they are often packed with cars driving or parking
on the side of the road. In fact, most of the objects in the scene are not
fully visible but mutually occlude each other, so that classical bound-
ing box detectors with a rigid appearance model have difficulties to
detect them. Finally, the concepts presented in this dissertation are
all developed with fast execution time in mind, as algorithms built to
support autonomous navigation need to adapt quickly to new situa-
tions. Inner-city traffic is one of the most dynamic environments one
can possibly imagine. Consequently, only very limited assumptions
on the dynamics of objects can be imposed, which asks for methods
that reason instantly and avoid overly strong model assumptions. In
light of the aforementioned aspects, we find that the setting of inner-
city urban scenes allows best to address the problems we are facing
throughout this dissertation. Later in this work, we will briefly intro-
duce the most relevant datasets with focus on outdoor urban scene
labeling that have been presented in the literature so far and discuss
their individual properties.
1.2.2 Industrial Considerations
The work presented in this dissertation was prepared under joint su-
pervision of the Image Understanding Group at Daimler AG and the
Visual Inference Group at TU Darmstadt. With Daimler being the main
financial sponsor of this work, all design choices have been developed
with efficient execution time in mind to allow real-time in-vehicle ap-
plication. This also includes a tight integration of the method into a
large framework of existing algorithms for depth estimation, segmen-
tation and tracking. While this fact seems to be a minor side note
at first glance, it comes along with an important implication. Many
approaches in the literature deal with the topic of jointly estimat-
ing multiple correlated parameters, e.g. as depth and semantic labels
(Kundu et al., 2014; Häne et al., 2013; Ladický et al., 2010), or feed-
ing back higher-level results to lower-level algorithms to improve an
initial estimate. While these strategies are perfectly reasonable from a
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conceptual point-of-view, they often introduce practical problems. Es-
timating parameters jointly for instance hinders modularization and
feedback loops in a system architecture can easily introduce mutual
dependencies between software components. In terms of functional
safety and module testing, a streamlined processing chain of smaller
logical blocks is therefore usually preferred. The existing framework
at Daimler contains excellent methods for solving individual prob-
lems such as depth estimation and optical flow that are highly op-
timized for automotive applications. We therefore aim to develop a
model for scene labeling that benefits from these methods rather that
potentially replacing them. This includes both depth maps and sparse
point tracks, which we assume as given throughout this dissertation
and build our model around it.
1.2.3 Approach
This dissertation proposes a scene labeling model that is well-suited
for application in an intelligent vehicle. The thesis put forward in this
dissertation is that such a scene labeling model needs to be modu-
lar and needs to make re-use of computational resources as much as
possible to be practically feasible. The modularity aspect is rather re-
lated to the general system architecture of an intelligent vehicle and
how scene labeling can be incorporated in such a system without ma-
jor use of additional resources. This is different compared to existing
work, which often relies on resource-intensive models and merely fo-
cuses on the quality of the result. In this dissertation, the focus is not
only to provide good scene labeling performance, but also how scene
labeling can be efficiently embedded into a complex architecture in
an intelligent vehicle. Therefore, we propose a modular architecture
for scene labeling that consists of several components such as stereo
depth map computation, pixel-level classification, region generation
and classification, feature tracking, temporal label integration, and
CRF-based regularization. Each individual component is fast to com-
pute, leverages information from preceding components if it supports
the task, and provides additional information as much as it is capable
of, not less and not more. In doing so, we follow the principle of least
commitment. According to this principle, it is better to wait with de-
cisions until enough knowledge is gained. In other words, we divide
the scene labeling problem into a sequence of simpler subproblems
that can be solved efficiently. The idea is to find feasible solutions
for each subproblem and at the same time to combine the results in a
good way, so that potential errors of individual building blocks can be
resolved in the overall systems. As level of representation we choose
the well-established Stixel World model of Pfeiffer (2011). Building the
modules proposed in this dissertation around this model allows to
reduce inference time and also increases the compactness and expres-
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siveness of the result compared to a dense label image. More details
about the contributions of this work are given in the next section.
1.3 contributions
In light of the given problem statement, the industrial context this
work is embedded in and the shortcomings of existing approaches
in terms of either runtime, level of representation or combination of
multiple input modalities that we will discover in the next chapter,
the main contributions of this dissertation are: (1) integration of ap-
pearance cues into the Stixel model, (2) Stixel-based region generation
and classification, (3) tracking for temporally consistent scene label-
ing, (4) a joint model for efficient encoding and classification, and (5)
a novel stereo vision dataset with semantic labels. In the following
we will discuss the contributions in more detail.
integration of appearance into the stixel model The
Stixel framework as introduced in Section 2.2 has found wide adop-
tion in the automotive industry and academia alike. Given that the
existing model solely reasons based on depth information, we pro-
vide a framework to integrate appearance into the estimation process.
The integration of appearance and depth should ultimately lead to
a model with improved robustness under challenging conditions. To
this end, we propose a low-level classification scheme that integrates
multiple cues and extend the mathematical formulation of the Stixel
model to take this new information into account.
stixel-based region generation and classification We
follow the recent trend of scene labeling approaches that classify large
bottom-up proposal regions, as they have high spatial support and
hence carry a lot of information to learn strong classification models.
In contrast to previous work, we utilize our augmented Stixel model
to rapidly generate and classify proposal regions. For classification,
we follow a Bag-of-Features paradigm, discuss how the feature en-
coding step in this paradigm can be improved in terms of runtime
and accuracy and propose a novel pooling strategy that introduces a
3D geometrical ordering into the region descriptor.
temporally consistent scene labeling To leverage tempo-
ral information available from video, we propose a novel way to reg-
ularize a dense scene labeling result temporally by means of sparse
long- term point trajectories. Our integration scheme is formalized as
a Bayesian recursive labeling problem for each individual point track.
The reasoning on the trajectory level allows to set aside the registra-
tion problem of superpixels between different frames, which is one
of the central issues in common approaches.
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a joint model for encoding and classification Based
on the two competing approaches of pixel-level and region-level scene
labeling we will present in this dissertation, we propose a model to
combine both approaches. The proposal is supported by an experi-
mental evaluation that shows which factors are important for good
performance of the individual methods.
a novel stereo vision dataset Given that most existing scene
labeling datasets do not provide depth information or are too small in
terms of resolution and size, we introduce a challenging novel dataset
for outdoor urban scene labeling that comes with video, stereo im-
agery, pre-computed depth maps and camera calibration, and seman-
tic class annotations into seven classes. Our dataset consists of 5000
stereo image pairs, where 500 images have been labeled by a human
annotator.
1.4 outline
The remainder of this dissertation is structured as follows. Chapter 2
covers the technical background and competing approaches in the lit-
erature, which are related to the methods presented in this work. As
scene labeling involves machine learning, it heavily depends on the
availability of annotated data. Chapter 3 therefore discusses existing
datasets and introduces a novel dataset for outdoor urban scene label-
ing that provides all information required to investigate the questions
this dissertation tries to answer. The main technical contributions are
then split into three parts. Part I (Chapter 4) approaches the scene la-
beling problem as classification of small local images patches, based
on dense features channels extracted from multiple cues and further
introduces an extension to Stixels, to take semantics into account dur-
ing inference. Parts of this work have previously been published in
(Scharwächter and Franke, 2015) and (Cordts et al., 2017b). Based
on the findings in that chapter, Part II (Chapter 5) then investigates
an alternative method that tackles scene labeling as classification of
larger bottom-up region proposals. Furthermore, we propose differ-
ent ways of improving accuracy and runtime of such a method in
case depth information is available. The work presented in this chap-
ter has previously been published in (Scharwächter et al., 2013) and
(Scharwächter et al., 2014). Part III (Chapter 6) finally introduces a
framework to combine the benefits of both investigated approaches
into a single model, which has been published in (Cordts et al., 2017a).
Chapter 7 provides an in-depth discussion of the presented work and
concludes the dissertation.
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This chapter covers the technical foundations of this dissertation and
summarizes work from the literature that is strongly related to meth-
ods proposed in this work. Rather than directly entering the vast
body of literature on semantic segmentation and scene labeling, we
approach it from an automotive perspective, starting with methods
and concepts applied around the time this dissertation was started.
We then introduce techniques for image segmentation, including an
in-depth introduction to the so-called Stixel world, as well as feature
encoding methods that are frequently used in the context of scene la-
beling. Finally, we will look into specific aspects of scene labeling that
are relevant for this work and point out shortcomings we encountered
in existing work.
2.1 reasoning from motion and stereo
Around the time this dissertation was started, there were mainly
two individual streams of vision research conducted in the automo-
tive industry: learning-based bounding box object detectors for spe-
cific classes such as pedestrians, vehicles or traffic signs, and generic
bottom-up models of the environment based on motion tracking and
stereo reconstruction. While we already discussed the abstract dif-
ferences of those two types of environment representations in Sec-
tion 1.1.2, we now present some bottom-up methods that have been
developed prior to this dissertation: 6D-Vision, Stixels, and Stixmen-
tation. In some respect, those methods denote the starting point of
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Figure 2.1: Example images of the 6D-Vision approach that estimates 3D
velocity of individual points in the image. Arrows show the pre-
dicted position of a point 500 ms in the future. Points without an
arrow are stationary. Color indicates distance from near (red) to
far (green). Courtesy of Rabe.
the work presented in this dissertation and are relevant in order to
understand the rationale for some of the design decisions made later
in this work.
Following the classical detection-by-tracking principle, the 6D-Vision
approach by Franke et al. (2005) detects motion of dynamic obstacles
in the scene irrespective of the object category. This is achieved by
tracking and filtering the position and velocity of individual points
over time by means of Kalman filters (one filter per point). Appar-
ent motion induced by movement of the observing vehicle is com-
pensated to recover absolute motion in 3D Euclidean space. The con-
cept relies on sparse point trajectories that are initialized at strong
image corners and tracked with a Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) fea-
ture tracker. Depth information for each tracked point is provided by
disparity maps, which are computed in advance by means of Semi
Global Matching (SGM) (Hirschmüller, 2008). The 6D-Vision approach
is very general, as it allows to detect arbitrary motion, and has been
shown to work very well in practice. However, the method can fail in
cases where image texture is insufficient or oriented along the Focus
Of Expansion (FOE), such as on guard rails on the highway, or due
to reflections in windows or on vehicles, because context is not taken
into account. These problems can only be solved by adding semantic
information into the estimation process. Examples of the 6D-Vision
approach are shown in Figure 2.1.
The Stixel World, introduced by Badino et al. (2009) and later ex-
tended by Pfeiffer (2011) has been developed to compress 3D point
clouds into a set of so-called Stixels that represent the 3D environ-
ment around a vehicle as a set of sticks: upright standing obstacles
that are oriented perpendicular to a supporting ground plane. Based
on the assumption that man-made environments are typically rather
structured, this model allows to reduce the number of parameters
necessary to describe the scene content and at the same time regular-
izes noisy depth measurements. The Stixel model plays a central role
in this dissertation and will be introduced in more detail later in Sec-
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Figure 2.2: Dense stereo depth map computed with Semi Global Match-
ing (SGM) (left) and resulting Stixel representation (right). Colors
indicate distance from near (red) to far (green) and the arrow at
the bottom of each Stixel indicates its motion direction. Courtesy
of Pfeiffer.
tion 2.2, together with a discussion about drawbacks of the existing
model that can be alleviated by making use of semantics. Stixels can
be seen as an intermediate step between pixel level and object level
and can be used as primitive elements for higher-level reasoning to
improve efficiency, similar to what superpixels are used for. Figure 2.2
shows Stixels for a typical traffic scene, where color encodes distance.
Combining the two previous concepts then allows to estimate the
velocity of each Stixel, as shown by Pfeiffer and Franke (2011b). Using
these velocity-augmented Stixels as input, the Stixmentation approach
of Erbs et al. (2012) segments the scene into discrete motion classes
(forward-moving, oncoming, left-moving, right-moving) and static in-
frastructure by formulating a Conditional Random Field (CRF) model
on top of Stixels that takes into account 3D position and motion fea-
tures as well as spatio-temporal prior knowledge. This chain of algo-
rithms that build up a rich environmental model, starting at pixels, es-
timating 3D motion and Stixels, clustering Stixels into motion groups,
and eventually inferring objects has also been summarized in Pfeiffer
et al. (2012). More examples of Stixels and the inferred Stixmentation
results are shown in Figure 2.3.
Figure 2.3: Stixels (left) and motion clusters inferred by the Stixmentation
approach (right). Black Stixels are static infrastructure and yel-
low, purple, orange and turquoise indicate four different discrete
motion directions. Courtesy of Pfeiffer and Erbs.
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In this dissertation, we follow this multi-year effort of incrementally
building up a Stixel-based environment representation by extending
it with appearance-based semantic information. This will not only
help to increase the expressiveness of the model but also to resolve
problems that cannot resolved by using depth and motion informa-
tion alone.
2.2 the stixel world
This section presents the original concept of Stixels as introduced by
Pfeiffer (2011) that only relies on dense depth maps as input, but
with a novel mathematical notation introduced by Marius Cordts in
(Cordts et al., 2017b). We will follow this notation later in Section 4.3,
when we extend the Stixel concept with semantic label information.
The following text is re-written in my own words based on (Cordts
et al., 2017b), where Marius Cordts, Timo Rehfeld (myself) and Lukas
Schneider contributed equally.
The Stixel World S is similar to superpixels in the sense that it
segments an image into a set of small primitive elements. However,
in comparison to most other segmentation approaches, which treat
segmentation of a w× h image as a two-dimensional problem, the
Stixel algorithm breaks this down to wws individual one-dimensional
problems, one for each column of width ws. The parameter ws > 1
controls the fixed horizontal extent of each Stixel and can be seen as
discretization factor that reduces computational burden. In contrast,
the height of each Stixel, i.e. its vertical extent, is the essential free
parameter that is inferred explicitly in the model. To have more con-
trol over inference complexity, we also introduce an optional vertical
sub-sampling factor hs > 1.
The central argument for the proposed Stixel model is based on the
observation that street scenes have a strong repetitive structure along
the vertical direction, i.e. along one column in an image (irrespec-
tive of the horizontal position of the column). Much stronger than
along the horizontal direction. The Stixel model leverages this fact
during inference by focusing on the more relevant vertical structure
and ignoring horizontal structure across neighboring columns, which
allows to infer all columns independently and in parallel. We denote
Stixels as medium-level representation for three reasons: (1) in contrast
to pixels, Stixels provide a more expressive notion of depth and phys-
ical object extent; (2) in contrast to bottom-up superpixels, Stixels are
inferred based on prior knowledge about the typical street scene lay-
out; (3) in contrast to an object-level representation, Stixels do not
provide a notion of physical instance, because one object is typically
covered by several Stixels horizontally. Therefore, Stixels can be seen
as a compressed representation that allows subsequent higher-level
algorithms to parse the scene efficiently.
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Figure 2.4: The Stixel world as a factor graph, showing the factorization of
Equation (2.1). Each Stixel Si (dashed boxes) is described by four
random variables V ti,V
b
i ,Ci,Di (circles). The hatched node on
the left denotes the random variable N describing the number
of Stixels n constituting the final segmentation. Black squares
denote factors of the posterior (see descriptions in the text). The
circle D: on the right denotes the measurements, i.e. a column
of the disparity map. Figure adapted from (Cordts et al., 2017b).
Courtesy of Marius Cordts.
Each Stixel has a class label and a planar 3D depth model attached.
Following the definition of Pfeiffer (2011), the label set consists of
three structural classes: “support” (S), “vertical” (V), and “sky” (Y),
which can be separated solely based on the geometric assumptions of
the underlying scene model: support Stixels have a constant height
offset relative to a predetermined ground model, vertical Stixels have
a constant depth and the depth of sky Stixels is infinite or invalid.
The following section provides the mathematical details of the Stixel
model for a single image column of width ws.
2.2.1 Graphical Model1
We start by introducing the posterior distribution P(S: |M:) of a
Stixel column S:, conditioned on all measurements M: within the col-
umn. Following Pfeiffer (2011), M: is identical to one column of the
disparity map D: obtained via stereo matching. The above posterior
is defined with a graphical model, which is depicted as a factor graph
1 This section is original work of Marius Cordts and added in my own words here for
completeness.
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in Figure 2.4. This graph contains a factorization of the posterior into
a likelihood term P˜(M: | S:) and a prior term P˜(S:), yielding
P(S: |M:) =
1
Z
P˜(M: | S:) P˜(S:) , (2.1)
where Z is the partition function for normalization. Note that both,
likelihood and prior are unnormalized probability mass functions. In
the log-domain, this yields
P(S: = s: |M: =m:) = e
−E(s:,m:) , (2.2)
where E(·) is the energy function, which is defined as
E(s:,m:) = Φ(s:,m:) +Ψ(s:) − log(Z) . (2.3)
The function Φ(·) corresponds to the likelihood and Ψ(·) to the prior.
In order to correctly define all energies, a fixed number of random
variables is required to describe the segmentation S:. This is achieved
by splitting the column S: into the maximum number of possible
Stixels Si, i.e. i ∈ {1 . . . h}, and adding an extra random variable N ∈
{1 . . . h} that denotes the actual number of inferred Stixels within a
column. For a certain value n, all factors connected to a Stixel Si with
i > n are then set to zero energy, so that these factors do not influence
the resulting segmentation at all. For ease of notation, we assume that
i 6 n, so that the dependency of the factors on N can be dropped.
The column segmentation S: consists of h Stixels Si, with S1 being
the lowest and Sh being the highest Stixel. A Stixel Si in turn splits
into four random variables Vbi , V
t
i, Ci, and Di. The first two denote
the vertical extent (bottom and top). The variable Ci represents the
class label, and Di parameterizes the respective disparity model: for
vertical Stixels the constant disparity, for support Stixels the constant
disparity offset to the ground plane.
2.2.1.1 Prior
The prior Ψ(s:) from Equation (2.3) captures knowledge about the
scene structure independent of any measurements. It factorizes as
Ψ(s:) = Ψmc(n) +
h∑
i=1
∑
id
Ψid(si, si−1,n) , (2.4)
where id stands for the factor name in Figure 2.4. Note that not all
factors actually depend on all variables si, si−1, or n. In the following,
all individual factors are defined in more detail: model complexity,
segmentation consistency, structural priors, and semantic priors.
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model complexity The model complexity prior Ψmc is the essen-
tial regularization term and controls the compromise between com-
pactness and accuracy. The factor is defined as
Ψmc(n) = βmc n . (2.5)
The higher the parameter βmc, the smaller the number of Stixels,
which in turn results in stronger regularization.
segmentation consistency We add hard constraints to en-
sure that segments are non-overlapping, connected, and extend over
the whole image, i.e. the first Stixel must begin in image row 1 (bot-
tom row) and the last Stixel must end in row h (top row):
Ψ1st
(
vb1
)
=
{
0 if vb1 = 1∞ otherwise , (2.6)
Ψnth,i
(
n, vti
)
=
{∞ if n = i and vti 6= h
0 otherwise
. (2.7)
Furthermore, consecutive Stixels must be connected and the top point
must always be larger then the bottom point of each Stixel, i.e.
Ψt>b
(
vbi , v
t
i
)
=
{
0 if vbi 6 vti∞ otherwise , (2.8)
Ψcon
(
vbi , v
t
i−1
)
=
{
0 if vbi = v
t
i−1 + 1∞ otherwise . (2.9)
structural priors We encode the typical 3D layout of road
scenes with Ψstr, which is in turn comprised of two factors, both re-
sponsible for an individual effect, i.e.
Ψstr
(
ci, ci−1,di,di−1, vbi
)
= Ψgrav +Ψdo . (2.10)
The gravity component Ψgrav is only non-zero for ci ∈ V and ci−1 ∈ S
and models that a vertical Stixel is usually not floating but instead
standing on the preceding support surface Stixel. Consequently, the
disparity of the vertical Stixel di and the disparity of the preced-
ing support Stixel must coincide in row vbi . The latter disparity is
denoted by the function ds(vbi ,di−1) and their difference as ∆d =
di − ds(v
b
i ,di−1). Then, Ψgrav is defined as
Ψgrav =

α−grav +β
−
grav∆d if ∆d < 0
α+grav +β
+
grav∆d if ∆d > 0
0 otherwise
, (2.11)
where αgrav and βgrav are free parameters of the model. The second
term Ψdo evaluates the relative depth ordering of vertical segments.
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Usually, an object that is visually located on top of another object in
the 2D image is farther away in the 3D scene, i.e. the top disparity is
smaller than the bottom one, which is encoded as
Ψdo =
{
αdo +βdo (di − di−1) if ci ∈ V, ci−1 ∈ V,di > di−1
0 otherwise
.
(2.12)
semantic priors The last factor Ψsem incorporates a-priori knowl-
edge about the semantic structure of road scenes:
Ψsem(ci, ci−1) = γci + γci,ci−1 . (2.13)
The first term γci encodes the energy of the respective a-priori prob-
ability of class ci, where a higher value means that a Stixels with
that class label is less likely. The second term γci,ci−1 is defined via
a two-dimensional matrix γci,ci−1 , rating all possible combinations of
class transitions. Entries in this matrix model expectations about rela-
tive class locations, e.g. a vertical Stixel above a support Stixel is rated
more likely than vice versa. Note that only relations of first order are
captured to allow for efficient inference. Finally, Ψsem1(c1) encodes
the class prior of the very first Stixel, which is more likely “support”
than “vertical” or “sky”.
2.2.1.2 Data likelihood
The likelihood term from Equation (2.3) rates the impact of measure-
ments, in our case the disparity map D: and factorizes as
Φ(s:,m:) =
h∑
i=1
vti∑
v=vbi
ΦD(si,dv, v) . (2.14)
Note that this sum iterates over the maximum number of Stixels h,
but as discussed above, all factors for i > n are set to zero. Further-
more, we assume that the data likelihoods for a given Stixel segmen-
tation s: are independent across pixels, so that their contribution de-
composes over the rows v.
According to the Stixel world model, the depth likelihood terms
consist of supporting and vertical planar surfaces. Given that the
width w of Stixels is rather small, the influence of horizontal slanted
surfaces is neglected and instead, with some discretization, repre-
sented via neighboring Stixels at varying depths. In doing so, the 3D
orientation of a Stixel is sufficiently described by the structural class,
i.e. support or vertical. Consequently, the 3D depth model of a Stixel
is parametrized by a single variable Dv paired with its 2D position in
the image and its class label. This variable is the Stixel’s constant dis-
parity for a vertical segment and a constant disparity offset relative
to the ground plane for a support segment.
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We use dense disparity maps as depth measurements, where each
pixel has either a disparity value assigned or is marked as invalid, i.e.
dv ∈ {0 . . . dmax,dinv}. The subscript v denotes the row index within
the considered column. The depth likelihood term ΦD(si,dv, v) is
derived from a generative measurement model Pv(Dv = dv | Si = si)
according to
ΦD(si,dv, v) = −δD(ci) log(Pv(Dv = dv | Si = si)) . (2.15)
This term includes class-specific weights δD(ci) that allow to learn
the relevance of the depth information for a certain class. Now let
pval be the prior probability of a valid disparity measurement. We
define
Pv(Dv | Si) =
{
pval Pv,val(Dv | Si) if dv 6= dinv
(1− pval) otherwise
, (2.16)
where Pv,val(Dv | Si) denotes the measurement model of valid mea-
surements only and is defined as a mixture of a uniform and a Gaus-
sian distribution:
Pv,val(Dv | Si) =
pout
ZU
+
1− pout
ZG(si)
e
− 12
(
dv−µ(si ,v)
σ(si)
)2
. (2.17)
While the Gaussian describes the noise model of disparity measure-
ments with standard deviation σ, the uniform distribution increases
robustness against outliers and is weighted by pout. The Gaussian is
centered at the disparity value µ(si, v) of the Stixel si, which is con-
stant for vertical Stixels, i.e. µ(si, v) = di, and depends on row v for
support Stixels to follow the pre-determined ground model. The pa-
rameters pval, pout, and σ are either chosen a-priori, or can be obtained
via confidence estimation in the stereo matching algorithm, as shown
e.g. by Pfeiffer et al. (2013).
2.2.2 Inference
Inference is performed by finding the Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP)
solution that maximizes Equation (2.1), or equivalently by minimiz-
ing the energy function in Equation (2.3). One motivation for this is
that compared to a maximum marginal estimate, the obtained seg-
mentation is consistent in terms of the constraints described in Sec-
tion 2.2.1.1. More details on the inference algorithms and approxima-
tions made to improve inference time can be found in (Cordts et al.,
2017b).
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Bag-of-Features (BOF) is a common principle to encode a set of feature
descriptors into a histogram of N representative descriptors. Origi-
nally introduced in the context of natural language processing, where
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the concept is known as bag-of-words (Lewis, 1998), the objective is
to find a representation that allows to compare text bodies of differ-
ent and arbitrary lengths. This is done by disregarding the order of
words, i.e. throwing them all into a bag, and just counting the number
of occurrences in the text. The resulting histogram can then be used
to classify documents, e.g. into different topics. The main difference
between bag-of-words and bag-of-features is an intermediate quanti-
zation step. For text, every word is a unique entity already, so build-
ing a histogram over a pre-defined dictionary is straight-forward. For
images on the other hand, color and texture patterns are typically en-
coded by high-dimensional feature descriptors in continuous space,
so they need to be quantized to a best matching unique representa-We use the terms
feature encoding and
vector quantization
interchangeably in
this dissertation.
tive descriptor before they can be added to a histogram. We briefly
discuss popular methods of vector quantization in Section 2.3.1.
In Chapter 5, the scene labeling problem is treated as classification
of bottom-up region proposals, where the BOF model is used to en-
code the appearance of a region. Encoding free-form image regions
with bounding-box classification models such as HOG can be diffi-
cult, as they additionally capture background clutter that is not part
of the actual region. This introduces higher variance in the descrip-
tor and thus requires more training samples to yield a good model.
The BOF allows to encode regions of arbitrary size and shape with-
out this problem. Furthermore, classical models such as HOG take
into account the spatial layout of texture patterns within a bounding
box, which leads to strong classification results under full visibility
but poor performance under occlusion. While this problem has been
solved partially with the revival of deep CNNs, the BOF model does
not suffer from this problem in general, as it is inherently orderless,
i.e. the position of a texture pattern within the region is not taken into
account.
2.3.1 Feature Encoding Methods
k-means The most popular approach to quantize image descrip-
tors to visual words is k-Means, as originally shown by Csurka et al.
(2004). The k-Means algorithm finds k cluster centers that approxi-
mate the underlying data distribution in feature space by iteratively
assigning each point of the distribution to the closest mean value and
subsequently updating the mean based on all assigned points. This
is a simplified version of the more general Expectation Maximiza-
tion (EM) algorithm, where only the mean values of k Gaussians are
estimated and all covariance matrices are fixed to the identity matrix.
The dictionary is then defined by the k found mean values, their in-
dices 1 . . . k to be more precise, and vector quantization of a descrip-
tor is equivalent to nearest neighbor search. While k-Means is very
popular and accurate in terms of matching the closest visual word,
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Figure 2.5: Concept of Extremely Randomized Clustering (ERC) forests ap-
plied to image classification. Feature descriptors are extracted
sparsely at interesting keypoints of different scales. Every fea-
ture is then vector quantized by traversing it through the tree.
The distribution of observed leaf node indices is then used as
image-level descriptor and classified with a Support Vector Ma-
chine (SVM). Image courtesy of Moosmann et al. (2008).
it is rather inefficient, as high-dimensional nearest neighbor search
against hundreds or thousands of candidates is very time consum-
ing, with the runtime complexity being O(kD), where D is the fea-
ture dimensionality. As a solution to this problem, Nister and Stewe-
nius (2006) introduced vocabulary trees, which are an approximation
to k-Means and are realized as k-Means hierarchy. They provide a
good trade-off between runtime and matching accuracy: With a tree-
structured hierarchy of l levels, and a small number of m cluster
centers per level, the complexity can be reduced to O(lmD), where
l ≈ logk.
decision trees Moosmann et al. (2008) introduced Extremely
Randomized Clustering (ERC) forests as a means of rapidly quantiz-
ing feature descriptor vectors to visual words. Similar to the hierarchi-
cal k-Means-based quantization of Nister and Stewenius (2006), ERC
utilize a tree-structure to yield efficient inference. However, the deci-
sion to which node in the tree a descriptor traverses next does not
involve a full D-dimensional nearest neighbor search against m can-
didates, but only a single scalar threshold comparison. This further
reduced runtime complexity to O(logk). In addition to more efficient
inference, ERC forests have also shown better task-specific quantiza-
tion performance than k-Means, because the trees can be trained in
a supervised manner, compared to unsupervised training in case of
k-Means. Figure 2.5 depicts the concept of ERC forests applied to im-
age classification. We will adopt this encoding principle later in Sec-
tion 5.1.2, where we provide more technical details of the method and
discuss how it can be applied to scene labeling in our context.
2.3.2 Pyramidal Encoding
While the orderless nature of the BOF model works well in many cases,
introducing more spatial structure can sometimes improve match-
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Figure 2.6: Concept of spatial pyramid matching. To consider the position
of local features in the image, histograms are computed over re-
cursively smaller image partitions. Figure taken from Lazebnik
et al. (2006).
ing and recognition performance. Grauman and Darrell (2005) intro-
duced the pyramid match kernel, which essentially builds a pyramid
in feature space and weights matches of two sets of features accord-
ing to the level they occur on, where matches on a finer level are
weighted stronger. This concept enabled much faster matching with
an accuracy comparable to other methods at that time, but did not
take spatial image structure into account. In order to change that,
Lazebnik et al. (2006) introduced spatial pyramid matching as an al-
ternative to (Grauman and Darrell, 2005), where the pyramid is not
build in feature space but in 2D image space. This is done by recur-
sively subdividing an image into its four quadrants and computing a
separate BOF histogram for each such quadrant, c.f . Figure 2.6. While
the histogram response of two images might be similar or even iden-On the first level,
the model is still
orderless.
tical on the first level, every subsequent level adds finer details of
the spatial feature distribution. The final histogram is then obtained
by concatenating all histograms of all levels, resulting in a very high-
dimensional but sparse image descriptor. Later in this dissertation
we introduce height pooling (c.f . Section 5.1.3), which is an extension
of this principle that takes into account depth information.
2.4 scene labeling
The approaches introduced in Section 2.1 build a camera-based en-The terms scene
labeling and
semantic
segmentation are
used
interchangeably in
this dissertation.
vironment model by reasoning from motion and depth cues and do
not take into account appearance information. Also, the parameters
of these models are tuned manually. Scene labeling on the other hand
aims to infer the semantic category of each pixel in an image, typically
by extracting and classifying color and texture features that encode
the appearance of an image region. The parameters to find a good
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classification model are typically learned from data by means of ma-
chine learning. In the following, we discuss an excerpt of the large
body of scene labeling literature. We roughly separate existing work
as follows: (1) In Section 2.4.1, we discuss various scene labeling meth-
ods in general, including approaches that make use of depth infor-
mation. On the highest level, we distinguish between pixel-level ap-
proaches and region-level approaches, which we aim to unify in this
dissertation. (2) In Section 2.4.2, we introduce scene labeling methods
that perform temporal reasoning for semantic video segmentation,
which is another problem we focus on in this dissertation. (3) Finally,
Section 2.4.3 covers a more detailed discussion of scene labeling meth-
ods that will be used as reference later in this work.
2.4.1 Pixel- and Region-level Scene Labeling
Over the last decade, there have been different methodological at-
tempts to solve the scene labeling problem, starting with dense pixel-
level classification, then superpixel classification, and finally classifi-
cation of larger bottom-up region proposals. Following the latter two
approaches mainly speeds up the process as fewer entities have to
be classified, but introduces an intermediate step to extract superpix-
els or region proposals that in turn can also be costly or introduce
errors. One of the goals of this dissertation is to combine pixel-level
and region-level approaches within a single architecture to retain the
precision of pixel-level models and the efficiency of region-level mod-
els (c.f . Chapter 6). In the following, we discuss related scene labeling
models according to this separation.
In the realm of dense pixel classification, autocontext models have
been proposed to integrate semantic context in labeling (Fröhlich
et al., 2012; Shotton et al., 2008; Tu and Bai, 2009). The term auto-
context is used if a sequence of classifiers is applied and the output
of the previous classifier is used as input for the next classifier. In
this way, every stage has more contextual information available as in-
put. This concept is used in a variety of problems outside of semantic
segmentation, most notably for body pose estimation, where e.g. a
nearby limb is a strong indicator for hands or feet. Although compu-
tationally expensive compared to region-based approaches, real-time
capable implementations of dense pixel-level semantic segmentation
have been proposed e.g. by Costea and Nedevschi (2014) and Shotton
et al. (2009).
Region-based schemes have been applied in many approaches in
order to obtain more discriminative features and to allow efficient
inference. While fine-grained superpixels have been used as regions
(Fulkerson et al., 2009; Micˇušík, 2009; Zhang et al., 2010), recent work
shows impressive performance using segmentation trees that con-
tain larger region hypotheses (Arbeláez et al., 2012; Carreira et al.,
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2012). Fraundorfer et al. (2010) use stereo information to rectify im-
age patches, which results in viewpoint invariant patches (VIP) that
are quantized together with SIFT (Lowe, 2004). Furthermore, features
obtained from dense depth maps have also been quantized in the
context of gesture recognition, e.g. by Hernández-Vela et al. (2012).
In an early work of Hoiem et al. (2007) the surface layout is ex-
tracted from monocular images using features such as location in the
image, shape of superpixels, color, filter bank responses for texture
and vanishing lines. In case depth information is available, rich ad-
ditional features can be extracted, to capture the 3D structure of the
scene. A repeatedly used approach is to extract surface normals and
height above the ground plane for each pixel to support the segmen-
tation task (Gupta et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2010). Sparse point clouds
obtained from Structure From Motion (SFM) have been used for image
segmentation both in isolation (Brostow et al., 2008) and in combina-
tion with image-based cues, such as appearance and color (Micˇušík,
2009; Sturgess et al., 2009). The results indicate that the height of
feature points relative to the camera is an informative cue. Ladický
et al. (2010) propose a joint formulation of semantic segmentation and
dense stereo reconstruction within a pixel-wise conditional random
field framework. Co-dependencies and interactions between segmen-
tation and stereo reconstruction help to increase segmentation perfor-
mance. We will discuss this work in more detail later in Section 2.4.3,
as it is on of the reference methods we compare our approach against.
More recently, deep convolutional neural networks (CNNs) have be-
come a popular choice to solve the scene labeling problem, due to
their ability to encode complex image features and spatial relation-
ships. Due to the typical “bottleneck” architecture of deep scene label-
ing models, where higher-level features are composed of a weighted
combination of lower-level features, there is no need to differentiate
between pixel-level and region-level models that encode local struc-
ture and global context respectively. Both aspects are encoded jointly
in the model. Another advantage of deep networks is the possibil-
ity to train them end-to-end, i.e. to jointly optimize feature encoding
and classification in one holistic model. Notable instantiations of deep
convolutional networks for scene labeling include the Fully Convolu-
tional Network (FCN) approach by Long et al. (2015) and SegNet by
Badrinarayanan et al. (2017), which have a similar feature encoder
stage but diverge at the point where the embedded feature represen-
tation is decoded back to original image resolution.
2.4.2 Temporally Consistent Scene Labeling
On a high level, existing work can be distinguished into offline and on-
line methods. Offline or batch methods, e.g. (Grundmann et al., 2010;
Kundu et al., 2016), have the potential to yield best possible segmenta-
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tion performance, as they can access all available information from all
time steps during inference. However, as they are not causal, they can-
not be applied to streaming video analysis, which is a requirement for
many applications, such as mobile robotics. In contrast, online meth-
ods perform forward inference, i.e. they only take into account observa-
tions from previous time steps. A closer look reveals fundamental dif-
ferences, mainly separating recursive models (Erbs et al., 2012; Wojek
and Schiele, 2008; Wojek et al., 2013) from models considering longer
time history (Ellis and Zografos, 2012; Floros and Leibe, 2012; de Nijs
et al., 2012). The latter also include models performing inference in a
3D graphical model (space and time) over a stack of several frames.
Furthermore, the position in the processing pipeline and the level
of abstraction on which temporal consistency is enforced has several
important implications. For example, low-level motion segmentation
(detection-by-tracking) methods, such as presented by Ellis and Zo-
grafos (2012) or Ochs and Brox (2011), can provide temporally stable
proposal regions as input for semantic labeling but require promi-
nent motion of an object in the image for proper detection. Miksik
et al. (2013) propose a post-processing algorithm for causal temporal
smoothing of frame-by-frame segmentation results, where temporal
contributions are weighted according to a pixel-wise similarity mea-
sure, which requires dense optical flow.
As discussed in Section 2.4.1, prevalent consensus has emerged that
increasing the level of abstraction from pixels to superpixels or larger
image regions allows for richer models and more efficient inference.
In fact, most state-of-the-art methods rely on superpixels, e.g. (Ar-
beláez et al., 2012; Carreira et al., 2012). However, as superpixels are
typically built in a bottom-up fashion, their boundaries often fluc-
tuate when applied to consecutive frames in a video sequence. The
difficulty of registering and aligning superpixels over time has been
addressed by Couprie et al. (2013) and Vazquez-Reina et al. (2010).
Alternatively, using the warped previous segmentation as initializa-
tion for superpixels in the current frame is done by Abramov et al.
(2012) and Mester et al. (2011). In (Tang et al., 2013), spatio-temporal
segments are extracted from video data and are subsequently ranked
according to weakly labeled categories provided with the video. How-
ever, even with perfect temporal registration of superpixels and object
shapes, the semantic label decision can still be incorrect, mainly due
to temporal noise in the classification results, c.f . Tighe and Lazebnik
(2010).
2.4.3 Scene Labeling Reference Methods
Later in this dissertation, we will compare our results against other
methods from the literature that are either technically related, make
use of stereo depth information or deliver state-of-the-art scene label-
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Figure 2.7: Overview of the ALE labeling method. Given a pair of stereo
images, semantic object categories and stereo disparity values
are estimated jointly within a dense CRF framework. Image taken
from Ladický et al. (2010).
ing performance on the datasets we use for evaluation. This section
introduces those methods in more detail.
ale Ladický et al. (2010) present a method to jointly estimate se-
mantic object categories and dense disparity maps from a pair or
stereo images. The main rationale followed in this work is that es-
timating categories and depth jointly improves the result of both
modalities, as there is a strong correlation between them, i.e. knowing
that a pixel is part of the road increases the chance of measuring a
constant disparity gradient along the vertical image dimension and
vice versa. Also, sudden changes in depth often coincide with a tran-
sition of the class label. Their model is formulated as a dense Con-
ditional Random Field (CRF), where each random variable can take a
label from the product space of categories and disparity values, c.f .
Figure 2.7. As the number of possible output configurations is very
large, they employ an approximate inference using graph cut-based
move making algorithms. Code for this method is published as part
of the Automatic Labeling Environment (ALE), a software framework
provided by the Oxford Brookes Vision Group1. This model delivers
high accuracy but requires by far the most computation time com-
pared to all other discussed methods.
darwin Gould (2012) introduces DARWIN, a framework for com-
puter vision and machine learning research that contains a boosted
decision tree classifier to predict pixel-level unary scores (Gould et al.,
2009), as well as a dense CRF model with contrast-sensitive pairwise
1 http://www.robots.ox.ac.uk/~phst/ale.htm
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Figure 2.8: Overview of the RCPN labeling method. Semantic context is
propagated recursively within a superpixel tree by means of neu-
ral networks that combine and decombine features. Image taken
from Sharma et al. (2015).
terms, which is a common technique to favor a class transitions if
image intensities change. We report numbers generated with this
framework as baseline for unary pixel-level classification and stan-
dard dense CRF regularization that does not take into account depth
information. The source code of the DARWIN framework is provided
publicly2.
pn-rcpn Sharma et al. (2015) present a scene labeling method
based on recursive context propagation networks (RCPN). The key
idea of this approach is to distribute semantic contextual informa-
tion within trees of superpixels. Starting from the root node that rep-
resents the entire image, semantic context is recursively propagated
from parent nodes to child nodes, so that all superpixels (the leaves in
the tree) are expected to contain global contextual information. To this
end, different neural networks are learned to (1) map local image fea-
tures to semantic features, (2) combine child node features to parent
node features, (3) decombine parent node features to child node fea-
tures and finally (4) map context-enhanced features to labels, c.f . Fig-
ure 2.8. Local image features are extracted with the multi-scale CNN
of (Farabet et al., 2013) and averaged over superpixels. PN stands for
pure node, which denotes the best performing version of the method.
This method does not use depth information, but delivers state-of-
the-art performance on one of the datasets used for evaluation.
layered interpretation Liu et al. (2015) propose a model for
jointly estimating semantic labels and disparity maps under strong
geometric scene constraints. The concept is in fact highly related to
the Stixel idea, but imposes stronger model constraints. Each column
is divided into at most four horizontal layers and all columns are
solved separately. The order of labels in the layers is constraint ac-
cording to Figure 2.9 and there is a fixed depth ordering from close to
2 http://drwn.anu.edu.au/
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Figure 2.9: Scene model of the Layered Interpretation method. Each column
can have one to four layers, where the order of labels is fixed.
Image taken from Liu et al. (2015).
far when moving from the bottom to the top of the image. These con-
straints are formulated as an energy minimization problem that has
only five free variables per column and can be solved with dynamic
programming. As input, this method uses depth and appearance cues.
Depth cues come from a cost volume that contains the intensity dif-
ference for every possible disparity value, which is a common choice
for many stereo algorithms. For appearance information, they use the
RCPN method of Sharma et al. (2015), so the proposed Layered Inter-
pretation model can actually be seen as an extension of RCPN with
more scene constraints and use of depth information. Their approach
is implemented on a GPU and provides very competitive results at
low computation time on the tested datasets. It is a good example of
a method that achieves high performance by imposing strong scene
constraints.
semantic texton forests Shotton et al. (2008) propose the se-
mantic texton forest concept for image segmentation, which consists
of two major parts: The first part is a pixel-level RDF, the Semantic Tex-
ton Forest (STF), which operates on small rectangular image patches
and is used to extract dense texton maps. For every tree in the STF,
the texton map encodes the ID of the leaf node each pixel falls into.
This is essentially the ERC feature encoding concept of Moosmann
et al. (2008) (c.f . Section 2.3.1), but applied directly on image pixels
and computed densely, compared to encoding descriptors extracted
at sparse keypoints. In addition to texton maps, the STF also infers an
initial pixel-level labeling that is used later as a region-level semantic
prior. Texton maps and semantic prior are visualized in Figure 2.10.
The second part of the concept is the Bag-of-Semantic-Textons (BOST)
histogram, i.e. a histogram of textons, accumulated over an image re-
gion and augmented by attaching the average class label distribution
from the STF leaf nodes as a region-level semantic prior. This BOST
histogram then constitutes the final region-level descriptor, which is
shown in Figure 2.11. To infer the semantic segmentation of an image,
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Figure 2.10: Overview of the semantic texton forest approach. (a) Input im-
age and ground truth, (b) textons maps for five trees, (c) se-
mantic prior computed with the STF, and (d) final result. Image
taken from Shotton et al. (2008).
Figure 2.11: Bag-of-Semantic-Textons (BOST) descriptor to encode an image
region r. In contrast to the ERC concept of Moosmann et al.
(2008), intermediate nodes in the tree also contribute to the his-
togram to additionally capture the tree structure. Image taken
from Shotton et al. (2008).
the TextonBoost approach (Shotton et al., 2006) is adapted by replac-
ing the boosting classifier with an RDF and replacing a histogram of
pre-defined quantized textons with the learned BOST descriptor. The
TextonBoost approach analyses multiple informative image regions
of varying size and shape around a pixel of interest, where the max-
imum distance of these regions to the pixel can be rather large (up
to half the image size), so that semantic long-range context can be
learned.
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In recent years, significant progress in computer vision has been made
possible with the help of machine learning techniques. The goal of
machine learning is to automatically learn the free parameters of a
model, so that the model is able to generalize from provided data
samples and infer the desired outcome for previously unseen input.
Datasets are a central enabler for this technology as they are a pre-
requisite for learning the free parameters. At the same time, datasets
are also crucial to quantify how well a certain problem can be solved
and to compare different solutions against each other. In fact, most
datasets do not only contain the actual input data for an algorithm,
but also some form of reference data that defines the desired outcome
of an algorithm. This reference is referred to as ground truth, a term
we will use frequently throughout the remainder of this dissertation.
Generating ground truth is often a tedious task, as it typically re-
quires human annotators to manually generate the desired outcome
for a given input. In the setting of outdoor semantic scene labeling,
this means the annotator is presented with an image of an outdoor
scene and has to define the target class label for each individual pixel
in the image. In contrast,
unsupervised
methods try to
discover patterns
from data where no
ground truth is
available.
In a supervised setting, where the desired outcome is available dur-
ing training, ground truth data is required for both training and eval-
uation. It is thus important to have a well-defined separation of the
data into disjoint parts for training and evaluation. Otherwise, it is ut-
terly difficult to obtain an unbiased estimate of the true performance
of a method. The reason for this is overfitting, which happens when
an algorithm overly specializes to the samples it is trained on and
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hence looses the capability to generalize to unseen data. Without a
separation into training and testing parts, this is very hard to detect.
Furthermore, not only annotated data is important to compare dif-
ferent methods against each other. The definition and widespread use
of meaningful evaluation metrics is key to enabling a fair and flaw-
less comparison. Unfortunately, there is almost never a single mea-
sure that can capture all relevant aspects of a method properly, as
demands on an algorithm can differ significantly depending on the
use case.
In this chapter, relevant existing datasets for scene labeling of ur-
ban streets are reviewed and discussed with regard to their settings
and properties. Subsequently, a novel dataset for urban scene label-
ing is introduced that aims to avoid the shortcomings of previous
datasets. Furthermore, different evaluation metrics for scene labeling
are reviewed and related to each other later in this chapter.
3.1 datasets for outdoor urban scene labeling
In the following, three related datasets are discussed that have been
used in the context of semantic labeling of outdoor street scenes:
CamVid, Leuven, and KITTI. While there is a large body of literature
reporting numbers on these datasets, they are all in all not well suited
for our task, either in terms of size and resolution or because they do
not provide all input modalities that should be explored in the scope
of this dissertation. As a result of this finding, a novel dataset will be
proposed subsequently that aims to fill this gap.
3.1.1 CamVid
The CamVid dataset was introduced by Brostow et al. (2009). They
were the first to propose a large dataset to evaluate semantic seg-
mentation in the context of outdoor urban street scenes. In contrast
to previous datasets, they made the move from still images to video
sequences, which are recorded using a vehicle-borne camera. The au-
thors anticipated that this step allows the development of more elab-
orate algorithms that take into account temporal context. From the 10
minutes of video material, 701 frames come with manual annotations
into 32 semantic classes. An example image of the CamVid dataset
with corresponding semantic annotations is given in Figure 3.1.
Unfortunately, the CamVid dataset is not recorded with stereo cam-
eras, so that depth information can only be extracted from motion
analysis. Structure From Motion (SFM) methods such as used by Bros-
tow et al. (2008) and Sturgess et al. (2009) allow to estimate depth
from a video stream using a single camera, but the reconstruction
of these approaches is quite sparse and the quality is still not com-
parable to a well-calibrated stereo camera setup. This is mainly due
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to the required 2D matching of correspondences, whereas the stereo
case only involves 1D matching along the epipolar line (Hartley and
Zisserman, 2004). Furthermore, SFM only works in a stationary envi-
ronment, where the camera is the only moving object. For in-vehicle
applications, where not only the observing camera but also other traf-
fic participants are potentially moving, this is arguably a strong limi-
tation.
3.1.2 Leuven
The Leuven stereo dataset was originally introduced by Cornelis et al.
(2008) and later extended with semantic class label and depth annota-
tions by Ladický et al. (2010). The dataset contains 1175 stereo image
pairs, where the two cameras are mounted on top of a moving vehi-
cle and are 150 cm apart from each other. The images are recorded
as a video stream over a distance of about 500 meters in an urban
neighborhood and it was the first scene labeling dataset with video
and stereo information available. Unfortunately it suffers from severe
problems that make it impractical to use from today’s perspective:
the images have a resolution of only 360×288, poor illumination con-
ditions and motion blur. Semantic class label annotations are avail-
able for only 70 images, where 50 images are used for training and
the remaining 20 for testing. In light of this fact, it is questionable
whether the results would actually provide strong statistical evidence
of a method’s performance. Furthermore, almost no pedestrians are
visible at sufficiently high resolution and the overall scene is rather
static. Figure 3.1 also provides an example of this data.
3.1.3 KITTI
The KITTI Vision Benchmark Suite (Geiger et al., 2012) is a dataset
collaboratively built by the Karlsruhe Institute of Technology and the
Toyota Technological Institute in Chicago (KITTI). It was introduced
to assess and support research on vision algorithms for autonomous
vehicles. The dataset includes recordings in urban, rural and highway
scenarios and provides data from stereo cameras and a Velodyne 360°
laser scanner, both mounted on top of a mid-size car. Based on the
recorded data, the authors compiled different challenges for prob-
lems such as stereo vision, optical flow, visual odometry and object
detection and provide rankings of the best performing algorithms on
their website1.
While the KITTI data itself is very suitable for our setting of out-
door urban scene labeling, there is no official scene labeling bench-
mark or ground truth data available at the time of this writing. How-
ever, recently several authors have manually annotated different parts
1 www.cvlibs.net/datasets/kitti/
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Figure 3.1: Example images taken from three related datasets: CamVid (Bros-
tow et al., 2009), Leuven (Ladický et al., 2010), and KITTI (Geiger
et al., 2012) with annotations from Ros et al. (2015). Correspond-
ing semantic class annotations are provided on the right of each
image, where colors encode different class labels.
of the KITTI data with pixel-level semantic labels (He and Upcroft,
2013; Ladický et al., 2014; Ros et al., 2015; Sengupta et al., 2013; Xu
et al., 2013). Despite the varying objectives of the individual contribu-
tions and correspondingly varying annotation protocols, a subset of
overlapping classes can be found across all the different parts.
We will make use of this data later in this dissertation by mapping
all of the provided ground truth labels to a subset of classes relevant
for our task. In doing so, we obtain a total of 427 images with manual
annotations. To avoid overlap between training and testing data, we
test on all 216 annotated images taken from the visual odometry part
of the KITTI data (Ros et al., 2015; Sengupta et al., 2013) and use the
remaining 211 images (He and Upcroft, 2013; Ladický et al., 2014; Xu
et al., 2013) for training. In Figure 3.1 we show a KITTI image with
annotations taken from Ros et al. (2015).
3.1.4 Discussion
The datasets presented in this section are all interesting for our gen-
eral setup, but none of them provides all the information we would
like to use in this dissertation. The CamVid dataset does not provide
stereo imagery and the Leuven dataset is too small in terms resolu-
tion and size. The presented datasets are briefly summarized with
their key properties in Table 3.1. From this listing it can be seen again
that the collected KITTI annotations are in fact most interesting in
the context of this dissertation, as they provide all necessary data we
would like to use. However, the annotations have been published just
recently and do not constitute an official benchmark as a whole. Nev-
ertheless, we will repeatedly use this data as a second benchmark, to
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Dataset CamVid Leuven KITTI
Resolution 960×720 360×288 1240×370
# Images 701 70 427
# Classes 32 7 12
Color yes yes yes
Video yes yes yes
Stereo no yes yes
Table 3.1: Overview of the key characteristics of the discussed scene labeling
datasets, including resolution, number of annotated images, and
number of classes.
demonstrate that our proposed methods are able to generalize across
different datasets.
3.2 the daimler urban segmentation dataset
In this section, we introduce the Daimler Urban Segmentation dataset,
a novel dataset for semantic labeling of outdoor urban street scenes.
Given that most popular datasets for semantic segmentation do not Our dataset is
publicly available at
www.6d-vision.
com/
scene-labeling/.
provide stereo images or are too small in terms of resolution and
number of annotated frames, we present a challenging stereo vision
dataset captured from a moving vehicle in complex urban traffic with
manually annotated ground truth. With our dataset, we aim to pro-
vide data that allows to leverage motion and depth cues alike and
exceeds previously used datasets in terms of resolution and size. In
this section, we will discuss the general setting of our dataset, intro-
duce the recording and annotation protocol and provide some gen-
eral statistics of the data to provide better insight. We will use this
dataset as the main source to train and evaluate the methods pro-
posed throughout this dissertation and abbreviate it with DUS.
3.2.1 General Description
Our Daimler Urban Segmentation dataset contains five video snip-
pets with 1000 consecutive stereo image pairs each. The videos are
recorded using industrial monochrome cameras with a spatial reso-
lution of 1024×440 pixels and 12 bit dynamic range, a setting often
found in current industrial in-vehicle vision applications. The cam-
eras deliver a frame rate of 25 Frames Per Second (FPS), so that each
snippet covers a time span of 40 seconds.
The five snippets we selected for human annotation are taken from
longer video sequences recorded in the context of the Daimler inter-
nal Bertha research project that was officially introduced to the public
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in August 2013. The goal of this project was to build a vehicle with
close-to-production sensors that is capable of driving autonomously
in rural and urban traffic (Ziegler et al., 2014). On the sensor side,
computer vision played an important role and covered tasks such as
recognition of lanes and curbs, localization, object detection, tracking,
motion segmentation and traffic light recognition (Franke et al., 2013).
It is therefore easy to argue that the recorded video material is an in-
teresting testbed for the design of novel algorithms as well, as the
data was actually used to realize a successful autonomous vehicle.
Figure 3.2: Bertha Benz Memorial Route
with selected points of interest.
Courtesy of Ziegler.
The name of the project
derives from the eponymous
Bertha Benz Memorial Route
(Figure 3.2) that has been
chosen for testing and demon-
stration. Located in Baden-
Württemberg, Germany, the
route stretches over roughly
100 kilometers of rural roads,
narrow villages and inner-
city streets from Mannheim
to Pforzheim, passing the
city of Heidelberg and the
Bruchsal Castle. From the
video material recorded along
this route, we chose the most
interesting and dynamic inner-city parts that contain many pedes-
trians and vehicles. For both of the two classes, heavy occlusion is
present in the images, with crowds of pedestrians crossing the street
and parking cars mutually occluding each other. To provide better
insight into our dataset, Figure 3.3 shows some example images to-
gether with the corresponding disparity maps and semantic annota-
tions.
annotations For the given data, we identified seven object classes
of interest: vehicles, pedestrians, bicycles and cyclists, drivable ground
surface, buildings and sky. While this set of labels seems rather small
compared to other related datasets such as CamVid with its 32 classes,
we anticipate that a small number of classes with more per-class ex-
amples offers stronger statistical evidence when reporting numbers
compared to many classes with only few instances per class present
in the data.
From the 5000 stereo image pairs in our dataset, we manually an-
notated 500 images with pixel-level semantic labels. We followed an
equidistant annotation protocol, i.e. labels exist for every tenth frame
of our video data, starting at frame 10 and ending at frame 1000 of
each sequence. We choose this protocol in favor of methods for online
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Figure 3.3: Examples taken from our dataset. The grayscale camera image is
shown on the left, with the corresponding disparity map in the
center and the pixel-level semantic class annotations on the right.
The colors in the disparity maps encode near pixels in red and
far away pixels in green. Black areas indicate regions where no
matching is possible. Colors in the annotation images indicate
the semantic class label, i.e. green for vehicles and blue for build-
ing. Black regions do not belong to any defined class label or are
very cluttered and therefore left unlabeled. In total we provide
annotations for seven class labels: ground, building, sky, vehicle,
pedestrian, bicycle and cyclist. It can be seen that our images
contain many articulated pedestrians, which makes precise seg-
mentation very challenging. The name of the source sequence is
given on the left of each image.
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streaming analysis. In this way, there is a fixed time window in the
beginning of each sequence and between annotated frames to let an
algorithm leverage temporal cues so as to increase its certainty before
the inferred result counts in the evaluation.
The tool we developed to generate the pixel-level labels provides
several features to speed up the labeling effort, including drawing
freely with a variable sized brush and creating polygons that close au-
tomatically. What we found most useful however was an additional
mode that finds the shortest path along strong image gradients from
the last click to the current mouse pointer position. This feature al-
lowed to rapidly generate highly precise object contours with only a
few clicks and was used intensively throughout our annotation pro-
cess.
stereo setup As pointed out earlier, one of the central reasons
for creating this dataset is to provide additional depth information
from a stereo camera setup. We use a stereo rig with a baseline of 35
cm and a field of view of 45° that is mounted behind the windshield
inside of our recording vehicle. Intrinsic and extrinsic calibration of
the stereo rig has been conducted carefully, so that stereo matching
errors arising from miscalibration can be factored out. Consequently,
all images in our dataset are already rectified so that for a point in
the left image, the corresponding point in the right image is always
on the same row index. To avoid unwanted decalibration of the setup,
the two cameras are rigidly connected using a solid metal tube. In ad-
dition to the rectified left and right camera images, we also augment
the dataset with pre-computed dense disparity maps that we gener-
ated using a Daimler-internal implementation of the well-established
SGM algorithm proposed by Hirschmüller (2008). The resulting depth
maps contain sub-pixel accurate disparity estimates in the range from
0 px to 127 px and provide measurements for about 90% of all pixels.
While depth estimation with stereo cameras typically fails in regions
with low contrast, the HDR cameras used for the recordings effectively
avoid this problem, so that the predominant cause for invalid mea-
surements is not low contrast but stereo occlusion, i.e. a pixel is visi-
ble in the left image but occluded in the right image. We detect andThe consistency
check verifies that
left-to-right
matching and
reverse right-to-left
matching are in
agreement.
mark these invalid measurements using a left-right consistency check.
Since we are using the left image as the reference frame, the resulting
invalid regions are always on the left side of objects in the scene and
the effect is more pronounced for objects closer to the camera.
3.2.2 Evaluation Protocol
Out of our five video snippets, we selected two sequences solely
for evaluation, while the remaining three can be used for training
and cross-validation of learning-based methods. For ease of use we
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named all five sequences directly according to their purpose: train_1,
train_2, train_3, and test_1, test_2, c.f . Figure 3.3 (left column).
We chose one of the most challenging snippets (test_2) for evalua-
tion, as this part contains strong object occlusions and dynamic mo-
tion of the recording vehicle and other traffic participants. It includes
a twisty road layout, overtaking maneuvers, stopping at a traffic light,
and pedestrians waiting and crossing the street in front of the vehicle.
To avoid overfitting to a certain location, the split was further chosen
so that locations present in the evaluation part are never occurring in
the training part. While the provided separation into training and test-
ing parts is well motivated and meaningful from our perspective, it
comes at the cost that bicycle and cyclist labels are under-represented
in the training set. This renders it impractical to train a strong classi- Note that in our
dataset bicycles
almost never occur
in isolation but
always together with
a cyclist, which
makes our mapping
more plausible.
fier for these classes. We therefore decided to map all label instances
of bicycles and cyclists to the pedestrian class for training and evalu-
ation, so that in all experiments throughout this dissertation, we only
consider a segmentation problem into five classes: ground, building,
sky, vehicle, and pedestrian.
metrics As briefly mentioned earlier in this chapter, the defini-
tion of meaningful and well-suited evaluation metrics is an impor-
tant aspect when introducing a novel dataset. In the following, we
will therefore discuss existing measures to compare semantic segmen-
tation methods and eventually introduce the evaluation protocol we
define for our dataset.
Common measures to evaluate semantic segmentation performance
are Global Precision (GP), Average Precision (AP) and the Intersection
Over Union (IOU) metric from the PASCAL VOC challenge (Everingham
et al., 2010). All these metrics have in common that they are derived
from the pixel-level confusion matrix between the ground truth anno-
tations and the inferred outcome of an algorithm. A confusion matrix
is a square matrix of size L × L, where L is the number of classes,
e.g. five for our dataset. For each annotated pixel in the test data,
an entry is added with the corresponding pair of ground truth la-
bel and inferred label. Consequently, an inferred segmentation result
that is identical to the ground truth annotation produces a confu-
sion matrix with entries only along the diagonal of the matrix, where
ground truth label and inferred label are identical. The GP measures
how many of all pixels globally have been classified correctly, i.e.
GP =
1
N
L∑
i=1
cii , N =
L∑
i=1
L∑
j=1
cij (3.1)
where cij are the entries in the confusion matrix and N is the sum of
all entries. A disadvantage of GP is that it has a strong bias towards
classes that cover a large portion of the image, such as ground surface
and buildings, while classes with smaller entities barely contribute to
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the final score. It is therefore relatively easy to obtain high scoring
results, even if the majority of classes is not inferred accurately or not
inferred at all. To account for class imbalance, AP measures the accu-
racy for each class independently and averages the resulting numbers
over all classes to obtain a single score. The class-wise accuracy is al-
ways given relative to the ground truth, i.e. “how many of all actual
vehicle pixels have been classified as vehicle?”. This formulation di-
rectly translates into the AP definition, with
AP =
1
L
L∑
i=1
Pi , Pi =
cii
Ni
, Ni =
L∑
j=1
cij . (3.2)
Evaluating scene labeling accuracy in this way gives a better balance
between the classes of interest. However, there are still some spe-
cial cases that can lead to counterintuitive results. Consider the case
where a method simply classifies all pixels to belong to one class,
e.g. pedestrian. The Pi score for the pedestrian class would then be
100%, as all pedestrian pixels in the ground truth have been inferred
correctly but false positives are not taken into account. To overcome
this issue as well, Everingham et al. (2010) proposed the IOU mea-
sure, which is defined for class i as the intersection over the union of
ground truth and inferred labels:
IOUi =
TPi
TPi + FPi + FNi
. (3.3)
True positive pixels (TP) are correctly classified pixels, false positives
are pixels where class i was inferred but it is a different class in the
ground truth and false negatives (FN) are pixels with class i in the
ground truth that were missed and falsely assigned to a different
class, i.e.
TPi = cii , FPi =
 L∑
j=1
cij
− cii , FNi =
 L∑
j=1
cji
− cii .
(3.4)
In set theory, the IOU is also called Jaccard index and measures the
similarity of two sets. Same as with the AP measure, the class-specific
IOUi scores are averaged over all classes to obtain a single scalar
value. Results for the different measures are shown for an artificial
confusion matrix in Figure 3.4. From the given example it is easy to
see that all measures are given in percent, where 100% is the best
possible score. It is furthermore apparent that the IOU is always lower
than GP and AP. It should be briefly mentioned here that Csurka et al.
(2013) proposed an alternative measure to evaluate semantic segmen-
tation, arguing that a per-image evaluation and down-weighing the
influence of images with very low scores would be closer to a human
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Figure 3.4: Artificial confusion matrix for a classification problem with four
classes. Row indices denote the ground truth label while column
indices correspond to the inferred label. We show three com-
monly used metrics to obtain a scalar performance measure from
the given confusion matrix: Global Precision (GP), Average Preci-
sion (AP) and Intersection Over Union (IOU). If applicable, a sin-
gle class-specific score is also given as example. Colors indicate
the meaning of the contributing numbers.
quality estimate compared to IOU. We still use the IOU metric, as it is
much more common in literature.
In the remainder of this dissertation, we will always report results
using the IOU score, either for each class individually or averaged over
all classes. In some cases, where we report only the average (Avg IOU),
we will occasionally provide an additional average over the dynamic
object classes only, i.e. vehicle and pedestrian (Dyn IOU). Doing so
provides a better insight into the results, as these classes are very
relevant for many applications and it is much harder to achieve high
accuracy compared to ground, building or sky. In all cases, pixels that
are not annotated in the ground truth do not contribute to the result.
3.2.3 Dataset Statistics
Before we start using our novel dataset, we will spend the next few
pages to analyze and discuss a selection of interesting statistics that
can be derived from the dataset. This information will help to provide
a clearer picture of the challenges in our dataset and the aspects that
set it apart from datasets existing in the literature. We will also see
which parts are relatively easy and which parts hard to solve with
this data.
To avoid confusion for practitioners working with our dataset, it The main
adjustments in the
2014 version are
more accurate object
boundaries.
should be noted that throughout this dissertation we are using the
updated 2014 version of our dataset, which comes with small label
corrections of the initially published version in (Scharwächter et al.,
2013). Furthermore note again that we map all occurrences of cyclists
and bicycles in our dataset to the pedestrian class label before work-
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Ground Vehicle Ped. Sky Building
Train 45.6 9.4 1.4 2.7 40.9
Pixel Share Test 53.4 14.6 6.2 2.3 23.5
Overall 48.8 11.6 3.4 2.5 33.7
Train 319 685 542 363 732
Occurences Test 217 702 475 235 497
Overall 536 1387 1017 598 1229
Table 3.2: Distribution of annotations among the classes in our DUS dataset.
We show the share of pixels [%] and the number of occurrences,
separated by the parts for training and testing. An occurrence is
defined by a closed image region of one particular label that cov-
ers more then 100 pixels. Unsurprisingly, the largest part is taken
up by pixels covering the ground surface and buildings. In terms
of occurrences however, there is more balance between the differ-
ent classes.
ing with the data. The mapping from bicycle to pedestrian is not prob-
lematic in our case, as bicycles mostly occur alongside with cyclists.
Hence, it is reasonable to define the combined object as a pedestrian.
In Table 3.2, we see how the annotations in our dataset are dis-
tributed among the classes. As expected for outdoor street scenes, pix-
els covering the ground surface and buildings prevail in this statistic.
However, what is more important to point out here are the number of
pixels covering vehicles and pedestrians. While 3.4% pixel share for
pedestrians seems rather low at first sight, this number is relatively
high compared to other scene labeling datasets. CamVid for instance
has a pedestrian pixel share of only 0.67% (Brostow et al., 2009). The
same applies for the vehicle class, where our dataset compares favor-
ably in terms of labeled pixels and number of occurrences. This is an
important factor, given that we have a strong focus on accurate detec-
tion and segmentation of these classes. We define a class occurrence
as a closed image region of one particular label. To account for small
annotation errors, we only count it as valid occurrence if the region
covers more than 100 pixels. These occurrences however should not
be confused with actual object instances in the scene. One occurrence
can contain one or multiple occluded objects of the same class.
In a next experiment, we compute the image-level spatial prior dis-
tribution for each class in our dataset. The results are shown in Fig-
ure 3.5, where darker pixels indicate a higher chance that this pixel
belongs to the respective class label. It can be seen that the results are
in agreement with common sense, with ground covering the lower
part of the image, sky covering the upper center, and buildings cov-
ering mostly background of the scenery. With respect to separability
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Figure 3.5: Pixel-level spatial location priors for the classes in our DUS
dataset, computed over all 500 annotated images. The darker
the image, the higher the chance that this pixel belongs to the
respective class label.
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of classes, there is a trend that the horizontal location in the image is
rather uninformative, while a lot of structure is present in the vertical
domain.
The vertical structure is even more pronounced when moving from
the 2D image plane to 3D point locations. The depth information in
our dataset can be used to transform each pixel with valid disparity
measurement to its relative 3D location with respect to the camera. To
visualize this information, we computed histograms over three differ-
ent point transformations: height above the ground plane, distance to
the camera in longitudinal direction and lateral distance to the cam-
era center. The resulting distributions are shown in Figure 3.6. From
the presented statistics we gain several interesting insights: (1) 3D
height above the ground plane is a very informative w.r.t. class sepa-
rability. In particular the coarse infrastructure labels ground, building,
and sky have very smooth and distinct distributions in this domain.
Vehicles and pedestrians on the other hand occur in the very same
height range from 0 m to 2 m, so that other cues such as appearance
in the image play a more important role. (2) Pixels in the sky are quiteSGM tends to
strongly smooth
over untextured
areas.
low in altitude, with the mean value roughly at just 8 meters above
the ground plane. This is unexpected, but a typical artifact of the SGM
stereo matching algorithm, which tends to bridge disparity values
between well-textured objects like buildings, thereby assigning simi-
lar disparities to the in-between untextured sky area. (3) In contrast
to 3D height above the ground, the longitudinal and lateral distance
are quite noisy and the distributions of all classes strongly overlap.
While the noise indicates a possible shortcoming in terms of dataset
size, the lack of separability in these domains is in accordance with
common sense. Relevant obstacles such as vehicles and pedestrians
can generally occur at all lateral and longitudinal distances. Limiting
the possible detection range based on prior observations therefore
seems rather unnatural.
3.3 the static estimator
In the previous section, we discussed different performance measures.
However, numbers alone are not helpful without the ability to inter-
pret them. To make sense of the numbers and support interpretability
of the results provided later in this dissertation, we will now discuss
a very primitive reference method based on the spatial location pri-
ors shown in Figure 3.5. The method simply always returns the class
label with highest pixel prior probability in the training data. We call
this method the static estimator, as it always returns the same result, ir-
respective of the actual input image. The idea behind this experiment
is to get a first impression of the resulting scores. It should obviously
not be misunderstood as a competitive method, but the results should
mark the lower end of the interesting performance range.
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Figure 3.6: Class-specific distributions for three different 3D point projec-
tions. For each annotated pixel with valid stereo information, we
transform it into height above the ground plane, distance to cam-
era (longitudinal) and distance to camera center (lateral). Colors
indicate the different class labels. It can be seen that height in-
formation is very smooth and classes are well-structured in this
domain, while the other two transformations are quite noisy and
classes strongly overlap.
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Gnd Veh Ped Sky Bld Avg Dyn
IOU 79.8 11.3 0.0 26.3 58.1 35.1 5.6
Table 3.3: Classification accuracy of the static estimator on the DUS dataset.
The method delivers relatively high scores for ground and build-
ing already, due to the rather typical layout of outdoor street
scenes. Vehicle performance on the other hand is very poor and
pedestrians are not detected at all, c.f . Figure 3.7. Dyn denotes the
average over the two classes Vehicle and Pedestrian only.
Figure 3.7: Best class label according to spatial location, computed using all
training images in our dataset. Note that no pedestrians occur at
all, as they are less frequent in the data.
The resulting IOU scores for this experiment on our DUS dataset
are shown in Table 3.3, together with an illustration of the static in-
ference outcome in Figure 3.7. As expected, the method gives rather
low scores on average, in particular for the dynamic classes, i.e. vehi-
cles and pedestrians. However, the ground surface is already detected
quite well, due to the typical layout of outdoor street scenes and the
fixed position and orientation of the installed camera.
The static estimator is also interesting to compare different datasets
with respect to scenario variability. If the prior distribution alone al-
ready provides good scores, there is probably a strong bias towards
a certain scenario in the dataset. Table 3.4 shows the static estimator
results for all datasets discussed before. Note that the average perfor-
mance of the static estimator is lowest on our DUS dataset, indicating
that it has higher variability than the other discussed datasets. To al-
low comparison across datasets, we mapped all labels to the common
set used in Table 3.4, using the closest label in terms of semantics and
structure, i.e. Vegetation is mapped to Building and Sidewalk and
Grass is mapped to Ground. For CamVid, we use 16E5 and 06R0 for
training and 05VD for testing, as in (Brostow et al., 2008).
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Gnd Veh Ped Sky Bld Avg Dyn
DUS 79.8 11.3 0.0 26.3 58.1 35.1 5.6
KITTI 67.9 23.7 0.0 42.1 76.3 42.0 11.8
CamVid 89.4 9.1 0.0 60.0 68.2 45.4 4.5
Leuven 75.9 18.3 0.0 52.2 80.7 45.4 9.2
Table 3.4: Comparison of the discussed datasets by means of the static esti-
mator. Higher scores indicate that the scene layout is more static
and that training and evaluation parts are more similar to each
other. In turn, dataset with lower scores are more complex to solve.
The listing is sorted by Avg IOU performance.
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Working at the level of pixels has the advantage that there is no pre-
ceding processing step involved between image acquisition and the
algorithm. Consequently, the accuracy of the results is purely depen-
dent on the algorithms performance and erroneous behavior cannot
be attributed to an intermediate step such as superpixel generation.
In this chapter, we follow the line of research that approaches scene
labeling as classification of local image patches, as discussed in Sec-
tion 2.4.1. Such a patch is typically rather small and centered around
each pixel in the image to capture its local neighborhood. Based on
this localized information, a classifier is trained to decide which class
label is most likely present behind each pixel.
What sets the work presented here apart from previous work in
the literature is the goal of utilizing the inferred scene labeling re-
sult to extend the Stixel model from Section 2.2. In this context, the
focus of pixel-level inference is not to achieve best classification accu-
racy for all classes in a full scene labeling setup, but rather to obtain
fast and robust results for the subset of classes that are relevant for
Stixel generation. Stixels will repeatedly play a central role through-
out this dissertation and will later be used as primitive elements the
presented methods are built upon. As a result, the quality of the Stixel
algorithm will define the lowest level of detail that can be resolved.
In this chapter, we therefore discuss some limitations of the current
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Stixel model and propose a framework to overcome these limitations,
so that Stixels provide a good basis for our designated scene labeling
purpose.
To this end, we introduce a pixel-level classification framework that
predicts coarse semantic class labels from a set of local image features.
We thoroughly study the effect of different feature transformations
from the color and disparity image to find the best trade-off between
quality and computational complexity. Moreover, we propose how to
extend the Stixel formalism to take this new information into account
during their estimation process. Parts of this work have previously
been published in (Scharwächter and Franke, 2015) and (Cordts et al.,
2017b).
4.1 limitations of the stixel model
Earlier in Section 2.2 we introduced the Stixel model and the wide
variety of applications it has proven useful for. In this section, we
will discuss some of the problems that still exist with this model and
that decrease its usability for our designated scene labeling task. The
main problems we find can be summarized in three points, which are
briefly discussed in the following.
computed solely from depth data The most central draw-
back of the Stixel model as presented by Pfeiffer (2011) is the fact
that it only uses depth information as input. In particular if the depth
map is generated with a stereo camera, this leads to several prob-
lems. Depth resolution in stereo is inherently limited to close and
mid range distances, so that object boundaries at far distances cannot
be resolved properly. Furthermore, untextured areas cannot be recon-
structed, which is then reflected in the Stixel representation by eitherThese two cases then
lead to over- or
under-segmentation
respectively.
phantom obstacles that follow the wrong noisy measurements or by
not segmenting objects at all.
limited to structural classes Without additional informa-
tion, Stixels can only represent the environment in terms of structuralSky detection only
works with textured
clouds, where
disparity correlation
to zero is possible.
classes: supporting ground plane, perpendicular obstacles, and sky.
Any further subdivision is either very complex or not possible at all.
Arguably, this representation does not suffice to capture the wide va-
riety of possible street scene configurations. For instance, classes like
sidewalk and grass that delimit the free space are missing.
too strong under-segmentation Given that we would like
to use Stixels as primitive elements in our scene labeling concept,
they must be fine-grained enough to capture all segment boundaries
between classes we are interested in, similar to superpixels. Unfor-
tunately, in its current form, Stixels yield an under-segmentation of
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Figure 4.1: Illustration of typical Stixel problems. The left image shows the
dense stereo map, the right image shows the resulting Stixels.
False matches in the stereo map also generate false positive Stix-
els. In addition, the background is not separated correctly, i.e. tree
tops and sky, since color and texture information is not taken into
account. Image courtesy of D. Pfeiffer.
the image that is too coarse for us to serve as lowest level for scene
labeling. This is also against the principle of least commitment, as
discussed earlier in Section 1.2.3. In Figure 4.1, we show typical prob-
lems of the existing Stixel algorithm that occur due to the discussed
limitations.
A closer look reveals that there is a causal connection between the
previous three paragraphs, from the first, over the second, to the last
one. As a consequence, this allows us to tackle all problems we de-
scribed at once by providing additional information to the Stixel al-
gorithm, e.g. in the form of appearance-based cues. Therefore, the
next section covers how to efficiently extract pixel-level semantic in-
formation and how this information can be used in an extended Stixel
model that does not suffer from the discussed problems anymore.
4.2 local patch classification
In the following, our aim is to leverage color, texture, and depth
jointly on the level of small local patches to extract the rough geo-
metric and semantic layout of the depicted scene. The relevant con-
tribution in this section is the discussion of various pixel-level fea-
ture channels and their combination within a runtime-efficient ran-
domized decision forest framework. Our approach is extremely fast,
thanks to modern GPU hardware.
In Section 4.2.1, we discuss different feature transformations from
the color and disparity image that are either relevant or specifically
designed for visual processing of outdoor images. We supplement
this discussion of feature types later in Section 4.4.2, where we pro-
vide a thorough evaluation on how much each of the presented trans-
formations actually contributes to the solution of the patch classifica-
tion problem. Given a meaningful set of features, Section 4.2.2 then
covers how to train a classifier that combines these features optimally
and yields pixel-level semantic scores that can be integrated into the
Stixel estimation process. Note that our approach is developed with
the goal of integrating the results into the Stixel framework, but it is
in no way limited to this application and could also be used in a differ-
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Figure 4.2: Input image and our inferred coarse pixel-level labeling result
on the KITTI dataset. Our method is able to extract this result in
less than 10 ms using a GPU.
ent context, e.g. as an attention mechanism for other algorithms. An
example result of our inferred coarse semantic class labels is shown
in Figure 4.2.
4.2.1 Feature Types
Over the course of a day, the visual appearance of outdoor street
scenes is subject to strong variations, depending on weather and illu-
mination conditions. Cast shadows and bright sunlight for instance
can have a severe impact on the performance of vision algorithms. It
is therefore important to find suitable features that are as invariant
as possible w.r.t. to these variations. In the following, we introduce
and discuss the different transformations we apply to obtain an infor-
mative and complementary set of features. We found that with those
features we are able to robustly encode color, texture, and structural
information under the constantly changing illumination conditions
of outdoor street scenes. We will use the terms feature type and fea-
ture channel frequently throughout this chapter. Typically, one specific
feature type yields one feature channel as a result. However, some
feature types can result in multiple feature channels, i.e. a filter bank
with multiple kernels.
4.2.1.1 Color
While color is a strong cue to separate regions such as sky and veg-
etation, it can vary strongly under different weather conditions or in
presence of shadows. In the literature, two notable approaches have
been used to gain invariance to illumination changes: rg chromaticity,
as discussed in e.g. (Gevers et al., 2012) and the illumination invariant
image (Upcroft et al., 2014). Both concepts are very simple to execute
as they only rely on the RGB values of individual pixels. In the follow-
ing, both ideas are introduced briefly and their relation is discussed.
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rg chromaticity The term chromaticity describes color objec-
tively regardless of its luminance. Hence, it is a very suitable represen-
tation for our scenario. The rg chromaticity space is a two-dimensional
color space obtained by normalizing the RGB values of each pixel ac-
cording to
r =
R
R+G+B
g =
G
R+G+B
. (4.1)
In doing so, the absolute intensity information is removed and the
blue channel can be dropped, as it can be reconstructed with b =
1− r− g. As a result of this normalization, strong intensity changes
such as shadows are attenuated and the colors of foliage and sky are
more homogeneous. An example for a normalized image is shown in
Figure 4.4 (middle left). In the experiment section (4.4.2), this feature
type is called rgChroma.
illumination invariant image An interesting transformation
has been proposed by Ratnasingam and Collins (2010), who encode
chromaticity independent of image intensity and correlated color tem-
perature of the particular daylight spectrum. Under the assumption
that the light spectrum is that of a black-body, they define a mapping
from RGB to a single-channel illumination invariant image
I = logG−α logB− (1−α) logR , (4.2)
where the value α has to be chosen for each camera depending on
its sensor characteristics. Upcroft et al. (2014) apply this method for
scene labeling and demonstrate that it is more robust compared to di-
rectly using RGB values. We follow this approach and call this feature
type illuInv later. An image visualizing the result of this transforma-
tion is shown in Figure 4.4 (middle right).
discussion The key aspect in both discussed approaches is to
remove absolute image intensity and just keep relative color informa-
tion. Given the quotient rule for logarithms, i.e. log ab = loga− logb,
it directly becomes apparent that the illumination invariant image
used by Upcroft et al. (2014) is in fact equivalent to a ratio of the
color channel responses in the log domain. One central difference
however is the resulting representation. While the rgChroma mapping
reduces the three-channel RGB image to two feature channels, the il-
lumination invariant image encodes all information within a single
channel only. In Section 4.4.2 it will become apparent that this reduc-
tion seems to be too strong, at least in the context of the patch-based
classification scheme presented in this chapter. Another interesting
alternative to encode color is the opponent color space, which is con-
structed not by ratios but by differences of R, G, and B (Krauskopf
et al., 1982).
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Figure 4.3: Filter kernels used for texture encoding. The grayscale image is
filtered with each kernel, yielding 8 feature channels.
Figure 4.4: Input image (top left) and corresponding feature channels we ex-
tract from the color image and the corresponding disparity map.
We show one response of the texture filter bank (top right), the
rgChroma image (middle left), illuInv image (middle right), and
the two depth-based channels dispGrad (bottom left) and hGround
(bottom right) to encode the 3D structure of the scene.
4.2.1.2 Texture
In contrast to color information that has rather low frequency in the
image domain, texture encodes local contrast and hence high fre-
quency components. We extract texture information by applying a
set of eight filter kernels to the grayscale version of the image. The
chosen filters are a subset of the larger filter bank presented by Leung
and Malik (2001) and are visualized in Figure 4.3. As apparent from
this figure, the chosen filters encode oriented edges as well as blobs
and have a support of 13×13 pixels. The filter bank response is called
texture in all experiments and results in eight feature channels.
4.2.1.3 Depth
In contrast to the raw color information, depth is comparably robust
against many environmental conditions as long as sufficient texture
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for stereo matching is available. This makes it a rich source of infor-
mation and complementary to the previously introduced color and
texture channels. As it encodes the 3D structure of the scene, it dra-
matically helps to resolve ambiguities and to avoid a physically im-
plausible labeling. Given the disparity data, we follow the ideas pre-
sented by Brostow et al. (2008) and Zhang et al. (2010) and compute
two transformations: height above the ground plane and vertical dis-
parity gradient. In the following, we introduce both channels in more
detail.
height above the ground plane To encode the 3D vertical or-
dering of objects as well as the fact that objects are physically placed
on top of a supporting surface, we transform each pixel into the
height above the ground plane, hGround, using the intrinsic and ex-
trinsic calibration of the camera. More precisely, we use the height
component Yw of the world coordinate point (Xw, Yw,Zw, 1)
>, given
as 
Xw
Yw
Zw
1
 =

1 0 0 Cx
0 cosφp − sinφp Cy
0 sinφp cosφp Cz
0 0 0 1


Xc
Yc
Zc
1
 (4.3)
where φp is the pitch angle of the camera,
(
Cx,Cy,Cz
)> is the posi-
tion where the camera is mounted relative to world coordinates and
(Xc, Yc,Zc, 1)
> is the 3D point in homogeneous camera-centric coor-
dinates. Coordinates with subscript c correspond to the camera co-
ordinate system, while subscript w denotes world coordinates. The
projection from image plane to camera-centric 3D point is given as
Xc
Yc
Zc
1
 =

Zc
fx
0 0
0 −Zcfy 0
0 0 Zc
0 0 1

1 0 −u00 1 −v0
0 0 1

uv
1
 (4.4)
The component Zc is the 3D distance to the camera and inverse pro-
portional to the measured disparity d, with Zc = fx bd . The remaining
variables are intrinsic camera parameters and have to be found a-
priori by calibrating the stereo camera: fx = Fsx is the focal length
normalized by pixel size, b is the baseline of the stereo camera rig
and (u0, v0) is the image focal point. Camera calibration is a challeng-
ing task for itself and is not discussed further in this dissertation. A
good reference for this topic is (Burger, 2016).
The camera model is visualized in Figure 4.5. We use this model
because the prominent camera motion during normal driving is pitch-
ing, either induced by bumps on the road or breaking and accel-
eration maneuvers. This pitching motion can strongly influence the
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Figure 4.5: Visualization of our camera model. The world coordinate system
is located on the ground surface, below the center of the vehicle’s
front axle, with Zw pointing in the direction of driving and Yw
pointing upwards. The camera is mounted at a fixed position
relative to this point and is oriented front-facing, without roll
and yaw relative to world coordinates. Vehicle pitch φp is mod-
eled explicitly as rotation around the Xw axis to compensate for
changes in the orientation of the camera relative to the ground
plane that are caused by acceleration and deceleration.
height estimation of measurements, in particular at far distances. There-
fore, the pitch angle φp of the camera is estimated on a per-frame
basis.
vertical disparity gradient Under the assumption of a flat
ground surface, the vertical disparity gradient remains constant on
the ground surface and only depends on the pitch angle of the cam-
era (Labayrade et al., 2002). This fact makes the gradient a strong
feature that is mostly valuable for ground plane detection. Note that
the gradient signal is less sensitive to small deviations from a flat
ground model compared to hGround. To obtain a robust estimate of
the vertical gradient, we adopt a 31× 3 window and only take valid
measurements into account. We call this type dispGrad in the follow-
ing. Note that the gradient channel encodes information similar to
the surface normal feature from Brostow et al. (2008), but is much
faster to compute. Figure 4.4 (bottom) shows an example of the two
channels extracted from the disparity image.
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4.2.1.4 Other
pixel location To encode spatial layout for pixels without valid
depth measurements, we additionally employ the feature type pixel-
Loc, containing the pixels’ vertical distance to the horizon line.
intensity As our final feature, we use the raw single-channel in-
tensity image to encode that some classes do have a typical repeating
intensity level during daylight.
In summary, we could of course use more elaborate feature trans-
formations, but the presented set of features offers a good trade-off
between expressiveness and computational costs, from an application
point-of-view.
4.2.2 Decision Forests for Patch Classification
A seamless integration into the probabilistic Stixel framework requires
soft per-class probabilities for each pixel rather than a hard decision
that just returns the most probable label. To infer semantic labels from
the feature maps presented above, we follow Fröhlich et al. (2012);
Müller and Behnke (2014); Shotton et al. (2008) and use a Randomized
Decision Forest (RDF) classifier for pixel-level scene labeling. Note that
the choice of classifier is not essential for the problem at hand, but in
contrast to SVMs or CNNs, RDFs are favored here as they allow for fast
inference time and directly provide empirical class posterior distribu-
tions as output that can used within the Stixel algorithm without the
need to transform the classifier scores to probabilities. Furthermore,
they can be executed efficiently using modern GPU hardware. In the
following, we outline the general idea behind randomized decision
forests and provide some mathematical background on how they are
trained.
4.2.2.1 General principle of RDFs
Randomized decision forests can be seen as an extension of classical
decision tree classifiers. A decision tree is a classifier that uses a tree
structure as predictive model. This tree structure is typically binary,
so that for a given test sample a yes/no question is asked at each
node. Depending on the answer, the sample is then passed to the left
or right child node respectively. This procedure is continued until the
sample reaches a leaf node, in which the class decision, or more fre-
quently, a posterior probability distribution over the classes is stored.
An example of a decision tree classifier is given in Figure 4.6. This The term “Random
Forest” is an official
trademark of Leo
Breiman.
method of classification is straightforward and effective, but it has
some practical drawbacks such as the habit of overfitting to the train-
ing data. To address this problem, Breiman (2001) introduced “Ran-
dom Forests” that combine his idea of bootstrap aggregation, or bag-
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ging, with the random subspace selection of Ho (1998). Bagging is a
machine learning meta-algorithm for ensemble classifiers. The idea is
quite simple: instead of training one classifier on all training samples
S, an ensemble of L classifiers is trained on L different subsets of the
training data, where each subset is generated by sampling uniformly
and with replacement from S. Finally, the classifiers are combined by
averaging their results. In this way, the variance of individual clas-
sifier outputs is reduced and overfitting is mitigated. The random
subspace selection is similar in spirit to bagging, but instead of ran-
domly choosing a subset of samples, a subspace within the typically
high-dimensional feature or attribute space of a sample is chosen. In
fact, random subspace selection is also called attribute bagging. A use-
ful side-effect of attribute bagging is further that it makes the method
largely independent of the feature dimensionality, which can be very
important in practice. Both strategies are complementary and used to-
gether in randomized decision forests to maximally reduce variance
and overfitting.
In this chapter, we are interested in a classifier response for each
pixel in the image. To this end, we train and evaluate the RDF based
on a local patch around a pixel, so that the input feature vector
contains the pixel-level responses of all feature channels from Sec-
tion 4.2.1 within this local patch. Figure 4.6 shows an example of a
multi-channel image patch, centered around a pixel of interest p. It
is easy to see that the resulting feature vector can quickly become
very high-dimensional. For instance, enabling all feature types dis-
cussed in Section 4.2.1 yields 15 channels. Together with a patch size
of only 11×11 pixels, as in Figure 4.6, this results in a theoretical 1815-
dimensional feature space the pixels are embedded in. It is easy to see
now that the attribute bagging of RDFs is highly relevant in practice,
as only a very small fraction of these dimensions is ever inspected
during test time. In the toy example from Figure 4.6, only 4 out of
1815 dimensions are inspected. This example directly brings us to the
time complexity of RDFs during testing. In case we have a decision
forest with T trees and limit each tree to a maximum depth of D,
complexity to classify a single sample is O(TD) in Landau notation,
i.e. it is independent of the feature dimension K. Other classifiers such
as SVMs are linear or even quadratic in K, making them less useful
for our task.
4.2.2.2 Training procedure
We will now take a look at how an RDF model is built. In general,
RDFs can be trained in supervised and unsupervised mode, depend-
ing on how decisions are found during training. However, in the
scope of this dissertation, we will always use RDFs in a supervised
setting, where the target label is available during training. As the
training procedure is identical for all trees in the forest, it is suffi-
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(b) Pixels tested along
the path
Figure 4.6: Example of a decision tree applied to pixel-level classification.
For a sample s of pixel p, each node compares the value of a pixel
in a specific feature channel against a learned threshold. Depend-
ing on the outcome, traversal continues at the left or right child
node, until a leaf node is reached. The leaf node then contains
a posterior distribution over the class labels p(l | s). Pixels 1, 2, 3,
and 4 inspected along the path are within a patch around the
pixel of interest p.
cient to describe how a single tree is grown. The only difference be-
tween the trees is the set of training samples used to grow them, as
discussed before. Now let S = {s1, s2, . . . , sn} be the set of training
samples selected randomly for one specific tree, where one sample
si = (li, xi = (x1, x2, . . . , xK)) is the pair of true class label li and
K-dimensional feature descriptor xi. Without loss of generality, the
multi-channel image patch can always be described by means of a
1×K vector.
Training of a tree is performed recursively, starting at the root node.
At each node, the training samples are divided by a randomly chosen,
axis-aligned split function. Subsequently, the split function is scored
to see how much it improves label purity in the subsets. This process
is repeated A times and the split function with highest score wins.
The resulting two subsets are then passed to the left and right child
node and the process continues. Tree growing ends if all samples in
the set have the same label or maximum depth D is reached. The tree
growing algorithm in pseudo-code is given in Algorithm 4.1. To score
the different split functions, we use information gain I(S,T), defined
as
I(S,T) = H(S) −
∑
p∈{l,r}
np
n
H(Sp) (4.5)
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where H(S) is the class label entropy of the training set before split-
ting and npn the fraction of samples in the left and right subset after
splitting. The entropy is given as
H(S) = −
L∑
l=1
nl
n
log
nl
n
(4.6)
with nln being the fraction of samples with label l in the set S. For
more background on the training procedure, we refer to Moosmann
et al. (2008) and Geurts et al. (2006).
Algorithm 4.1 Decision tree training.
Input: Training set S
Output: Grown tree t
Parameters: number of split trials A
procedure trainNode(S)
if stopSplitting(S) then | if one stopping criteria fulfilled
return createLeafNode(S)
end if
for all a 6 A do
choose split feature dimension ka randomly
choose split threshold θa(ka) randomly
define split test Ta : xka < θa
split training set according to Ta: Sla = {s ∈ S | xka < θa}
Sra = {s ∈ S | xka > θa}
compute score Ia(S,Ta) | information gain
end for
choose split (kbest, θbest, Slbest, S
r
best) with highest score
Nl ← trainNode(Slbest) | grow left subtree recursively
Nr ← trainNode(Srbest) | grow right subtree recursively
return createDecisionNode(kbest, θbest,Nl,Nr)
end procedure
R← trainNode(S) | the root node of tree t
4.3 extending the stixel world
The local patch classification scheme from Section 4.2 yields a poste-
rior probability image for each semantic class label, c.f . Figure 4.7. In
this section, we will extend the Stixel formalism introduced in Sec-
tion 2.2 to take these class-specific probability maps into account, in
addition to stereo depth maps. To this end, we further split up the
three structural classes, “support” (S), “vertical” (V), and “sky” (Y)
from Section 2.2 into semantic classes that are mapped onto the sets
S, V, or Y. Semantic classes such as road or grass, for example, are
in the support set S, whereas building, tree or vehicle are vertical, i.e.
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Figure 4.7: Probability maps for semantic class labels in a four class setup.
The result is computed for the same input image as in Figure 4.4.
Note that our approach is able to recover from erroneous or miss-
ing depth measurements on the ground plane or in the sky, c.f .
Figure 4.4 (bottom).
in V. The actual set of semantic classes used will be introduced and
discussed later in Section 4.4.4.
4.3.1 Updated Graphical Model
Figure 4.8 shows an extension of the graphical model shown in Fig-
ure 2.4 that was used to introduce the original Stixel framework (c.f .
Section 2.2). Compared to Figure 2.4, we introduce a new factor to
the likelihood term that is connected to the semantic label input data
L, in addition to the depth map input data D. The detailed modifica-
tions of the inference algorithm in terms of likelihood and prior term
and their implications are discussed in the following two paragraphs.
data likelihood As shown in Figure 4.8 (right), the measure-
ments M: now consist of a disparity map D: and semantic label score
maps L: (one map for each label). To use this additional input, the
likelihood term in Equation (2.14) is extended with an additive factor
ΦL(·), yielding
Φ(s:,m:) =
h∑
i=1
vti∑
v=vbi
ΦD(si,dv, v) +ΦL(si, lv) . (4.7)
This new factor is defined as
ΦL(si, lv) = −δL(ci) log(lv(ci)) , (4.8)
and consists of a class-specific weight factor δL(ci) and the labeling
scores lv(ci), converted to costs in the log-domain. Note that the
scores are normalized, with
∑
ci
lv(ci) = 1 for all considered classes
ci at all pixels v.
A particularly important aspect of this additive extension is that
both factors can complement each other, i.e. both can instantiate new
Stixels independently, if the other factor is agnostic about it (constant
value). Consider the following example: The depth-based factors of
e.g. Building and Tree are identical, as they both belong to the struc-
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Figure 4.8: Extension of the factor graph in Figure 2.4, where semantic label
scores are added as additional input, c.f . right circle L (likeli-
hood), but the prior factors remain unchanged. Courtesy of Mar-
ius Cordts.
tural class “vertical”. The same applies to Grass and Road, which be-
long to the structural class “support”. As a result, new Stixels can be
introduced to follow a label change, purely based on the semantic fac-
tor. In the same way, the pixel-level classifier might deliver a generic
Vegetation label that is agnostic about the two structural classes “sup-
port” and “vertical”. In this case, we can instantiate two Stixels that
split this label into Tree and Grass, purely based on the depth factor.
prior The factors that contribute to the prior term are in fact the
same as in the original Stixel formulation, because it already con-
tains a factor Ψsem(·) that models prior knowledge about label tran-
sitions, c.f . Equation (2.13). The only difference is that the original
Stixel formulation considered three structural classes and the transi-
tions between them, but our extended model solves for an arbitrary
number of semantic classes. Consequently, the two-dimensional tran-
sition matrix γci,ci−1 from Equation (2.13) grows quadratically with
the number of classes involved. As all possible transitions must be
evaluated during inference, the execution time of the Stixel extension
proposed here increases as well. To avoid this complexity increase,
Lukas Schneider proposes an alternative way of considering seman-
tic class labels in the Stixel algorithm (Cordts et al., 2017b).
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4.4 experiments
The evaluation in this chapter covers three major aspects. We first
provide an in-depth performance analysis of the proposed pixel-level
classification scheme. In particular, we sweep the central RDF classifier
parameters, study which of the discussed feature transformations are
most informative to support the task of local patch-based classifica-
tion, and analyze the runtime of our approach. The second aspects is
the integration of our inferred pixel-level label scores into the Stixel
model, where we will find that our extension improves the repre-
sentation. The extended algorithm then also outperforms the unary
pixel-level labeling result due to the regularizing effect of the model.
Finally, we compare the results to reference methods presented in the
literature.
4.4.1 RDF Parameters
Before we start with quantitative results, we will briefly outline the ex-
perimental setup and practical training details. For the results shown
here and in Section 4.4.2, the pixel-level random forest is trained and
evaluated on a subset of image patches that have been extracted from
the original dataset images with a horizontal and vertical stride of 16
pixels. This reduction is done to keep the number of samples manage-
able in practice. During the tree growing process, each tree starts with
a 5% subset of the training samples, randomly selected, to prevent cor-
relation between different trees. This subset is then recursively sub-
divided by new split nodes until the classification problem on this
subset is solved completely. To find a good split function for a node,
we choose the best out of 1000 independent split trials, as outlined in
Algorithm 4.1. As the trees are trained to solve the classification prob-
lem perfectly on their small subset, they are now overfitted to this
subset and have poor generalization performance. To improve gener-
alization and to obtain balanced and statistically robust class posteri-
ors, we then update the class distribution at each leaf node based on
all training samples, i.e. we let all samples traverse the trees and com-
pute the class label statistics based on all samples that arrive at each
leaf node. Subsequently, we further prune leaf nodes if the class dis-
tribution is generated from less than 20 samples. During test time, the This is equivalent to
a labeling based on
hamming loss.
label with the highest classifier score is assigned to each pixel. Also,
if not stated otherwise, all experiments have been conducted 5 times
due to randomness in the training procedure. The shown numbers
thus correspond to the average performance over these runs.
We analyze the influence of the two central RDF hyperparameters,
i.e. the number of trees and the maximum tree depth. These two pa-
rameters also have most impact on the inference time. In addition, we
also vary the patch size to test whether more image content around
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the pixel of interest helps to improve classification performance. Fig-
ure 4.9 shows the average IOU score over different parameter choices.
For this experiment we enable all discussed feature types. As base
configuration, we use 15 trees, a patch size of 33×33 px and a maxi-
mum tree depth of 20. While the parameter of interest is varied, the
other two parameters are kept fixed to these values. The plots in Fig-
ure 4.9 reveal that for all three parameters, the performance quickly
reaches a plateau level and then only improves very slowly. In the
case of patch size, performance even decreases for larger windows.
We see that a maximum depth of 10 is sufficient if all feature types
are used and 15 trees offer a reasonable trade-off between accuracy
and runtime. In case of patch size, the performance reaches its maxi-
mum with 88×88 patches on the DUS dataset and 33×33 patches on
the KITTI dataset. Our intuition is that the larger patches are required
to compensate the lack of color information in the DUS dataset, as a
small gray value patch is less informative than a patch of color data.
Based on the observation that the curves are relatively flat except for
very extreme RDF parameter choices, we conclude that the features
seems to be more important than the RDF classifier itself. The clas-
sifiers purpose is merely to combine the features and map them to
probabilistic scores.
4.4.2 Feature Type Comparison
Now that we determined that the features are a crucial part of our
approach, we continue with the next experiment to obtain a clearer
picture about which type of feature contributes how much to the over-
all accuracy. For this experiment, we setup the base RDF configuration
from before, i.e. 15 trees, a 33×33 patch and a maximum tree depth of
20. The high tree depth is used to account for the fact that some fea-
ture type A might need more split tests than some type B but would
still give comparable performance in the end. Furthermore, despite
the fact that we found a better patch size for the DUS dataset, we
decide to set it equal for both datasets here. This is done to obtain a
consistent ranking of feature types across the two datasets and with
that a more reliable result.
We start by using all feature types together to estimate the accu-
racy of the full model. The resulting pixel-level confusion matrices
for the DUS and KITTI datasets are shown in Table 4.1 and Table 4.2
respectively. The confusion matrices of the full model already reveal
that some classes cannot be solved sufficiently well. More specifically,
we observe strong confusion between the Vehicle and Pedestrian label
and additionally the Ground and Sidewalk label on the KITTI dataset.
To assess the performance of each individual feature type, we now
follow a leaving-one-out strategy, where a strong feature type yields
a large drop in performance when left out. Additionally, we report
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Figure 4.9: Evaluation of the three central RDF parameters: tree depth, num-
ber of trees, and patch size accessible to the RDF. We conducted
this experiment on the DUS and KITTI dataset and show the
average over five independent runs to reduce the effect of ran-
domness in the method.
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predicted
Gnd Veh Ped Sky Bld
ac
tu
al
Gnd 96.3 2.4 1.3 0.0 0.1
Veh 0.5 81.3 13.3 0.0 4.9
Ped 1.7 35.3 59.9 0.1 3.1
Sky 0.0 0.0 0.0 99.4 0.6
Bld 0.0 3.5 3.6 3.2 89.7
IOU 95.9 62.8 38.1 75.4 86.2
Table 4.1: Pixel-level confusion matrix on the DUS dataset using all feature
channels. The corresponding class-specific IOU scores are provided
in the last row.
results when using only a single feature type in isolation. The results
of this experiment are shown in Table 4.3 and Table 4.4. The IOU mea-
sure is used for all numbers in these two tables. The results clearly
indicate that individual feature types alone deliver poor performance,
but the combination in a joint model yields good results. Furthermore,
the depth-based features increase performance significantly while 3D
height above the ground plane, hGround, seems to be the most im-
portant feature. Regarding color, we see that the illuInv channel is
less informative than the two rgChroma channels in our setup. We at-
tribute this to the reduction of color information from two channels
to only one channel, as discussed earlier in Section 4.2.1.1. Overall,
the ranking of feature types is largely consistent across both datasets.
We see that intensity has more weight on the DUS dataset, as it must
compensate for the lack of color. Surprisingly, texture contributes less
in our setup. In fact, removing texture completely even improves per-
formance slightly. We attribute this to the low performance of the
texture feature type in combination with its large number of channels.
As more than half of all feature channels result from the texture fil-
ter bank, namely 8 out of 15, chances to select one of these channels
during RDF training are much higher. Consequently, potentially more
informative feature types are not chosen. A solution to this problem
would be to randomly select a candidate feature type first, before the
actual candidate feature channel is chosen or to directly choose texture
channels with smaller probability. Alternatively, the texture features
could simply be left out completely.
4.4.3 Runtime
We implemented our approach on GPU using the NVIDIA CUDA
toolkit. Figure 4.10 shows the average runtime to classify a KITTI
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predicted
Gnd Veh Ped Sky Bld Sid Veg
ac
tu
al
Gnd 80.0 2.0 0.1 0.0 0.0 17.6 0.2
Veh 0.2 85.2 5.9 0.5 4.5 2.2 1.4
Ped 0.0 54.2 41.8 0.0 2.0 1.6 0.4
Sky 0.0 0.0 0.0 93.4 4.0 0.0 2.6
Bld 0.1 13.3 2.3 4.0 73.5 0.8 5.9
Sid 35.7 7.3 0.4 0.0 0.0 55.8 0.8
Veg 0.2 10.5 2.0 0.4 8.8 2.4 75.7
IOU 68.5 53.4 2.5 66.3 67.0 36.1 69.8
Table 4.2: Pixel-level confusion matrix on the KITTI dataset using all feature
channels. The corresponding class-specific IOU scores are provided
in the last row.
image with an NVIDIA GTX 770 GPU. This runtime includes transfer
from and to the GPU, computation of all feature channels and RDF clas-
sification. Timings are reported for different sub-sampling factors of
the image. A factor of 1 means operation at native image resolution,
which is about 0.5 mega pixels for KITTI. Note that the factor applies
to image width and height at the same time, so that the number of
pixels reduces quadratically with lower values.
It can be seen that the overall runtime is dominated by the RDF clas-
sification and only a very small part is spent on feature computation.
At the same time, sub-sampling the image can drastically reduce the
time spent on classification, while transfer and feature extraction al-
most remain constant. Overall, we find that a sub-sampling factor of
3 gives a reasonable trade-off between runtime and labeling resolu-
tion. For this experiment, we train 15 trees to a maximum depth of 10
to optimize runtime. Again, we enable all feature channels to remain
consistent to the previous experiment. However, by disabling the tex-
ture feature channels, we can further reduce runtime roughly by half
without loosing accuracy, as discussed earlier.
4.4.4 Stixel Extension
In the following, we will evaluate how our proposed Stixel extension
improves the original variant published by Pfeiffer (2011). Before we
do so however, let us briefly summarize our findings so far. The previ-
ous experiments clearly show the potential but also the limits of our
proposed local patch classification scheme. It is very fast to compute
and yields a good coarse semantic labeling of the scene. However,
some class labels, in particular Vehicle and Pedestrian, suffer from
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channel Gnd Veh Ped Sky Bld Avg
all channels
95.9 62.8 38.1 75.4 86.2 71.7
this channel left out
texture 96.1 63.6 39.1 75.2 85.7 72.0
pixelLoc 95.5 62.4 40.3 74.3 85.5 71.6
hGround 95.2 59.1 38.5 77.8 84.9 71.1
dispGrad 95.1 60.6 34.6 74.8 83.7 69.8
intensity 94.5 58.0 31.8 64.5 84.6 66.7
depth channels left out
90.6 51.6 33.3 76.8 79.1 66.3
depth channels alone
93.8 56.6 31.1 38.4 75.7 59.1
this channel alone
hGround 91.5 49.0 22.7 36.8 72.1 54.4
intensity 78.6 41.5 24.8 73.1 43.0 52.2
dispGrad 93.3 40.2 23.1 26.2 62.3 49.0
texture 67.3 21.4 19.3 77.2 45.8 46.2
pixelLoc 70.4 15.5 12.5 17.8 47.1 32.7
Table 4.3: Pixel-level classification results on the DUS dataset for different
feature channel combinations. Lines are sorted block-wise by av-
erage IOU score in descending order (right column).
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channel Gnd Veh Ped Sky Bld Sid Veg Avg
all channels
68.5 53.4 2.5 66.3 67.0 36.1 69.8 51.9
this channel left out
texture 68.3 53.6 2.4 67.0 66.8 36.6 69.9 52.1
illuInv 68.4 53.5 2.5 65.6 67.1 36.1 70.1 51.9
intensity 68.9 53.1 2.6 68.0 65.6 36.1 66.1 51.5
rgChroma 68.6 52.4 2.5 64.6 67.1 36.5 68.3 51.4
dispGrad 69.1 51.5 2.0 66.0 65.9 33.5 70.1 51.2
pixelLoc 67.1 52.4 2.8 64.1 66.1 35.2 69.9 51.1
hGround 55.7 48.6 2.4 45.4 60.8 33.0 70.4 45.2
color channels left out
67.9 50.2 1.4 61.9 61.3 33.4 50.4 46.7
depth channels left out
47.9 40.3 1.8 44.4 59.7 27.5 71.1 41.8
depth channels alone
67.1 49.0 1.4 47.3 47.3 34.0 15.4 37.4
this channel alone
hGround 66.4 45.9 1.1 43.0 46.4 32.2 11.4 35.2
rgChroma 39.9 31.1 0.7 30.6 24.4 14.0 68.7 29.9
illuInv 42.7 24.3 0.8 29.7 16.8 10.3 65.0 27.1
dispGrad 55.2 27.3 1.0 11.4 38.3 30.6 2.7 23.8
intensity 30.7 21.3 0.4 23.3 21.8 18.3 37.6 21.9
texture 24.9 8.3 0.3 17.3 27.4 14.3 34.6 18.2
pixelLoc 24.8 7.7 0.4 12.9 26.2 16.1 0.0 12.6
Table 4.4: Pixel-level classification results on the KITTI dataset for different
feature channel combinations. Lines are sorted block-wise by av-
erage IOU score in descending order (right column).
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Figure 4.10: Average runtime of the pixel-level classifier to densely label a
KITTI image. Timings are broken down to three components:
data transfer from and to GPU, feature extraction and classifica-
tion. A sub-sampling factor of 1 means native image resolution.
Disabling the texture channels further cuts runtime roughly by
half.
high confusion. Arguably, this is a problem, given that those two la-
bels are most relevant for autonomous vehicles. As introduced earlier
in Section 1.2.3, one of the ideas put forward in this dissertation is
to incrementally build a system from basic building blocks, where
each component should provide additional information as much as
it is capable of, not less and not more. We would call a scene label-The more class
labels, the harder it
becomes to achieve
high scores for all
classes.
ing method to be accurate, if it provides an average IOU of about 90.0
for DUS or about 75.0 for KITTI. We therefore now combine some of
the class labels with highest confusion to obtain a set of coarse labels,
so that the average performance is in the desired range of accuracy.
Only these labels are then integrated into the Stixel framework, so
that the extended model improves over previous Stixels, but does not
suffer from the limits of the patch-level classifier. Consequently, we
postpone the full labeling problem to the next chapter on region-level
methods. The coarse set of labels is obtained by combining the Build-
ing, Vehicle, and Pedestrian labels into a generic Obstacle label. For
the KITTI dataset, we further assign the Sidewalk label to Ground
and train the classifier to only infer the reduced label set. The result-
ing confusion matrices are given in Table 4.5.
We test the performance of our Stixel extension by showing the
labeling result of Stixels before and after our modification. Addition-
ally, we compare the labeling performance of the extended model
with the direct pixel-level labels. The results are summarized in Ta-
ble 4.6. We perform this experiment with two resolution settings. The
upper part of the table shows results reported at native image res-
olution. We compute our extended Stixels without any reduction in
scale, so that we obtain Stixels with a width of one pixel. This is to
maintain consistency with Table 4.5 and to demonstrate the regular-
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predicted
Gnd Sky Obs
ac
tu
al Gnd 97.1 0.0 2.9
Sky 0.0 99.5 0.5
Obs 1.3 1.9 96.8
IOU 96.0 74.0 93.5
(a) DUS dataset
predicted
Gnd Sky Obs Veg
ac
tu
al
Gnd 95.9 0.0 3.4 0.7
Sky 0.0 93.5 3.6 2.8
Obs 2.2 4.0 85.8 8.0
Veg 1.9 0.4 14.6 83.1
IOU 89.7 61.4 78.2 71.8
(b) KITTI dataset
Table 4.5: Pixel classifier confusion matrix using all feature channels. The
corresponding class-specific IOU scores are provided in the last
row. The results correspond to Table 4.1 and Table 4.2, except that
the Building, Vehicle, and Pedestrian labels have been mapped
to a generic Obstacle label and the Sidewalk label is assigned to
Ground for use in Stixels.
ization effect of Stixels without any loss induced by down-sampling.
However, as working at native image resolution is impractical regard-
ing runtime, we then switch to a typical working resolution in the
lower part and compare the original Stixel result with our extension.
Images are reduced horizontally and vertically by a factor of 3 for the
pixel classifier and then further reduced horizontally by a factor of 2
for Stixels, so that we obtain Stixels with a width of 6 pixels.
The results in Table 4.6 clearly indicate that that our pixel-level
label scores improve Stixels, i.e. our extended model consistently out-
performs the original Stixel model on all classes. At the same time,
the extended model also outperforms the direct unary pixel-level la-
bels from our classifier. This shows that the Stixel algorithm is able to
make use of the classifier’s uncertainty and to regularize the result.
Finally, we can also see that scaling down the image to our practical
working resolution only results in a very small performance drop. All
these results can consistently be observed on both datasets.
Although the original Stixel algorithm solves explicitly for the Sky
label, assuming that sky segments have a disparity close to zero, the
performance shown here is poor on both datasets. This is because sky
areas in both datasets are very homogeneous and untextured, leading
to many false or missing disparity measurements. In these cases, the
algorithm tends to generate a single obstacle segment instead and
thus misses the sky completely. Furthermore, there is an important
aspect to consider when interpreting the KITTI results. The reason
why original Stixels seemingly perform inferior is that they do not
solve for the Vegetation class at all. All vegetation areas are either de-
tected as Obstacle (e.g. trees) or Ground (e.g. grass), which accounts
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Gnd Sky Obs Avg
pixel classifier1 96.0 74.0 93.5 87.8
ext. Stixels1 96.8 86.4 95.4 92.9
orig. Stixels2 95.1 0.1 88.8 61.3
ext. Stixels2 96.8 84.1 95.2 92.0
1native image resolution, no scale down
2working resolution, see text
(a) DUS dataset
Gnd Sky Obs Veg Avg
pixel classifier1 89.7 61.4 78.2 71.8 75.3
ext. Stixels1 89.2 73.3 80.3 72.7 78.9
orig. Stixels2 76.5 1.1 58.6 0.0 34.0
ext. Stixels2 89.1 71.9 79.9 71.5 78.1
1native image resolution, no scale down
2working resolution, see text
(b) KITTI dataset
Table 4.6: Performance evaluation of our Stixel extension. We show the IOU
labeling accuracy of original Stixels, our extension and the direct
pixel-level classifier result on the DUS and KITTI datasets. The
pixel classifier results correspond to the numbers in Table 4.5.
for the low scores on these two classes, in addition to the Vegeta-
tion score of 0.0 and the poor sky performance. However, given that
depth alone only allows to infer structural classes, this behavior is in
fact correct. Nevertheless, the experiment shows that we could suc-
cessfully extend the structural classes with semantic classes from our
pixel classifier. Qualitative results will be shown in the next section.
As a final remark, we found that is it very important for the Stixel
extension to update the leaf node statistics of the decision trees with
all training samples, as discussed earlier in Section 4.4.1. Only then,
the pixel-level probability maps are balanced and smooth enough,
allowing the Stixel model to regularize the result. Without this up-
date step, results of the pixel classifier have too much confidence, so
that many errors simply overrule the Stixel model constraints and are
adopted in the Stixel result.
4.4.5 Qualitative Results
In Figure 4.11 and Figure 4.12, we show example results of our pixel-
level classification approach on the DUS and KITTI dataset respec-
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tively. Together with the input image, the depth image is provided
to get a better feeling for the data and to anticipate the behavior of
the Stixel algorithm that originally finds segments from depth only.
The center images show our raw local classifier prediction without
any kind of regularization involved. The color intensity encodes un-
certainty in the decision, i.e. at boundaries between different classes
where stronger confusion is intuitive. We illustrate the performance
when inferring the full set of classes (fine) as well as the reduced set
of classes (coarse) that is eventually used during our extended Stixel
optimization. Finally, the right column shows Stixels in their origi-
nal form as presented in Pfeiffer (2011), as well as our extension that
takes into account our labeling result.
The shown examples illustrate well, where the inferred labels are
accurate and also where the limits of the approach are. Overall it
can be observed that coarse scene structure is reconstructed quite
accurately. We find that depth information mostly helps to separate
elevated obstacles from the ground plane, while color and texture are
informative to detect sky and vegetation.
Considering the full label set (center top images), the results are
promising, but not sufficiently accurate in the sense discussed before.
While there certainly is a tendency towards correct separation of ve-
hicles and pedestrians, the result contains many hallucinated false
positives for these classes. This happens particularly in the relevant
height range from 0 m to 2 m above the ground plane, where vehicles
and pedestrians typically occur, c.f . Figure 3.6. We also observe that
below a certain 3D height value almost no buildings are inferred at all,
even if there is actually a building present in the scene. Furthermore,
most sidewalks are falsely detected at the boundary to elevated ob-
stacles, i.e. when there is a subtle elevation from the 3D ground plane.
All these findings indicate how strongly the 3D information influ-
ences the decision process, both positively but also negatively. They
demonstrate that detecting all classes with high accuracy seems to be
an ill-posed problem on the local pixel level we operate on in this
chapter and justifies the use of models that use more spatial support
in the image, as will be discussed later in this dissertation.
In terms of our Stixel extension, the most prominent difference to
the original Stixel result is the improved detection of sky. A closer
look further reveals better object boundary adherence than before.
Detecting sky properly based on depth information alone is difficult
and only possible if the sky is textured, i.e. clouds are present, so
that correct stereo correspondences can be found. In many scenarios
however this is not the case, including the two datasets we tested
on. For the KITTI results, the differences between the original Stixel
result and our extension are more pronounced due to the inclusion
of the vegetation labels. In particular notice the different shades of
green that separate flat vegetation such as grass from upright stand-
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ing vegetation such as bushes and trees. Although the pixel classifier
delivers only a single vegetation label, the Stixel optimization with its
two competing plane models (ground and upright standing) allows
to make this differentiation, c.f . Section 4.3.
4.4.6 Comparison to Reference Methods
In the following, we compare the results of our extended Stixel model
with the reference methods discussed earlier in Section 2.4.3. The
Stixel performance numbers are copied from Table 4.6a, where Stix-
els have been computed at the typical working resolution. The perfor-
mance numbers for the reference methods are generated by training
with the full set of classes and then mapping the result to the coarse
set of classes. This is done do achieve consistency between the ref-
erence numbers presented here and the numbers presented later in
Section 5.3.5.
Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 show the result of the comparison for the
DUS and KITTI dataset. From the numbers it directly becomes ap-
parent that our extended Stixel model is competitive with the refer-
ence methods. In particular, it outperforms all other methods on the
Ground label, which can be attributed to the use of depth informa-
tion and the regularization effect of the Stixel model. For the remain-
ing classes, Stixels perform below average. In particular the labeling
performance of Sky is considerably lower compared to the reference
methods, which can partially be attributed to low performance of our
pixel-level classifier, in particular on the KITTI dataset. One reason
for this could be that the KITTI dataset has many images where color
information is fully saturated on building facades (c.f . Figure 4.12,
bottom). In these cases, the local window of the pixel classifier is not
large enough and mis-classifies Building as Sky.
In addition to labeling accuracy, we also compare the runtime of all
methods. As in Section 4.4.3, we perform the runtime experiments on
a machine with an NVIDIA GTX 770 GPU and Intel i7-4770 CPU. While
the pixel classifier runs on GPU, we use a multi-threaded CPU imple-
mentation for Stixels. The stereo depth map is computed in advance
using dedicated FPGA hardware (Gehrig et al., 2009) which introduces
a delay of one frame or 50 ms, given a camera setup with 20 FPS. The
comparison in Table 4.9 reveals that Stixels can be extracted faster
than all reference methods, which is very important for practical ap-
plications.
In summary, we find that our extended Stixel model is faster to
compute but slightly inferior in terms of labeling accuracy. However,
it is important to recall here that Stixels itself, as presented in this
chapter, are only the first building block for the overall automotive
scene labeling concept we propose in this dissertation. Consequently,
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Figure 4.11: Results of our pixel-level classification approach on the DUS
dataset and its effect when integrated into the Stixel model. We
show the input and depth image (left), our pixel-level classifi-
cation result for the fine and coarse label set (center), and Stix-
els, both in their original form as published by Pfeiffer (2011)
and with our extension (right). White lines indicate a cut in
the column-wise Stixel segmentation. We weight the pixel-level
semantic labels (center) with the entropy of the decision to vi-
sualize the classifier’s uncertainty.
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Figure 4.12: Results of our pixel-level classification approach on the KITTI
dataset and its effect when integrated into the Stixel model. We
show the input and depth image (left), our pixel-level classifi-
cation result for the fine and coarse label set (center), and Stix-
els, both in their original form as published by Pfeiffer (2011)
and with our extension (right). White lines indicate a cut in
the column-wise Stixel segmentation. We weight the pixel-level
semantic labels (center) with the entropy of the decision to vi-
sualize the classifier’s uncertainty.
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Gnd Sky Obs Avg
Darwin unary1,m 94.5 90.6 93.1 92.7
Darwin pairwise1,m 95.8 94.2 94.7 94.9
ALE2,s 94.9 95.5 93.6 94.7
PN-RCPN3,m 96.8 91.4 95.7 94.6
Layered Int.4,s 96.4 89.5 95.1 93.7
ext. Stixels5,s 96.8 84.1 95.2 92.0
1Gould (2012) 2Ladický et al. (2010)
3Sharma et al. (2015) 4Liu et al. (2015)
5numbers copied from Table 4.6a
mmonocular approach sstereo approach
Table 4.7: Performance of our extended Stixels on the DUS dataset, com-
pared to the reference methods described in Section 2.4.3.
Gnd Sky Obs Veg Avg
Darwin unary1,m 87.0 77.5 83.9 81.1 82.4
Darwin pairwise1,m 88.9 82.7 85.8 82.5 85.0
ALE2,s 87.5 82.3 85.6 83.1 84.6
ext. Stixels3,s 89.1 71.9 79.9 71.5 78.1
1Gould (2012) 2Ladický et al. (2010)
3numbers copied from Table 4.6b
mmonocular approach sstereo approach
Table 4.8: Performance of our extended Stixels on the KITTI dataset, com-
pared to the reference methods described in Section 2.4.3.
the results from this comparison must be interpreted as the first mile-
stone towards this goal.
4.5 discussion
In this chapter, we presented a method for scene labeling that is based
on classifying each individual pixel in the image. The method is com-
posed of computing a set of local feature transformations from the
color and depth image and then classifying each pixel based on a
small patch around it, using a Randomized Decision Forest (RDF).
We then applied this method to extend the well-known Stixel model
from Pfeiffer (2011). For the sake of easier reading, we briefly recap
Section 4.1, where we discussed the three main limitations of the orig-
inal Stixel formulation: (1) Stixels are computed solely from depth
maps, (2) they are limited to distinguish structural classes, and (3)
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DUS KITTI
Darwin unary1 0.25 s 0.28 s
Darwin pairwise1 1.20 s 2.43 s
ALE1 111 s 193 s
PN-RCPN4 2.8 s n/a
Layered Int.5 110 ms n/a
ext. Stixels1,2,3 80 ms 74 ms
1Intel i7 CPU 2GTX 770 GPU 3FPGA (for SGM stereo)
4Titan Black GPU, reported by Sharma et al. (2015)
5Tesla K40 GPU, reported by Liu et al. (2015)
Table 4.9: Runtime comparison between Stixels and the reference methods
from Section 2.4.3. We measure the time required to label an im-
age, including stereo depth map computation for Stixels (50 ms).
Note that pipelining stereo and Stixel computation would allow a
refresh rate of 20 FPS.
they yield a too strong (vertical) under-segmentation of the image.
Our extension improves the model in all three aspects, so that it pro-
vides a better basis for subsequent algorithms compared to the origi-
nal model.
However, we also discovered the limits of the local patch classifi-
cation scheme. We found that it works well for certain classes, most
notably for the coarse geometric and semantic layout of the scene, but
it is not capable of accurately detecting all classes we are ultimately
interested in. One reason for this is arguably the patch size, which is
usually much smaller than actual objects in the scene. Consequently,
the content of the image patch is often not very informative. However,
this is only one part of the reason, as we also saw that increasing the
patch size does not improve classification accuracy. The method even
degrades for very large patches. This shows us that the model itself,
i.e. the RDF classifier, is not able to extract more complex structures
from the presented set of features.
As a consequence of this finding, we will now move away from
treating scene labeling as a patch classification problem. In the next
chapter, we will focus on methods that encode and classify larger
image regions, arising from bottom-up segmentation and grouping.
In this context, the extended Stixel model from this chapter will play
a central role. However, the results from this chapter are not just Stixel
improvements. The feature channels and the pixel-level RDF classifier
will also become relevant again later in this dissertation.
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In the previous chapter we treated scene labeling as classification of
small rectangular patches around each pixel in the image and ex-
tended the Stixel algorithm to use the Stixel model assumptions as
a regularizer for the pixel-level results. We found this model to be
useful to quickly recover the coarse layout of the scene, but not ex-
pressive enough to accurately detect all class of interest. In this chap-
ter, we now follow the body of literature presented in Section 2.4.1
that treats the scene labeling problem as classification of proposal re-
gions rather than rectangular image patches. These regions typically
result from bottom-up image segmentation, i.e. from superpixels or
hierarchies of superpixels, and have the advantage that they can be
of arbitrary size and shape. In this way, the image content presented
to the classifier better captures actual objects in the scene, which re-
duces ambiguities arising from background clutter (in case of too
large rectangular bounding boxes) or uninformative content (in case
of too small patches). Moving from patches to regions further allows
to use different methods to encode image content. While the level of
information contained in small patches heavily depends on local fea-
ture transformations, larger image regions can be encoded by means
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of the Bag-of-Features (BOF) approach, which better captures the co-
existence of different repeating local feature patterns.
In this chapter, we present a novel way to rapidly generate proposal
regions based on the extended Stixels from the previous chapter. We
additionally discuss an efficient method to encode these regions and
propose several possibilities to improve encoding performance in case
depth information is available. Subsequently, we introduce a novel
concept for spatio-temporal regularization of region-level scene label-
ing approaches. We will find that the presented ideas are not just an
alternative solution to the approach presented in Chapter 4, but they
supplement it, so that both approaches should be combined in our
overall scene labeling concept. The work presented in this chapter has
previously been published in (Scharwächter et al., 2013) (Section 5.1)
and (Scharwächter et al., 2014) (Section 5.2).
5.1 generation and classification of proposal regions1
The region-level classification presented in the following involves two
steps: generating region candidates and subsequently classifying them.
Both problems will be discussed in this section, together with a pro-
posal on how to solve them efficiently.
In Section 5.1.1, we will present an algorithm to generate proposal
regions in the image by grouping adjacent Stixels based on their prox-
imity in depth. In contrast to image segmentation methods such as
SLIC (Achanta et al., 2012) or GPB-OWT-UCM (Arbeláez et al., 2011),
Stixels already contain structural and semantic information about the
scene. The resulting regions are thus expected to better capture actual
object boundaries. At the same time, their regular layout and their
properties allow for a straight-forward and efficient grouping algo-
rithm. We will analyze the complexity of this algorithm and discuss
its relation to existing segmentation and clustering methods.
Section 5.1.2 presents a tree-based method that yields a Bag-of-
Features (BOF) descriptor for classification of a given image region.
We briefly discussed descriptors for object detection, such as HOG
and SIFT earlier in Section 1.1.2. These descriptors encode the con-
tent of a given rectangular window in the image. Using them to
encode the content of an arbitrarily shaped image region however
would require to define some sort of inner or outer bounding box
around the region, which–depending on the shape of the region and
the framing strategy–would ignore relevant content inside the region,
add irrelevant content from outside the region, or both. The Bag-of-
Features (BOF) approach is very suitable in this case, as it allows to
only take into account local descriptors with keypoints inside the im-
age region.
1 Parts of this section have previously been published in Scharwächter et al. (2013)
and are copied verbatim from the original publication.
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Figure 5.1: Concept overview. Scene labeling as classification of bottom-up
regions acquired from the Stixel representation.
In Section 5.1.3 we propose several ideas that improve region clas-
sification performance in case depth information is available. Finally,
Section 5.1.4 outlines the training and inference procedure of the pro-
posed region-level classification scheme, to provide more detailed in-
formation about the interaction between the different components dis-
cussed in this section. On a coarse level, the general steps involved in
our method are depicted in Figure 5.1.
5.1.1 Efficient Stixel-based Region Generation
Following recent results that show how crucial meaningful initial re-
gions are for segmentation performance, e.g. (Arbeláez et al., 2012;
Carreira et al., 2012; Hu et al., 2012; Vieux et al., 2011), we present an
efficient method for obtaining relevant region hypotheses by utilizing
the Stixel World.
To obtain regions rj we treat the Stixel representation as graph,
as depicted in Figure 5.2 (top right). In this graph, Stixels are only
connected with an edge if and only if they are spatially adjacent in
the image. We start by initializing the first region r1 at a random
Stixel si and consecutively add neighboring Stixels to the region as
long as the edge weight w(·, ·) to a previously added Stixel is lower
than a heuristic wmax. If no more Stixels are within the radius of
wmax, a new region is initialized at an unvisited Stixel. This process
is iterated until all Stixels have been assigned to a region. The single
free parameter of this algorithms is wmax, which controls the size of
the resulting regions. Pseudo-code is provided in Algorithm 5.1.
We choose the edge weightw(sn, sk) between two neighboring Stix-
els sn and sk as their longitudinal distance in world coordinates, i.e.
w(sn, sk) = ∆Zn,k = ‖Zn −Zk‖ . (5.1)
This choice is arguably simple, but indeed sufficient when using Stix-
els. Remember that all Stixels are perpendicular to the ground plane
and have constant depth by definition. Furthermore, the horizontal
component of their centers is equidistant in the image, so their hori-
zontal distance is either zero (for vertical neighbors in the same image
column) or constant, equal to their width (for horizontal neighbors),
as apparent from Figure 5.2 (top left).
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Figure 5.2: Artificial example to demonstrate the region generation process.
Stixels are visualized in ego-view, as apparent in the image (top
left). Stixels which are adjacent in the image are then connected
in a graph, where the graph is shown in birds’ eye-view, so that
the length of an edge is proportional to its edge weight (top
right). After applying Algorithm 5.1, we obtain clusters in this
graph (bottom right) that directly correspond to regions in the
image (bottom left).
After defining the edge weight, we now introduce the heuristic
wmax, which acts as dynamic edge weight threshold and is composed
of a constant component and a dynamic component:
wmax = ∆Zconst + σZ
(
Zn +Zk
2
)
, (5.2)
where ∆Zconst > 0 is a parameter and the term σZ (Z) > 0 captures
the noise characteristics of the depth estimate.
As we assume depth is provided by a stereo camera, the uncer-
tainty of the estimate increases quadratically with distance Z and fur-
ther depends on the focal length f, stereo baseline b and the matching
uncertainty σd of the stereo algorithm. Using the pinhole projection
equation Z = f·bd , we apply error propagation to yield
σZ (Z) = σd · Z
2
f · b , (5.3)
assuming that the calibration error of f and b is negligible. The con-
stant parameter ∆Zconst dominates in the near field where the depth
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estimate is very accurate and hence σZ (Z) is small. In these cases,
it can effectively avoid over-segmentation. In all other cases, the dy-
namic component σZ (Z) dominates the heuristic and ensures that
Stixels are grouped into the same region as long as their relative dis-
tance is below the distance-dependent noise level. In Figure 5.2 (bot-
tom) we show the resulting regions and corresponding graph clusters
for an artificial example. Actual Stixel-based region generation results
are shown in Figure 5.3.
Algorithm 5.1 Proposal region generation from Stixels
Input: Set of Stixels S
Output: Set of regions R
Parameters: maximum edge weight wmax
mark all Stixels as unvisited
instantiate empty queue Q
j← 1
for all si ∈ S do
if si was visited before then
continue
end if
mark si as visited
push si to Q
add si to rj
while Q not empty do
pop sk from Q
for all neighbors sn of sk do
if sn was visited before then
continue
end if
if w(sn, sk) 6 wmax then
mark sn as visited
push sn to Q
add sn to rj
end if
end for
end while
j← j+ 1
end for
5.1.1.1 Discussion
Let us now briefly discuss some properties of the presented algo-
rithm and its relation to other clustering and image segmentation
algorithms. Note that the two problems of clustering and image seg-
mentation are very different problems in general, but they overlap in
the area of graph clustering, where the goal is to find clusters of similar
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Figure 5.3: Stixel-based region results on the DUS and KITTI dataset. Stixels
are grouped according to Algorithm 5.1. It can be seen that most
relevant objects in the scene are captured by one distinct image
region, as long as an object can be separated from its background
in the longitudinal direction. On the other hand, noisy depth
estimates, e.g. due to reflections on vehicles, can yield an over-
segmentation of objects.
nodes which are connected via edges in a graph. In the case of im-
age segmentation, nodes correspond to pixels or superpixels, while
edges describe their spatial neighborhood in the image. As a result,
clusters in the graph directly correspond to segments or regions in
the image. Several image segmentation algorithms (e.g. Felzenszwalb
and Huttenlocher (2004); Ladický et al. (2013); Vicente et al. (2008)),
including our region generation algorithm from above, follow this
principle, which is why we use both terms interchangeably at this
point.
Algorithm 5.1 directly implements the idea of connected compo-
nent analysis in graphs. It is also strongly related to image process-
ing algorithms for blob extraction and flood filling. The appeal of
this algorithm is its simplicity and fast execution. Due to the regu-
lar graph structure, where every Stixel only has about five connected
neighbors, the runtime complexity of the algorithm is linear in the
number of Stixels. Furthermore, the solution of the algorithm does
not depend on the choice of the initial seed point, as long as edge
weight w(·, ·) and heuristic wmax between two Stixels are symmetric.
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As a final remark, our goal is to rapidly obtain reasonably good can-
didate regions and the greedy approach we propose to use certainly
introduces errors in terms of over and under-segmentation. However,
we are partially able to recover from those errors by means of spatio-
temporal regularization, which will be presented later in Section 5.2.
Note that this is in line with our general approach of decomposing the
scene labeling problem, as presented in Section 1.2.3: Finding practi-
cal solutions for subproblems and at the same time combining the
results in a way that errors of different building blocks are not corre-
lated and can thus be resolved later.
5.1.2 Decision Forests for Region Encoding
Now that we have introduced a method to efficiently generate image
regions, we discuss an approach to efficiently encode the content of a
given region. The encoding step yields a region-level descriptor that
can be used to predict a semantic class label for each region.
In Section 2.3.1 we briefly introduced different feature encoding
methods that implement the Bag-of-Features (BOF) paradigm. We al-
ready discussed that tree-based methods, in particular the Extremely
Randomized Clustering (ERC) forests proposed by Moosmann et al.
(2008), are superior to standard k-Means vector quantization, both in
terms of runtime and accuracy. Therefore, we adopt the ERC-Forest
approach in this section and provide more details about the way we
apply it in our scene labeling concept. Note that ERC-Forests and
RDFs are structurally identical, so that the terms can be used inter-
changeably. However, the ERC terminology helps to highlight the fact
that the principal use case of the decision tree is not classification but
clustering of the underlying feature space.
The general principle of RDFs for classification has been discussed
in Section 4.2.2.1 already. One aspect we did not mention at that point
however is that the learned structure of a decision tree is equivalent
to a partitioning of the underlying feature space. While this is not
surprising, and holds true for all classification methods in general,
decision trees make this partitioning very explicit, as each leaf node
corresponds to a unique partition in space. Consequently, the tree
can be used as a codebook that maps a high-dimensional feature de-
scriptor to a unique index. This concept is visualized in Figure 5.4.
In our case, where the decision tree is trained in a supervised fash-
ion, these partitions directly correspond to clusters of training sam-
ples with one specific class label. The resulting supervised clusters
are therefore also potentially more informative for feature encoding
than the unsupervised clusters found by k-Means. One downside of
this approach is that encoding a feature with a single tree is not as
informative as an encoding based on k-Means. This is because a tree
inspects only few feature dimensions, while a k-Means cluster cen-
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Figure 5.4: Example of a decision tree applied to feature encoding. A fea-
ture descriptor x traverses the tree from root to leaf node. Each
leaf node has a unique ID that points to the corresponding bin
in the histogram. The right side shows a two-dimensional exam-
ple of the resulting partitioning in feature space, where the line
thickness correlates with tree depth and the red lines are split
functions evaluated along the path to leaf number 5.
ter takes into account all dimensions. However, as with classification,
moving from single trees to ensembles of trees improves performance
considerably (Moosmann et al., 2008).
To not sacrifice encoding accuracy, we follow a large body of litera-
ture and use SIFT (Lowe, 2004) as local feature descriptor. We extract
SIFT features on multiple scales and on a dense grid over the image.
An encoding RDF is then trained in the standard supervised fashion
presented in Section 4.2.2.2. In other words, the RDF is trained to clas-
sify an image patch based on the corresponding SIFT descriptor. To
encode a larger region Ri, we collect all SIFT descriptors dj, where
the descriptor keypoint kj lies within the region Ri. We then use the
RDF to vector-quantize each descriptor dj to idx
(
dj
)
and spatially
pool all indices idx
(
dj
)
over Ri into a histogram. To build the ensem-
ble histogram, we concatenate all tree-wise histograms, so that for T
trees and L leaf nodes per tree, the resulting BOF histogram is of size
HERC = T · L.
To have full control over the histogram length, we first grow each
tree to full depth and then prune it back bottom up. Candidates for
pruning are split nodes where both child nodes are leaves. In each
pruning iteration, we randomly sample a node from the list of all
pruning candidates and prune its children, so that the split node be-
comes a new leaf. This process is continued until the desired number
of leaf nodes is reached.
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Figure 5.5: Steps involved to encode a region r: All descriptors within region
r traverse the trees and a histogram of leaf node indices is accu-
mulated. This histogram is then classified with a Support Vector
Machine (SVM) to obtain a multi-label classification response. De-
scriptors are extracted only once on a dense grid over the whole
image, indicated by gray dots. However, only descriptors with
keypoints inside of region r are considered to encode this partic-
ular region. The corresponding keypoints are printed in black.
Based on the resulting region-level histogram, we train a Support
Vector Machine (SVM) to obtain a multi-label classification response
for each region. More details on the training procedure and the SVM
classifier will be discussed later in Section 5.1.4. The single steps of
region encoding and classification are depicted in Figure 5.5.
5.1.3 Benefits of Depth for Encoding
Given the success of multi-cue methods for geometrically rigid object
classification, e.g. (Keller et al., 2011), which combine grayscale im-
agery with other modalities, such as dense stereo or optical flow, lit-
tle work has been done on transferring those ideas to Bag-of-Features
(BOF) methods. In this section, we fill this gap and discuss three pos-
sibilities of leveraging dense stereo information in different process-
ing stages of a BOF pipeline. In particular, we are going to discuss
(1) descriptor scale selection to alleviate the need of extracting features
at multiple image scales, (2) bag-of-depth-features to classify regions
based on repeating depth patterns, and (3) height pooling to introduce
a 3D geometric ordering into the region descriptor.
descriptor scale selection The inherently unknown scale of
objects in an image is a common problem in many computer vision
tasks. A widespread solution to this problem is to extract features
at multiple scales (Arbeláez et al., 2012; Carreira et al., 2012; Sturgess
et al., 2009) and we also followed this approach earlier in Section 5.1.2.
However, in terms of computational costs, choosing the single correct
scale is arguably more efficient. With dense stereo at hand, this prob-
lem can be alleviated by extracting features only at a single scale,
which is dynamically derived from the 3D position of a keypoint. For
each descriptor keypoint, we triangulate the corresponding 3D loca-
tion, center a bounding box that covers a fixed pre-defined area at
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this location (e.g. 0.5m× 0.5m) and project the borders of the bound-
ing box back to the image. The descriptor in then extracted from the
resulting image patch. In our experiments in Section 5.3.1, we com-
pare this strategy against the most common approaches of choosing
a single fixed scale and extracting descriptors at multiple scales.
bag-of-depth-features The high density of depth images com-
puted with SGM allows us to extract complex features (such as SIFT)
directly on the depth image, similar to (Keller et al., 2011). We im-
plement this idea by following the same BOF pipeline as described in
Section 5.1.2, where we replace the grayscale image with the dense
depth image. The resulting Bag-of-Depth-Features (BODF) histogram
then encodes the distribution of typical depth patterns within an im-
age region. In our experiments in Section 5.3.1, we evaluate the perfor-
mance of this approach against the classical BOF pipeline, as well as a
combination of both approaches, which is obtained by concatenating
the BOF and BODF histograms before SVM classification.
height pooling The spatial pyramid representation of Lazebnik
et al. (2006) is commonly used to overcome the prevalent loss of ge-
ometric ordering in a classical BOF approach, c.f . Section 2.3.2. The
concept of height pooling that we propose here is a 3D-variant of this
spatial pyramid representation, where visual words are pooled into
different histograms according to their height above the ground plane
to incorporate a vertical geometric ordering into the region descriptor.
Band Height [m]
1 −∞ – 0.0
2 0.0 – 0.5
3 0.5 – 1.0
4 1.0 – 1.5
5 1.5 – 2.0
6 2.0 – 4.0
7 4.0 – 10.0
8 10.0 – ∞
Table 5.1: List of chosen
height bands.
Instead of pooling all descriptors of a
region into one BOF histogram of length
HERC, we define B discrete height bands
in 3D world coordinates. Each such band
has its own histogram and each descrip-
tor is pooled into the corresponding band-
specific histogram according to the 3D
vertical position of its keypoint. The fi-
nal region-level descriptor is subsequently
formed by concatenating all band-specific
histograms. Consequently, the BOF his-
togram after height pooling has HHP =
B ·HERC dimensions. To obtain the height
above the ground plane for a keypoint, we
use the component Yw in Equation (4.3),
as described earlier in Section 4.2.1.3. De-
scriptors without valid depth measurement are always pooled into
the histogram of the last height band. The key property of the result-
ing region descriptor is that it takes into account 3D vertical structure
of objects but is largely invariant to the 3D lateral and longitudinal
position of an object w.r.t. to the ego-vehicle, which is exactly what
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Figure 5.6: Illustration of the height bands we use for pooling. We show two
camera images and the corresponding disparity images overlaid
with the color coded height bands from Table 5.1. Each descrip-
tor is pooled into the band-specific histogram according to the
height above the ground plane of its keypoint.
is needed for street scenes, where the same type of object can occur
at various lateral positions and distances, while the vertical structure
and scale of objects in one category is largely consistent in the 3D
world. In our experiments we use B = 8 height bands, empirically
chosen to obtain good coverage for the object classes of interest. More
precisely, we pool encoded descriptors into the height bands given in
Table 5.1. Figure 5.6 illustrates these height bands on two real-world
examples. In Section 5.3.1 we evaluate this extension against the or-
derless ERC region histogram.
It should be noted that a similar idea has been presented by Gupta
et al. (2013). They propose histograms of geocentric textons, which they
describe as “vector quantized words in the joint two-dimensional
space of height from the ground and local angle with the gravity
direction”.
5.1.4 Region Classification
As classifier for our region-level histogram descriptor we use an SVM
with Histogram Intersection Kernel (HIK), presented by Wu (2010).
For our problem, the HIK-SVM showed to be superior in terms of pre-
dictive accuracy and execution time, compared to both linear SVMs
and SVMs with Radial Basis Function (RBF) kernel. It also showed to
be more robust under fewer samples compared to a Randomized De-
cision Forest (RDF) classifier. To obtain a multi-class response from
the classifier, we follow a one-vs-all approach, i.e. we train a two-
class SVM model for each class that separates it from all other classes.
To combine the results of all classifiers, we perform a sigmoid map-
ping of the individual SVM scores and normalize their sum to one.
Note that this normalization is not necessary for the pure classifica-
tion task, but it is required for soft class probability estimates, which
will become important later in Section 5.2.2.
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5.2 spatio-temporal regularization1
With the concepts presented in Section 5.1 we now have an alternative
region-level solution to the scene labeling problem, in addition to the
pixel-level classifier from Section 4.2. In Section 4.3, we extended the
Stixel model and could show that Stixels spatially regularize the pixel-
level classification results, thereby improving labeling performance.
In this section, we also focus on regularization, but present a method
that is better suited for region-level models.
In addition to spatial regularization, we now focus stronger on reg-
ularization of class labels over time. While a solution to temporally
consistent scene labeling is interesting and desirable in general, there
is in fact a good reason why we tackle this problem now, on the
region level, rather than on the pixel level: We observed that enforc-
ing temporal consistency on the pixel level is computationally more
demanding and at the same time less important, while enforcing it
on the superpixel or region level is less demanding and at the same
time more important. The computational argument can easily be ex-
plained with the number of temporal correspondences that have to
be found and processed. The higher importance of temporal regu-
larization on the region level has to do with the number of samples
that are available for training the classifiers of the two individual lev-
els. On the pixel level, we train a classifier on local image patches.A large number of
samples is crucial to
train a good
classifier model.
These patches have limited information content, but we have many
samples for training. As a result, the classifier cannot estimate all la-
bels with high accuracy, but the results are very consistent over time,
because the classifier can learn a very smooth model from the large
amount of samples and can thus generalize better. On the region level,
it is the other way around: An image region has more information
content, but we have fewer samples for training. Consequently, we
have a classifier with higher per-label precision, but the generaliza-
tion is not as good, which leads to occasional mis-classifications over
time. Additionally, the Stixel-based region generation process itself
is not error-free, which further amplifies this problem. As a solution,
we will introduce our concept for spatio-temporal regularization of
region-level classification results in the next sections, together with a
discussion about the design choices that led to this concept.
5.2.1 Model Considerations
Before we put forward our concept for spatio-temporal regulariza-
tion of a semantic scene labeling result, let us briefly recapitulate Sec-
tion 2.4.2, where we discussed and categorized different approaches
of combining information from multiple time steps. In Section 2.4.2,
1 Parts of this section have previously been published in (Scharwächter et al., 2014)
and are copied verbatim from the original publication.
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we differentiated batch or offline methods that are suitable for post-
processing a sequence by taking into account the entire video, and
causal or online methods that only take into account past measure-
ments. In an automotive setup, temporal regularization has to be per-
formed in a live video stream, which is why our approach should fall
into the latter category of causal processing.
With Stixels being the finest elements that describe a scene, our ap-
proach is also related to the superpixel-based approaches that we
discussed earlier in Section 2.4.2. In fact, there is a large body of
literature promoting spatial regularization of class labels on super-
pixel level to remove spurious mis-classifications. However, when it
comes to the temporal domain, most approaches focus on improv-
ing the temporal consistency of superpixel boundaries, rather than
focusing on the regularization of their class label. As we are using
Stixels, we cannot follow this strategy, as Stixels are bound to image
columns with a fixed width by design. Also, having consistent super-
pixel boundaries over time still does not yield temporally consistent
labels. It just improves temporal correspondence.
With this in mind, we raise the question on which level temporal
consistency of labels should ideally be tackled. We argue that proper
unique temporal correspondence is the key to success, as it allows
to use well-established mathematical models for label regularization,
such as Bayesian recursive estimation. Regularization on the dense
pixel level requires dense optical flow, which is often overly smooth
in regions with low image texture and can thus lead to false corre-
spondences. It is also–despite modern parallel GPU implementations–
computationally expensive. Regularization on the superpixel level
on the other hand requires superpixels with temporally consistent
boundaries to provide unique correspondences. As discussed before,
this is not possible with Stixels.
We therefore decide to perform temporal regularization on the level
of sparse point trajectories. Tracking of sparse well-textured image
corners over time is a classical computer vision problem that can be
solved with high accuracy, robustness, and efficiency. Such a tracker
is able to provide unique correspondences, meaning that the object
behind a single tracked point should in fact never change during
the lifetime of the track, i.e. the only cause of a label change is mis-
classification. Another practical argument is that tracking of sparse
points is typically performed in our overall automotive vision archi-
tecture anyway, e.g. for the 6D-Vision approach by Franke et al. (2005).
This means that point tracks are available without any additional
computational overhead. Our decision is further supported by Ellis
and Zografos (2012), where the combination of sparse point trajecto-
ries together with superpixels results in more efficient models with
adequate performance. This decision also implies another important
design choice: To model spatial and temporal regularization indepen-
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dently. This might sound suboptimal at first glance, but it again has
practical benefits. Most importantly, it allows better pipelining of all
components, which allows better use of available resources.
In summary, we model spatial and temporal regularization inde-
pendently: For consistency in the temporal domain, we opt for a
Bayesian filtering scheme on the level of sparse long-term point trajec-
tory, which effectively combines the efficiency of recursive methods
(Erbs et al., 2012; Ess et al., 2009; Wojek and Schiele, 2008; Wojek et al.,
2013) with the robustness of considering a longer temporal window
(Floros and Leibe, 2012; de Nijs et al., 2012). For consistency in the
spatial domain, we instead model a Conditional Random Field (CRF)
on the level of Stixels. The order in which spatial and temporal reg-
ularization is applied is in fact not overly important. Both methods
require class label distributions as input in order to regularize success-
fully. For practical reasons however, we decide to first filter semantic
labels over time and subsequently perform spatial CRF regularization
on the Stixel level, because it avoids the extra effort of computing
CRF marginals. Without marginals the CRF only yields the most likely
class label, but no scores that tell how certain this decision is, which
would however be needed as input for temporal regularization. Ac-
cordingly, we first describe our method to filter the semantic label
decision over time in Section 5.2.2 and present the spatial CRF model
in Section 5.2.3.
5.2.2 Temporal Integration
In contrast to existing methods discussed in Section 2.4.2, which aim
to propagate the semantic label decision either densely on the pixel
level (Miksik et al., 2013) or focus explicitly on registering superpixels
over time (Couprie et al., 2013), we regularize labels over time locally
on sparse long-term point trajectories, where correspondence is very
reliable and can be computed efficiently. For this we use an imple-
mentation of the well-established Kanade-Lucas-Tomasi (KLT) feature
tracker of Tomasi and Kanade (1991) that has been developed for the
6D-Vision approach by Franke et al. (2005).
Regularization is performed using Bayesian recursive estimation.
It should be pointed out again that this concept is completely inde-
pendent of the level it is applied on. We use it on sparse trajectory
level in our overall system concept, but it can equally well be applied
on the dense pixel level or superpixel level, as long as there exists
a history of unique temporal correspondences. In the following, we
will formally define the problem of Bayesian recursive estimation for
discrete class labels and present some insights into its behavior by
simulation with artificial input data.
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Figure 5.7: Illustration of the recursive label filtering scheme, which is ap-
plied to each point trajectory. Unfolded directed Markov model
with three labels (left). Arrows indicate possible causal transi-
tions. Simulated result for a trajectory of length 100 (time steps),
where dots represent noisy observations and solid lines show the
resulting filtered posterior for the labels in each time step, given
all previously observed data (right). In time step 10, we place
a strong outlier in the observation and starting from time step
40, we quickly shift all observations towards a uniform value of
P
(
xt | li,t
)
= 13 ∀i to demonstrate the filtering effect of the model.
Note that in practice we never observed such strong outliers as
simulated in time step 10. The weight α is set to α = 0.95, as in
all our experiments.
bayesian recursive estimation To integrate the semantic re-
gion classification output from Section 5.1.2 over time, we opt for a
Hidden Markov Model (HMM) approach. We model label transitions
as a Markov chain for each trajectory and solve a discrete filtering
problem in the Bayesian sense, as shown in Figure 5.7. For a trajec-
tory with an age of t time steps, we estimate the posterior P
(
li,t | X
t
)
of label li,t, given the set of all previous and current observations
Xt = {x0, x1, . . . , xt} up to time t. Prediction is performed using for-
ward inference, which involves recursive application of predict (5.4)
and update (5.5) steps (see e.g. Murphy (2012)):
P
(
li,t | X
t−1
)
=
∑
j
P
(
li,t | lj,t−1
)
P
(
lj,t−1 | X
t−1
)
(5.4)
P
(
li,t | X
t
)
=
P(xt | li,t)P
(
li,t | X
t−1
)∑
j P
(
xt | lj,t
)
P
(
lj,t | Xt−1
) . (5.5)
The term P
(
li,t | lj,t−1
)
in (5.4) corresponds to the transition model
of labels between two subsequent time steps and acts as the tempo-
ral regularizer in our setup. Note that ideally objects do not change
their label over time, especially not on the trajectory level. The only
two causes for a label change are errors in the observation model
P(xt | li,t) or measurement errors in the trajectory, i.e. the tracked
point is accidentally assigned to another object. Thus, we assign a rel-
atively large weight α ∈ (0, 1) to the diagonal entries of the transition
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matrix (self loops) and a small value to the remaining entries, such
that we obtain a normalized probability distribution:
P
(
li,t | lj,t−1
)
=

α i = j
1−α
L− 1
i 6= j .
(5.6)
We empirically choose α = 0.95 in our experiments. Alternatively, the
transition probabilities could be learned from training data.
Following Section 5.1.2, we model the observation xt as the BOF his-
togram h(Rk) of the region Rk covering the tracked feature point in
time step t. From Section 5.1.4 we get the per-label classification out-
put Γi(h(Rk) ) ∈ (0, 1), with i = 1 . . . L and L denoting the number of
labels. We relate this score to the observation model given uniform
label priors as P(xt | li,t) ∝ Γi(h(Rk) ).
To maintain a constant number of tracks, new trajectories are in-
stantiated in every time step to account for lost tracks. The label prior
of a new trajectory is chosen uniformly as P(li,t=0 | ∅) = 1L . In Fig-
ure 5.7, we illustrate the recursive label filtering process and provide
a simulation for better insight into the model behavior. To assign the
track-level filtered label posteriors back to proposal regions, we com-
pute the average posterior over all trajectories a within region Rk,
where A(Rk) is the total number of trajectories in the region, i.e.
P(li) =
1
A(Rk)
A(Rk)∑
a=1
Pa
(
li,t | X
t
)
. (5.7)
5.2.3 Spatial CRF Model
One side effect of most data-driven grouping schemes, such as the
one presented in Section 5.1.1, is local spatial over-segmentation. To
incorporate global smoothness properties, we formulate a Conditional
Random Field (CRF) in each time step, where Stixels are connected
within a graphical model.
More formally, a graph G = {V,E} consisting of vertices V and edges
E is built, where |V| = N is the number of vertices (Stixels). We assign
a set of discrete random variables Y = {yn | n = 1 . . .N}, where each
yn can take a value of the label set L = {li | i = 1 . . . L}. A labeling
y ∈ LN defines a joint configuration of all random variables assigned
to a specific label. In a CRF, the labeling y is globally conditioned on
all observed data X and follows a Gibbs distribution:
p(y | X) =
1
Z
exp
(
−
∑
c∈C
ψc(yc)
)
, (5.8)
where Z is a normalizing constant, C is the set of maximal cliques,
yc denotes all random variables in clique c and ψc(yc) are potential
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functions for each clique (Koller and Friedman, 2009), having the data
X as implicit dependency. Finding the Maximum A-Posteriori (MAP)
labeling yˆ is equivalent to finding the corresponding minimum Gibbs
energy, i.e.
yˆ = arg maxy p(y | X) = arg miny E(y) . (5.9)
For semantic labeling problems, the energy function E(y) typically
consists of unary (ψn) and pairwise (ψnm) potentials and is defined
as
E(y) =
∑
n∈V
ψn(yn) +
∑
(n,m)∈E
ψnm(yn,ym) . (5.10)
In the following, we discuss the potential functions ψn and ψnm
in more detail.
data term For the unary potential of a vertex (i.e. a Stixel), we em-
ploy the filtered track-level posteriors from Equation (5.7) that have
been averaged over the corresponding proposal region of a Stixel, i.e.
ψn(yn = li) = − log
(
P(li)
)
. (5.11)
Note that this unary potential not only incorporates data from a sin-
gle Stixel locally but from the larger proposal region it is part of. In
CRFs (compared to MRFs) the labeling y is globally conditioned on the
data X, so this is a valid choice to increase the robustness of the unary
term.
smoothness term To encourage neighboring Stixels to adopt
the same label, the pairwise potentials take the form of a modified
Potts model. In pixel-level CRFs, the Potts model is often extended
to be contrast-sensitive to disable smoothing when strong changes in
image intensities occur, e.g. (Sturgess et al., 2009). In the same spirit,
our Stixel-level model allows us to make smoothing sensitive to simi-
larity measures derived from 2D geometry, 3D geometry, or even 3D
motion direction of Stixels. While all of these examples are viable op-
tions, we do not investigate too much in this direction and instead
propose a measure of common boundary length between neighboring
Stixels to model their similarity. Hence, we define the pairwise poten-
tials as
ψnm(yn,ym) =
{
0 yn = ym
γΩ(n,m) yn 6= ym,
(5.12)
where γ is a smoothness factor. The term Ω(n,m) measures the sim-
ilarity of adjacent Stixels. For two adjacent Stixels n and m, let bn
be the number of pixels on the boundary of Stixel n. Further let cnm
be the number of pixels on the boundary of Stixel n, which are direct
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neighbors of Stixelm. The terms bm and cmn are defined accordingly.
The common boundary length is then defined as
Ω(n,m) =
cnm + cmn
bn − cnm + bm − cmn
. (5.13)
By definition, the measure is symmetric and limited to the range [0, 1)
for non-overlapping Stixels and the cost of a label change is reduced
if two adjacent Stixels only have a small common boundary.
5.3 experiments
The experimental section is this chapter covers five different aspects.
We start by evaluating the proposed region encoding and classifica-
tion concept in Section 5.3.1. To not bias these results by potential
errors in the region generation process, we perform these first exper-
iments on ground truth regions. The different methods to incorpo-
rate depth information into the encoding step (c.f . Section 5.1.3) are
also evaluated in this part. In Section 5.3.2 and Section 5.3.3, we then
take a look at actual scene labeling results using our Stixel-based re-
gions and also evaluate the proposed spatio-temporal regularization.
In Section 5.3.4 and Section 5.3.5 we finally analyze the runtime of
our algorithm and compare it against the reference methods from
Section 2.4.3.
5.3.1 Region Encoding
To evaluate the accuracy of region encoding and classification inde-
pendently of the region generation process, we first assume ground
truth regions to be provided by an oracle. Table 5.2 shows the re-
sults for different variants of this experiment, using the ERC encoding
method with SIFT descriptors at multiple scales (prefix “M/SIFT-”)
and Haar descriptors (Stollnitz et al., 1995) at a single fixed scale
(prefix “S/Haar”). The superscript “HP” indicates the use of height
pooling, as proposed in Section 5.1.3, and will be discussed later. The
subscript “G” in ERCG marks that descriptors are extracted from
the grayscale image. We use the publicly available VLFEAT library
(Vedaldi and Fulkerson, 2008) to extract SIFT descriptors. For the ERC
forest, we train a model with T = 5 trees that have L = 500 leaf nodes
each. As reference, we also provide a region-level classifier variant
based on averaging the pixel-level classifier from Chapter 4 over each
ground truth region (last row in Table 5.2).
It is interesting to see that the variant based on our pixel-level
classifier yields better classification accuracy for the coarse structural
classes, i.e. ground and sky, while the region-level ERCG method from
this chapter is better in predicting the remaining classes. We take this
as another evidence that it is meaningful to use pixel-level seman-
tics early in the overall system, i.e. to extend Stixels with semantics,
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as already demonstrated in Section 4.4.4. This finding also promotes
the idea of a hierarchical classification approach, where the coarse se-
mantic levels are detected by means of pixel-level classification and
Stixels, and only the more fine-grained levels of semantics that split
up generic obstacles into classes such as pedestrians, vehicles and
buildings are resolved with a region-level approach. Following this
strategy would increase accuracy and reduce computational burden
at the same time by focusing on segments that cannot be classified ac-
curately on the pixel level. We will follow up on that idea again later
in Section 6.2. In addition to using SIFT descriptors at multiple scales,
as discussed in Section 5.1.2, we perform the same experiment again
with single-scale Haar descriptors, which are much faster to compute
compared to SIFT. The trade-off between runtime and accuracy will
be discussed in more detail later in Section 5.3.4.
descriptor scale selection Extracting SIFT descriptors at mul-
tiple scales entails a high computational effort. We therefore compare
the multi-scale variant against single-scale variants, where the scale
is (1) kept fixed, and (2) computed automatically from the depth data.
The latter approach corresponds to the proposed descriptor scale se-
lection. Figure 5.8 (left) shows results when using only a single scale,
where the cell size of SIFT is varied (the descriptor is built from 4× 4
cells, as proposed by Lowe (2004)). In Figure 5.8 (right), the best per-
formance with a fixed single scale (cell size 4 px) is compared against
a multi-scale approach using the six best performing single scales
(omitting cell sizes of 48 px and 64 px). Furthermore, we show the per-
formance when using a single scale, where the cell size is adapted dy-
namically (using depth information) to cover a fixed width of 0.75 m
in metric 3D space. Region classification accuracy is shown by means
of ROC curves for the Vehicle class, because it better visualizes small
differences in performance compared to the IOU score. We observe
that dynamic scale selection helps significantly when only a single
Gnd Veh Ped Sky Bld Avg Dyn
M/SIFT-ERCG 88.8 87.7 78.6 94.8 85.1 87.0 83.2
M/SIFT-ERCHPG 95.0 88.4 82.6 92.9 94.2 90.6 85.5
S/Haar-ERCG 91.4 82.6 75.3 98.3 84.0 86.3 79.0
S/Haar-ERCHPG 90.8 86.0 80.9 95.5 93.6 89.4 83.5
Avg. Pixel Classifier 92.1 63.9 74.8 100.0 73.5 80.8 69.3
Table 5.2: Results of ERCG region encoding and classification on the DUS
dataset in case ground truth regions are provided by an oracle.
As metric we use the IOU score. The superscript “HP” indicates
use of height pooling.
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scale is used. However, using features at multiple scales still yields
better results.
bag-of-depth-features We denote our proposed Bag-of-Depth-
Features (BODF) variant as ERCD (descriptors extracted on depth im-
ages) and compared it against the baseline encoding method ERCG
(descriptors extracted on grayscale images), as well as the O2P region
descriptor by Carreira et al. (2012). We adapted their publicly avail-
able code to our DUS dataset and use their best performing single de-
scriptor eMSIFT-F with log(2AvgP) pooling, omitting the dimensions
for color. The results in Figure 5.9 indicate that ERCD is outperformed
by the grayscale variant ERCG, while the combination ERCGD, where
both descriptors are concatenated, is better than the individual de-
scriptors on average. O2P outperforms the ERC methods in this first
experiment on ground truth regions. However, in later experiments
on inferred regions this is not the case anymore.
height pooling In almost all experiments we conducted, the
proposed height pooling extension (superscript “HP”) increased re-
gion classification accuracy, c.f . Table 5.2, Figure 5.9, and Table 5.4.
The multi-cue grayscale and depth descriptor (ERCGD) outperforms
the individual variants (ERCG and ERCD) and height pooling results
in a significant performance gain (ERCHPG vs. ERCG and ERC
HP
GD vs.
ERCGD). However, these observed improvements do not add-up. Inte-
grating both multiple cues and height pooling in a single descriptor
(ERCHPGD) does not improve over using height pooling (ERC
HP
G ) alone.
5.3.2 Stixel-based Regions
In a similar spirit to the previous experiment, we now evaluate the
performance impact of using Stixels as regions in an artificial setup.
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Figure 5.8: Region classification performance on the DUS dataset when us-
ing a single SIFT scale with fixed cell size (left). Best result us-
ing a single fixed scale, a single scale selected with stereo and
multi-scale using six scales (right). Additionally, the Area Under
Curve (AUC) (in %) is given in the legend. Note that (right) con-
tains the boundary ROC over all single scales from (left), which
explains the slightly increased AUC.
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Figure 5.9: Comparison of the baseline region descriptor ERCG on the DUS
dataset with our proposed depth-based variant ERCD and the
O2P descriptor (Carreira et al., 2012), demonstrated using the
Vehicle and Pedestrian classes. Again, we additionally show the
area under curve (AUC, in %) in the legend.
Gnd Veh Ped Sky Bld Avg Dyn #S
Individual Stixels 97.5 89.5 83.7 91.0 93.2 91.0 86.6 586
Stixel-based Regions 96.4 87.0 79.4 87.6 91.1 88.3 83.2 65
GPB-OWT-UCM1 93.1 72.5 74.5 89.8 87.6 83.5 73.5 142
1Arbeláez et al. (2011)
Table 5.3: Impact of using Stixels and Stixel-based regions on the DUS
dataset. We assign ground truth semantic labels, given by an or-
acle, via majority vote to Stixels and Stixel-based regions respec-
tively and compare it again with the ground truth labeling image.
The last column (#S) indicates the average number of segments
per image.
To this end, we replace ground truth regions with inferred Stixels
and our Stixel-based regions (c.f . Section 5.1.1), but assign the ground
truth semantic label that is provided by an oracle instead of using a
classifier. Assignment of the ground truth label is done via pixel-level
majority vote. This experiment tells us how much scene labeling accu-
racy is lost by using Stixels as primitive element and how our Stixel-
based region generation performs compares to other superpixel ap-
proaches. It also defines the upper bound that we can achieve with
our Stixel-based scene labeling approach.
Table 5.3 shows the result of this experiment. While many small im-
age segments allow to better reconstruct the ground truth segments
and thus yield better results, fewer and larger segments are preferred
for region classification, as they contain more usable image content
and require less classifier executions. We compare individual Stixels
and our Stixel-based regions against the GPB-OWT-UCM superpixel hi-
erarchy of Arbeláez et al. (2011). When using individual Stixels, the
maximum achievable average IOU score is 91%. Our Stixel-based pro-
posal regions reduce this upper bound further to 88.3%, but reduce
the number of segments by factor 9. In contrast, choosing an interme-
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Regions SLIC1 / Stixel-based (ours)
Desc. O2P2 ERCG ERCD ERCGD ERCHPG ERC
HP
GD
Gnd 42.9/– 76.1/82.4 77.3/82.8 82.0/82.8 82.1/82.8 81.8/82.8
Veh 21.6/– 37.9/64.8 29.2/50.8 36.5/61.8 48.4/63.9 50.4/62.2
Ped 25.3/– 29.7/41.9 23.3/42.9 33.6/51.9 39.9/53.6 42.8/53.9
Sky 52.9/– 51.1/30.9 17.7/ 6.8 21.5/30.4 53.7/29.0 32.8/28.3
Bld 35.6/– 47.8/51.0 47.2/52.1 47.2/53.0 53.4/53.8 52.8/53.4
Avg 35.7/– 48.5/54.2 38.9/47.1 44.2/56.0 55.5/56.6 52.1/56.1
Dyn 23.5/– 33.8/53.3 26.3/46.8 35.1/56.8 44.2/58.8 46.6/58.1
1Achanta et al. (2012) 2Carreira et al. (2012)
Table 5.4: Impact of different ERC descriptor variants and region proposals
on segmentation accuracy. We compare our Stixel-based regions
against SLIC segments and the ERC region descriptor against O2P.
Copied from (Scharwächter et al., 2013).
diate level in the GPB-OWT-UCM hierarchy yields lower ground truth
reproduction capability despite more image segments. This is a clear
indicator that Stixels and in particular our Stixel-based regions are
well-suited to serve as primitive element for region-level scene label-
ing.
In the following, we perform fully automated scene labeling to eval-
uate the joint region generation and classification process, without
any oracles involved. For region generation, we use ∆zmax = 2 m, re-
sulting in an average of 44 regions per image. As grayscale-based ref-
erence for region generation we use SLIC superpixels, parametrized
to obtain approximately 150 regions per image. SLIC has been com-
pared to various state-of-the-art superpixel methods and shows best
boundary adherence with the least computational cost (Achanta et al.,
2012). Table 5.4 shows the results for all combinations of region gen-
eration (SLIC vs our Stixel-based) and descriptors (O2P vs our ERC
variants).
It is interesting to see that in almost all cases, we yield better re-
sults when using our Stixel-based regions instead of SLIC superpix-
els, which is consistent with the results in Table 5.3. Another insight is
that ERCG notably outperforms O2P on SLIC segments even though
O2P was superior in our ROC evaluation on ground truth segments,
c.f . Figure 5.9. This result might be explained by the often reported ro-
bustness of coding-based descriptors against large amounts of clutter
and occlusion (Grauman and Darrell, 2005; Moosmann et al., 2008).
Note that O2P does not involve any descriptor coding at all (Car-
reira et al., 2012). We furthermore highlight that we treat O2P as an
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Gnd Veh Ped Sky Bld Avg Dyn RT
M/SIFT-ERCHPG 1 87.5 66.2 53.4 51.4 61.1 63.9 59.8 544
M/SIFT-ERCHPG +reg 87.6 68.9 59.0 57.6 60.2 66.7 64.0 571
S/Haar-ERCHPG 87.6 61.8 51.5 55.2 60.9 63.4 56.7 23
S/Haar-ERCHPG +reg 87.6 67.4 57.8 61.4 60.1 66.9 62.6 50
1these numbers corresponds to the ERCHPG result in Table 5.4, re-computed with
our extended Stixels.
Table 5.5: Improvements based on our proposed spatio-temporal regulariza-
tion on the DUS dataset. We show use the ERCHPG region-encoding
method with multi-scale SIFT and single-scale Haar descriptors.
The last column shows the runtime (RT) of the approach in mil-
liseconds, not taking into account stereo depth map and Stixel
computation. Copied from (Scharwächter et al., 2014).
appearance-only baseline and hence did not evaluate it on our Stixel-
based regions.
Table 5.4 is reproduced from the original publication in (Schar-
wächter et al., 2013). Note that at the time of that publication, we did
not use the extended Stixel model that we introduced in Section 4.3.
Instead, we used the Stixel algorithm from Pfeiffer and Franke (2011a).
In Table 5.5, the best performing combination of Table 5.4 (ERCHPG ) is
re-computed with our extended Stixels as primitive element, to serve
as baseline for further experiments. This change notably improves
the overall performance, from 56.6% average IOU to 63.9%, which
clearly supports our extended Stixel model and the statement that
good initial image regions are crucial for the overall performance of
the pipeline.
5.3.3 Spatio-temporal Regularization
So far, the presented scene labeling results are inferred on a frame by
frame basis, without any spatial or temporal regularization involved.
In this section, we incorporate and evaluate our smoothing approach
from Section 5.2. Table 5.5 shows IOU performance for two variants
of our approach, first without and then with regularization applied
(“+reg”). The positive effect of regularization is quite apparent. We
show results with both multi-scale SIFT and single-scale Haar descrip-
tors because Haar descriptors deliver a very good trade-off between
accuracy and runtime, as indicated by the last column (“RT”). We will
discuss this aspect in more detail later in Section 5.3.4. One interesting
aspect is that despite the simpler “S/Haar” features, global average
performance after regularization is in fact slightly higher compared
to using “M/SIFT” features (66.9% vs 66.7%), which shows that regu-
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larization can compensate for the performance drop caused by using
simpler features. We will refer to the regularized version of our al-
gorithm as Stixmantics in the following. Table 5.5 is a summary of
the results originally published in (Scharwächter et al., 2014), where
“M/SIFT-ERCHPG +reg” corresponds to Stixmantics and “S/Haar-ERC
HP
G
+reg” to Stixmantics (real-time).
Note that in contrast to all other results in this dissertation, the IOU
results in Table 5.4 and Table 5.5 are computed with a slightly differ-Important note
about the evaluation
metric used in this
section. Please read.
ent evaluation metric: As stated in the last paragraph of Section 3.2.2,
pixels that are not annotated should not contribute to the result. How-
ever, in those two tables they are taken into account in terms of false
positives, which explains the generally lower scores. We adapted the
evaluation metric after publication of (Scharwächter et al., 2013) and
(Scharwächter et al., 2014) to make it consistent with other publica-
tions. When we compare our Stixmantics results later in Section 5.3.5
(Table 5.6), we again follow the established evaluation protocol from
Section 3.2.2.
One general problem with the IOU measure is its pixel-wise nature.
It is strongly biased towards close objects that take up large portions
of the image and small objects of the same class barely contribute
to the final score. The same holds true for small temporal fluctua-
tions in the result. To account for this fact, we provide an additional
pseudo object-centric evaluation that better captures the effect of our
proposed spatio-temporal regularization. Figure 5.10 shows the num-
ber of detected objects oi over the frames i, for the baseline approach
(left) and the regularized approach (right). To approximate the num-
ber of objects, we count each closed image region with identical class
label as one instance. Although the absolute number of objects is non-
informative without ground truth data, a lower temporal fluctuation
in the number of objects indicates stronger temporal consistency. We
define a temporal fluctuation measure TFi at frame i as sliding mean
squared deviation to the sliding average oj:
TFi =
1
2w+ 1
i+w∑
j=i−w
(
oj − oj
)2 with oj = 1
2w+ 1
j+w∑
k=j−w
ok , (5.14)
where w is the temporal window size and is set to 10 frames in our
evaluation. We show the TFi score as oi±TFi for each frame i as solid
band in the background of Figure 5.10. Our regularized model consis-
tently outperforms the baseline throughout all object classes w.r.t. the
TF measure. Some qualitative results of our region-level classification
approach are shown in Figure 5.11.
5.3.4 Runtime
The region-level scene labeling approach in this chapter is imple-
mented single-threaded in C++ and executed with an Intel i7-3.33
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Figure 5.10: Number of detected objects per frame, for the baseline (left)
and our regularized approach (right). We show an excerpt from
frame 400− 800 of the test_2 sequence. The TFi score is shown
as solid band in the background, illustrating the strength of
local temporal fluctuations in the labeling decision. Our regu-
larized model clearly provides stronger temporal consistency.
Figure 5.11: Comparison of results obtained with our region-label scene la-
beling model against ground truth labels. Colors denote the re-
covered semantic object classes. Arrows at the bottom of each
underlying Stixel depict the ego-motion corrected 3D velocities
of other traffic participants.
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Figure 5.12: 8× 8 pixel Haar wavelet basis feature set (left). White, black and
gray areas denote weights of +1, -1 and 0, respectively. Adapted
from (Stollnitz et al., 1995). Average runtime in milliseconds of
the proposed Stixmantics approach and the real-time variant
(right). This plot only compares the runtime of region classifi-
cation. Stereo depth map computation (50 ms) and extended
Stixel computation (30 ms) are not taken into account (see text).
GHz CPU and an NVIDIA GeForce GTX 770 GPU. The GPU is used for
pixel-level classification that serves as input for the extended Stixel
model, as well as KLT feature tracking to enable the track-level tempo-
ral regularization.
Figure 5.12 (right) shows that SIFT feature extraction (red) and ran-
dom forest encoding coupled with SVM classification (green) are the
computational bottlenecks of the system. We therefore implemented
a variant with much faster inference time, by replacing the multi-scale
SIFT features with simpler and faster descriptors. In particular, we use
single-scale 8× 8 pixel features derived from a 2D Haar wavelet ba-
sis resulting in a 15-dimensional descriptor (Stollnitz et al., 1995), see
Figure 5.12 (left). The results in Table 5.2 and Table 5.5 show that the
quantitative drop in accuracy is only minor. Additionally, a weaker
random forest encoder is applied using 5 trees with 50 leaves (instead
of 500 leaves) each. Encoding is faster due to shallower trees and the
shorter histograms also result in faster SVM classification. In doing so,
the computation time is greatly reduced by an order of magnitude
to 50 ms per image on average, see Figure 5.12 (right). In Table 5.6
we print the overall runtime, including the time needed to compute
stereo depth maps (50 ms) and extended Stixels (30 ms). Note that
when following a pipelining strategy, we are able to operate at a real-
time frame rate of 20 Hz.
5.3.5 Comparison to Reference Methods
In this last experiment section, we compare our Stixmantics region-
level scene labeling approach with the reference methods introduced
in Section 2.4.3. Table 5.6 shows the qualitative performance and run-
time of all reference methods and our approach. In terms of accu-
racy, our approach is in the middle field of all reference methods. In
terms of runtime, it is among the fastest methods and in contrast to
all other approaches, our modular design allows for further runtime
improvements by means of component pipelining. The best perform-
ing method (Layered Interpretation, Liu et al. (2015)) is still slightly
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faster and also more accurate than our result, but their approach is
not modular and can thus not achieve higher refresh rates by pipelin-
ing components. These findings are reminiscent of the coarse labeling
results in the previous chapter (c.f . Table 4.7 in Section 4.4.6), except
that now more fine-grained classes can be differentiated. It is also in-
teresting to note that in the coarse label setup, all reference methods
have been very close in performance. Moving to the finer label setup,
performance differences become more apparent.
Gnd Veh Ped Sky Bld Avg Dyn RT
STF first level1 79.8 39.2 25.8 78.1 44.6 53.5 32.5 –
STF full1 93.6 70.6 46.0 66.6 73.4 70.0 58.3 125 ms7
Darwin unary2 94.5 64.4 26.7 90.6 84.9 72.2 45.5 250 ms
Darwin pairwise2 95.7 68.7 21.2 94.2 87.6 73.5 44.9 1.20 s
ALE3 94.9 76.0 73.1 95.5 90.6 86.0 74.5 111 s
PN-RCPN4 96.7 79.4 68.4 91.4 86.3 84.5 73.8 2.8 s
Layered Int.5 96.4 83.3 71.1 89.5 91.2 86.3 77.2 110 ms
Stixmantics (real-time)6 93.8 78.8 66.0 75.4 89.2 80.6 72.4 130 ms
1Shotton et al. (2008) 2Gould (2012) 3Ladický et al. (2010)
4Sharma et al. (2015) 5Liu et al. (2015)
6corresponds to “S/Haar-ERCHPG +reg” in Table 5.5, with updated evaluation metric
to match the remaining numbers.
7measured runtime with available code was 750 ms, but we print faster timings as
reported in Shotton et al. (2008).
Table 5.6: Quantitative results on the DUS dataset compared to reference
methods from Section 2.4.3. Last column reports runtime (RT), as
reported earlier in Table 4.9. We use our Stixmantics (real-time)
variant for comparison, as this provides the best trade-off in terms
of accuracy and runtime.
5.4 discussion
In this chapter, we introduced a scene labeling approach that uses
Stixels as primitive scene elements by grouping them into larger im-
age regions based on depth proximity and subsequently classifying
these regions by means of a Bag-of-Features (BOF) approach. We found
several interesting insights when comparing this approach to the
pixel-level classification scheme from Chapter 4. Most importantly,
the region-level approach yields higher precision for fine grained
object classes, while the pixel-level approach can better predict the
coarse semantic layout of the scene, c.f . Table 5.2. We attribute this
finding to two independent reasons: (1) For coarse semantic classes
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in outdoor traffic scenes, color, texture, and depth are more homoge-
neous, i.e. the ground plane has a more or less constant depth gra-
dient and vegetation and sky have a mostly constant color. Minor
changes to this constant model can be well captured by inspecting a
small local window around each pixel. On the other hand, for fine-
grained classes such as vehicles, pedestrians, and buildings, texture
plays a more significant role, which is better captured with BOF his-
tograms on the region level. (2) Another reason we see is the number
of available training samples, which is fairly limited on region level,
in particular for coarse semantic classes such as ground and sky, with
mostly one instance per annotated image compared to thousands of
samples per image on the pixel level. This limits the generalization
performance of the region-level classifier. As this limited generaliza-
tion also translates into sporadic mis-classifications of regions over
time, we extended the region-level approach with a spatio-temporal
regularization concept and showed that it improves labeling accuracy.
Having two approaches on the pixel level and the region level with
their individual benefits and drawbacks now raises the question how
to combine them to a solution that leverages the benefits of both
models. A straight-forward combination would be to execute them
consecutively in the following way: predict coarse semantic scores
(i.e. ground, sky, vegetation, and obstacle) on pixel level to extend the
Stixel model, then leave all Stixels with a label ground, sky, or veg-
etation untouched and apply the region-level approach only to Stix-
els with obstacle label to further subdivide obstacles into more fine-
grained labels such as pedestrian, vehicle, and building. While we in-
deed propose this approach of combination, i.e. consecutive in terms
of execution and hierarchical in terms of label granularity, follow-
ing this idea with exactly the method proposed in Chapter 5 would
result in a solution that is unsatisfactory from a conceptional point-
of-view. This is because both methods are completely unrelated w.r.t.
feature descriptors and classifier models used to realize them. Con-
sider image regions covering obstacles in the scene. First, the pixel-
level classifier extracts a set of local feature channels and classifies
all pixels with model A. After generating Stixels and grouping them
to proposal regions, new features (e.g. SIFT or Haar) are extracted,
vector quantized with model B and added to a histogram that is fi-
nally classified with model C. This double effort of feature extraction,
classification, and vector quantization should ideally be avoided or
reduced to a minimum. To solve the aforementioned shortcomings
of a straight-forward combination of the two approaches, the follow-
ing chapter proposes a more coherent way of bringing both methods
together while maximizing the re-use of computational resources.
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Chapter 4 and Chapter 5 introduced two approaches to the scene
labeling problem on different levels, where both had their individ-
ual benefits and drawbacks. In particular, the pixel-level RDF classi-
fication approach is better at inferring the coarse semantic layout of
outdoor traffic scenes, while the region-level RDF histogram encoding
approach is better in differentiating fine-grained object classes. In this
chapter, we propose a concept that combines the benefits of both ap-
proaches by integrating them into a single RDF model. A joint model
is not only appealing from a conceptual point-of-view, it also avoids
computational overhead, which is an important factor for application
in a vehicle.
We will find that it is challenging to combine pixel-level classifica-
tion and region-level encoding, due to conflicting demands in terms
of parameters which govern the performance of both approaches. To
overcome these challenges, we introduce a dedicated sub-tree struc-
ture for feature encoding, together with a special way of training the
trees. The resulting model provides a good balance between classifi-
cation and encoding performance while maximizing re-use of com-
putational resources. We will then discuss the final concept we put
forward in this dissertation for efficient automotive scene labeling.
Parts of the work presented in this chapter have also been published
in (Cordts et al., 2017a).
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6.1 encode-and-classify trees1
The concept we present in this chapter aims at unifying pixel-level
classification that we use for our extended Stixel model (c.f . Chap-
ter 4) and encoding of local image features that we use for region-level
histograms (c.f . Chapter 5) into a single random forest model. In this
way only a single inference pass is required on the pixel level, so that
the extra cost of feature extraction and quantization introduced in Sec-
tion 5.1.2 can be avoided. We accordingly call our concept encode-and-
classify trees. The main idea of our concept is that the decision forest
used for pixel-level classification in Section 4.2 already provides an
explicit separation of the underlying feature space that can be used
for region encoding exactly as described in Section 5.1.2. The only
difference is that the type of input feature descriptor, i.e. SIFT or Haar,
is replaced with the dense multi-cue feature channels evaluated ear-
lier in Section 4.2.1. In doing so, the trees not only infer pixel-level
semantic class posteriors, but also extract a set of multi-cue semantic
textons maps, one for each tree, where the textons are learned from
data and are optimized for the specific set of target classes.
Our method is in fact highly related to the semantic texton idea
proposed by Shotton et al. (2008), which has been discussed earlier
in Section 2.4.3. We will therefore briefly review their approach again
and point out similarities and differences to our approach in terms
of concept and use case. The semantic texton idea consists of two
parts: The first part is the Semantic Texton Forest (STF), which ex-
tracts texton maps from small local image patches by encoding each
pixel with the ID of the leaf node the pixel falls into. Additionally, its
leaf node class posterior distribution provides a rough semantic prior,
c.f . Figure 2.10. The second part is the Bag-of-Semantic-Textons (BOST)
histogram, which captures the distribution of textons over an image
region, where the histograms of all trees in the STF are concatenated
and further extended by attaching the average class class posterior
distribution from the STF leaf nodes as a region-level semantic prior,
c.f . Figure 2.11. The final labeling is then obtain by using this BOST
descriptor in a modified version of the TextonBoost approach (Shot-
ton et al., 2006). For more information, please refer to Section 2.4.3 or
(Shotton et al., 2008) directly.
On a higher level, the two parts in Shotton et al. (2008), i.e. STFs and
BOST descriptors, are conceptually similar to the approach followed
in this dissertation. In both cases, an RDF is used to predict pixel-level
semantic labels and texton maps. Histograms of textons are then accu-
mulated over regions to refine these initial labels. Furthermore, both
methods rely on supervised learning to extract discriminative textons.
1 Parts of this section have previously been published in (Cordts et al., 2017a), where
the encode-and-classify concept is original work of Timo Rehfeld (myself). Those
parts have been copied verbatim from the original publication.
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Figure 6.1: Texton map examples on the DUS dataset, showing the color-
coded leaf node IDs of the first E&C tree. Every color corre-
sponds to a unique leaf node. Regions that are homogeneous in
any of the feature channels we use, i.e. color or depth gradient,
also typically fall into the same texton bin.
However, there are several important differences in terms of how the
two concepts are applied and combined. The most important differ-
ence is the target use case of the STF. In (Shotton et al., 2008), the
main purpose of the STF is to extract textons for the BOST descriptor,
which is then used in a second RDF to infer the final pixel-level la-
beling. The semantic results of the STF are rather a weak pixel-level
prior, compared to the final result. In contrast, our goal is to com-
bine texton extraction and labeling into one model, where labeling
accuracy needs to be optimized to support our extended Stixel model
and texton extraction needs to be optimized for our Stixel-based re-
gion classification. It turns out that this is difficult to achieve in one
model because the two objectives have conflicting demands on the
tree structure and training parameters. We will discuss this in more
detail in Section 6.1.1. Another important difference is that we com-
pute multiple low-level feature channels based on color, texture and
depth, yielding multi-cue textons, whereas the textons in (Shotton
et al., 2008) are learned from color images only.
In Figure 6.1 and Figure 6.2 we show examples of texton maps ex-
tracted with our E&C trees on images of the DUS and KITTI dataset,
where every color indicates a different texton. It is interesting to see
how the spatial structure of these maps visualizes the class-dependent
complexity of the classification problem that we have also seen in
previous experiments: classes such as ground and sky are covered
by only few different textons, which indicates that a local pixel-level
decision is seemingly sufficient. At the same time, vehicles and pedes-
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Figure 6.2: Texton map examples on the KITTI dataset, showing the color-
coded leaf node IDs of the first E&C tree. Every color corre-
sponds to a unique leaf node. Regions that are homogeneous in
any of the feature channels we use, i.e. color or depth gradient,
also typically fall into the same texton bin.
trians are covered by a many different textons. This is a result of more
fine-grained split tests in the decision tree due to the higher complex-
ity of the problem. We can also see a dataset-dependent effect: In
images of the DUS dataset, the road surface is represented homoge-
neously with only a few textons, which is not the case for the KITTI
dataset. This is because the depth information of the KITTI dataset is
more noisy, so that the textons focus more on color, rather than depth.
6.1.1 Conflicting Demands of Encoding and Classification
The encode-and-classify concept put forward in this chapter is based
on the observation that pixel-level classification and discriminative
texton generation have different demands on the algorithm param-
eters. In particular, we find that good pixel-level accuracy requires
medium to large patches while texton histograms are more discrimi-
native if textons are extracted on rather small patches. This finding is
consistent with our previous experiments in Section 4.4 (Figure 4.9)
and Section 5.3 (Figure 5.8) and is evaluated explicitly again in Sec-
tion 6.3.1. Our intuition is that visited node IDs of neighboring pixels
are less correlated when smaller patches are used, so that in turn
the benefit of histogram pooling is more pronounced. Furthermore,
we observed earlier that deeply trained trees improve pixel-level ac-
curacy. However, with increased tree depth the number of nodes, i.e.
the histogram length and with it the region classification runtime in-
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Figure 6.3: The proposed encode-and-classify tree structure for pixel-level
classification and texton extraction. Encoder nodes define a sub-
tree that operates on small local patches of size S1× S1 to obtain
highly discriminative texton histograms. The remaining nodes
have full access to all pixels in the larger region S2 × S2 for accu-
rate classification.
creases quickly. This fact has been pointed out in the conclusion of
Shotton et al. (2008) and is also validated experimentally again in
Section 6.3.1. To overcome these conflicting demands on the tree pa-
rameters, one could naturally use separate models for pixel labeling
and region encoding, similar to Shotton et al. (2008), which however
comes at the cost of additional runtime. With our encode-and-classify
trees, we aim at combining the ideal operating points for both in-
dividual tasks within a single dual-use model, by introducing two
concepts: sub-trees for feature encoding and range restriction, which
are presented in Section 6.1.2 and Section 6.1.3 respectively. By com-
bining both concepts, we decouple encoding and classification to a
great extent: we gain full control over the histogram length to find
the best trade-off between region-level accuracy and runtime and at
the same time keep pixel-level labeling accuracy high. Training details
are given in Section 6.1.4.
6.1.2 Sub-trees for Feature Encoding
The first problem is to decouple tree depth for encoding and classifica-
tion, which requires shallow and deep trees respectively. To solve this
problem, we propose to use a sub-tree dedicated for feature encoding.
In contrast to using leaf nodes of the entire decision tree (Moosmann
et al., 2008) or using all nodes from multiple levels in the tree (Shotton
et al., 2008) to identify textons, we use explicit encoder nodes, which
are special nodes in the tree, as depicted in Figure 6.3. Starting from
the root node, encoder nodes can be seen as leaf nodes of a sub-tree
that have the main purpose of texton extraction. At the same time, ev-
ery encoder node can be the root of a following sub-tree dedicated for
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pixel labeling, so that there is always exactly one encoder node on the
path from the root node to any leaf node. Only those explicit encoder
nodes contribute to the texton histogram. During inference, the tree
is traversed as before from root to leaf to obtain the pixel-level clas-
sification decision. During traversal, passing an encoder node with
a unique ID that identifies the texton is guaranteed, so that a tex-
ton map can be generated on-the-fly without additional runtime. Fig-
ure 6.3 visualizes the encoding and classification sub-trees with yel-
low and blue edges respectively.
6.1.3 Range Restriction
The second problem is to decouple patch size for encoding and classi-
fication, which requires small and large patches respectively. We pro-
pose to solve this problem by restricting the range of the encoding
sub-tree: split tests of the texton extraction sub-tree are restricted to
be within a small local range, while the following sub-tree has access
to all pixels within a larger range, as indicated by the corresponding
colors of tree edges and patches in Figure 6.3.
To obtain such a tree structure, training of the encode-and-classify
trees is performed in two steps. First, we generate unary pixel tests
within the small S1 × S1 patch around a pixel of interest. We train
all trees to full depth and then prune them back bottom up to the
desired number of encoder nodes, which gives us full control over
the histogram length. In each pruning iteration, we randomly select a
node from the list of all candidates for pruning, where a candidate is
a split node with both children being leaves, and prune its children,
so that the split node becomes a new leaf. Second, we start at the
encoder nodes and continue training in the same way, but with ac-
cess to the larger S2 × S2 patches to improve the pixel-level labeling
performance.
6.1.4 Training details
As discussed, the main reason our encode-and-classify trees need to
predict good pixel-level semantic label scores is their use for our ex-
tended Stixel model. In Section 4.4.4, we found that inferring the full
set of all categories directly on pixel level does not yield sufficiently
high accuracy, but the model works well to infer the coarse layout of
the scene (ground, object, vegetation, and sky), so that we decided
to only use those coarse labels for the Stixel extension. Consequently,
we would only need to train the model with the objective to sepa-
rate those coarse classes. However, previous experiments showed that
it is beneficial to still use the full set of object classes during train-
ing, because it improves the discriminativity of the texton maps used
later for region-level encoding. Therefore, we train with the full set
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1.1. Train trees with access to patch size S1 × S1
(Section 6.1.3)
1.2. Prune trees to desired number of encoder nodes
(Section 6.1.2)
1.3. Continue training with access to patch size S2 × S2
1. Encode-and-classify training
2.1. Infer texton maps on training images
2.2. Build histograms on annotated regions
(Section 5.1.2)
2.3. Train L one-vs-all HIK-SVM classifiers
2. Region-level training
Images
Depth maps
Annotations
E&C model
SVM models
Training
Inference
1.1. Execute encode-and-classify trees (Section 6.1)
1. Pixel-level inference
2.1. Map pixel-level labels to coarse label set inferred
with Stixels (Section 6.1.4)
2.2. Compute extended Stixels (Section 4.3)
2.3. Assign average pixel-level labels to all Stixels
2. Stixel-level inference
3.1. Generate region proposals (for obstacle Stixels only)
(Section 5.1.1)
3.2. Classify regions with SVMs (Section 5.1.2)
3.3. Filter labels temporally (Section 5.2.2)
3.4. Perform spatial CRF regularization (Section 5.2.3)
3. Region-level inference
Image
Depth map
E&C model
Pixel labels
Texton map
Stixels with initial labels
SVM models
Point tracks
Stixels with refined labels
Figure 6.4: Training and inference overview of the final scene labeling con-
cept proposed in this dissertation. Small boxes (left and right)
reflect the inputs and outputs of the logical components (center).
Arrows indicate the data flow, i.e. the dependencies between com-
ponents. The logical components are broken down into the indi-
vidual steps involved to generate the desired output. References
to the respective sections are provided for further details.
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of classes as objective and then combine classes to the coarse set after
inference, following the same mapping introduced in Section 4.4.4.
6.2 final concept
Given the encode-and-classify idea, which provides a link between
the approaches discussed earlier in this dissertation, we are now able
to propose the final concept we put forward for efficient scene label-
ing of outdoor urban street scenes. The concept involves all major
components presented earlier in this work and integrates them in a
way that is optimized for the particular use case of urban scenarios.
As already discussed in Section 5.4, we propose to combine the
benefits of the pixel-level and region-level approach in a way that is
consecutive in terms of execution and hierarchical in terms of label
granularity. Inference starts with executing encode-and-classify trees
for every pixel on a regular grid, where the grid resolution corre-
sponds to the desired target resolution of Stixels. The resulting pixel-
level labels are then used to compute the extended Stixel model. As
discussed in Section 6.1.4, we map the inferred labels to the coarse
label set that is used in Stixels prior to passing it to the Stixel algo-
rithm. Based on our earlier findings, the region-level refinement is
then only applied to all Stixels with class Obstacle. All other Stix-
els keep their label as inferred by the E&C trees and extended Stix-
els. Neighboring obstacle Stixels are grouped to region proposals and
each region is classified based on the texton maps provided by our
E&C trees, yielding a refined class label for every region. This second
labeling decision is then additionally regularized in space and time
(c.f . Section 5.2) and finally assigned back to Stixels. An overview of
the training and inference steps is provided in Figure 6.4.
6.3 experiments
In this final experiment section, we will first cover the conflicting pa-
rameter requirements for encoding and classification as discussed in
Section 6.1.1. Our joint encode-and-classify concept is further com-
pared to using separate models for the two tasks, to support the effec-
tiveness of the model. We finish with a comparison of our final scene
labeling concept to the reference methods discussed in Section 2.4.3.
6.3.1 Conflicting Parameters
In Figure 6.5, we demonstrate the different demands on patch size
for pixel classification and region encoding, by training separate stan-
dard RDF models for the two tasks. To assess region encoding accu-
racy, we generate and classify histograms on the segment level. As
segments we use ground truth regions in the dataset, as well as seg-
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Figure 6.5: Encoding accuracy (red) and pixel classification accuracy (blue)
as a function of patch size. Note that each curve is normal-
ized such that its maximum value is 1. We observe that smaller
patches are better for encoding, while medium to large patches
are good for pixel classification. This trend is consistent on both
datasets: DUS and KITTI. The maximizing patch sizes are high-
lighted for each curve.
ments obtained by greedily grouping superpixels using 3D proximity.
Performance is reported using the average F-score over all classes. We
normalized both curves to a maximum value of 1, as only the trends
are important here. It can be seen that the highlighted maxima of
both curves do not coincide, hence the maxima cannot both be ob-
tained at the same time using a single standard RDF. Executing two
separate models with different patch sizes would overcome this prob-
lem, however at the cost of additional runtime. In contrast, a single
forest of our encode-and-classify trees with the restricted patch size
S1 < S2 yields a performance close to both maxima, while having
the same runtime as a single standard RDF as shown in Table 6.1.
Despite the small remaining gap in accuracy compared to using two
separate forests, we did not observe a drop of performance in the
overall system, while affording an increased efficiency.
In Figure 6.6, we further investigate the trade-off between encoding
accuracy and histogram length by plotting the region classification
average F-score over all classes together with histogram length as a
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standard RDF E&C trees
Patch size S1/S2 211 811 21/812 21/81 31/81
encoding accuracy 1.0 0.979 1.0 1.0 0.999
classification accuracy 0.955 1.0 1.0 0.97 0.987
runtime [ms] 8 8 14 8 8
1Single model with one patch size for both encoding and classification
2Two separate models with different patch sizes for encoding and classification
Table 6.1: Standard RDFs and encode-and-classify (E&C) trees compared on
the DUS dataset with different patch size combinations. Accuracy
is given as average F-score, relative to the maximum possible en-
coding and classification performance, according to Figure 6.5. Us-
ing our E&C trees with a smaller patch size S1 for encoding and
a larger one for classification S2 yields a performance close to the
individual maxima of standard RDFs. At the same time, they are
more efficient compared to using two separate standard models
for encoding and classification (center column).
function of tree depth D. We use the length as a proxy metric for
runtime, as the runtime of our SVM classifier scales linearly with his-
togram dimensionality. Furthermore, convergence of the histogram
length (i.e. number of leaf nodes) also indicates saturation of pixel-
level classification accuracy, as the trees have eventually solved the
training set and no new leaves need to be created. It is interesting to
see that on both datasets the region-level classification accuracy sat-
urates rather quickly, while the histogram length continues to grow,
until it also starts to saturate, but much later. This finding supports
our claim that high pixel-level classification accuracy requires deeply
trained trees, while shallow trees with fewer leaf nodes are sufficient
for texton extraction and also keep histogram classification runtime
down. Our encode-and-classify concept combines both objectives in a
single model, where only a sub-tree of an entire decision tree is used
for texton extraction, and the number of encoder nodes can be chosen
freely and independently of the remaining tree parameters.
For Figure 6.5 and Figure 6.6 we use 5 trees in total with 200 en-
coder nodes each, resulting in a 1000-dimensional region-level his-
togram (c.f . Figure 6.6). For the following experiments, we choose the
patch sizes as S1 = 31 and S2 = 81 for DUS (c.f . Table 6.1) and S1 = 5
and S2 = 21 for KITTI (c.f . Figure 6.5).
6.3.2 Comparison to Reference Methods
For comparison with the reference methods of Section 2.4.3, we em-
bed the E&C concept into our overall system as described in (Cordts
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Figure 6.6: Encoding accuracy (red, left axis) and histogram length (blue,
right axis) as a function of tree depth. It can be seen that with
increased depth encoding accuracy saturates rather quickly, but
the histogram length and thus histogram classification runtime
grows continuously. This shows that limiting the number of en-
coder nodes, i.e. the histogram length, is important to set the
optimal trade-off between accuracy and runtime. We set the his-
togram length to 1000, as highlighted.
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et al., 2017a). The system in this paper is a joint development with
Marius Cordts, where the region generation process from Section 5.1.1
is replaced with a segmentation tree and the CRF inference from Sec-
tion 5.2 is replaced with a tree-structured CRF inference. In addition,
we further employ individual object detectors for vehicles and pedes-
trians to improve performance of these two important classes of dy-
namic objects. These extensions are contributed by Marius Cordts and
are not part of this dissertation. More details on the exact algorithm
configuration are given in (Cordts et al., 2017a). Table 6.2 shows the
results of this system (“Ours”) on the DUS dataset. We further show
results of a variant without object detectors (“-DT”) that more closely
reflects the concept proposed in Section 6.2. Compared to our Stix-
mantics approach from the previous chapter, we increase accuracy
and slightly reduce computation time (118 ms vs. 130 ms), thanks to
the more efficient E&C tree concept.
Overall, our results on the DUS dataset are comparable to the
best performing reference method (Layered Interpretation, Liu et al.
(2015)) in terms of both accuracy and runtime. In the dynamic object
score we surpass all reference methods. Also, our model consists of
several building blocks that can be pipelined to achieve refresh rates
of 20 FPS for both stereo depth maps and scene labeling results. This
is not possible with the approach of Liu et al. (2015), which computes
depth maps and semantics jointly. This is an important benefit of our
approach for real-time in-vehicle application.
On the KITTI dataset, our model outperforms all reference methods
in terms of accuracy. In particular, the scores for the two dynamic
object classes (vehicles and pedestrians) are significantly higher, c.f .
Table 6.3.
6.3.3 Runtime
Runtime is evaluated using an Intel Core i7 CPU and a NVIDIA GTX
770 GPU. We report the total amount of time spent to label a single
image including the computation of all cues. For stereo depth maps,
we assume 50 ms runtime. In Figure 6.7, we break down the overall
system runtime of our method into individual component runtimes,
to demonstrate the efficiency of the tree-structured models. The ex-
ecution time of our E&C trees takes up less than 5% of the overall
runtime, which clearly indicates its efficiency. We can further reduce
the overall runtime in an online setup by pipelining the components.
In doing so, we achieve a throughput of 20 FPS at the cost of one
frame delay, as no individual component takes longer than 50 ms,
and stereo depth maps, detectors, and point tracks can be computed
in parallel.
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Gnd Veh Ped Sky Bld Avg Dyn RT
STF first level1 79.8 39.2 25.8 78.1 44.6 53.5 32.5 –
STF full1 93.6 70.6 46.0 66.6 73.4 70.0 58.3 125 ms7
Darwin unary2 94.5 64.4 26.7 90.6 84.9 72.2 45.5 250 ms
Darwin pairwise2 95.7 68.7 21.2 94.2 87.6 73.5 44.9 1.20 s
ALE3 94.9 76.0 73.1 95.5 90.6 86.0 74.5 111 s
PN-RCPN4 96.7 79.4 68.4 91.4 86.3 84.5 73.8 2.8 s
Layered Int.5 96.4 83.3 71.1 89.5 91.2 86.3 77.2 110 ms
Stixmantics (real-time)6 93.8 78.8 66.0 75.4 89.2 80.6 72.4 130 ms
Ours, -DT 96.2 82.9 68.9 83.3 89.6 84.2 75.9 118 ms
Ours, full 96.2 85.4 74.3 82.8 89.6 85.7 79.9 163 ms
1Shotton et al. (2008) 2Gould (2012) 3Ladický et al. (2010)
4Sharma et al. (2015) 5Liu et al. (2015)
6our result from the previous chapter.
7measured runtime with available code was 750 ms, but we print faster timings as
reported in Shotton et al. (2008).
Table 6.2: Quantitative results on the DUS dataset compared to reference
methods from Section 2.4.3. Last column reports runtime (RT), as
reported earlier in Table 4.9. These numbers corresponds to Table
2 in (Cordts et al., 2017a).
Gnd Veh Ped Sky Bld Veg Avg Dyn
STF full1 79.4 50.6 3.6 54.3 63.5 71.0 53.7 27.1
Darwin pairwise2 89.8 75.8 8.0 81.6 83.4 85.8 70.7 41.9
ALE3 89.9 76.0 24.8 81.2 84.9 86.6 73.9 50.4
Ours, full 89.7 79.1 51.2 77.5 79.6 77.7 75.8 65.2
1Shotton et al. (2008) 2Gould (2012) 3Ladický et al. (2010)
Table 6.3: Quantitative results on the KITTI dataset compared to reference
methods. These numbers corresponds to Table 3 in (Cordts et al.,
2017a).
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Figure 6.7: Breakdown of the 163 ms runtime reported in Table 6.2 into the
individual components of our overall system. The E&C trees
only use about 5% of the overall time, clearly indicating their
efficiency.
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After introducing the final scene labeling concept of this dissertation
in Chapter 6, we will now summarize the main contributions again,
put them into perspective to other approaches and discuss limitations
of the model. This discussion is complemented with an outlook to-
wards potential improvements of the presented method and a brief
discussion on how to use novel deep learning techniques, which are
very promising in the field of scene labeling and machine learning in
general.
7.1 discussion and limitations of the approach
In the following, we will recapitulate and discuss our final approach
with respect to the problem statement and requirements we listed in
the beginning of this dissertation. This is important to analyze which
goals were reached and which problems are potentially still open
and need to be addressed further. This work provided several contri-
butions to different aspects of automotive scene labeling, all of which
have been listed earlier in Section 1.3. While all of these contributions
are logical steps on the way to our final proposed concept, they are
at the same time independent of each other, so that they can also be
applied individually in a different context. After the general discus-
sion of the final approach, we therefore group in-depth discussions
according to the list of contributions in Section 1.3.
Overall, the scene labeling approach presented in this dissertation
fulfills all conditions we stated in the initial problem statement (Sec-
tion 1.2), but there are certainly some limitations that still need to
be addressed. In general, our scene labeling concept is competitive
to the reference methods and at the same time meets the computa-
tional requirements to deliver scene labeling results with real-time
refresh rates of a typical video camera. However, a look at the final
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results in Table 6.2 actually shows that the best reference methods
are quite similar in terms of accuracy and also overall runtime to la-
bel a single image. A central benefit of our approach is visible when
moving from single image processing to live video processing, where
our modular algorithm design allows to pipeline different compo-
nents and thus yield much higher refresh rates. This gives a very
notable runtime improvement in practice. On the other hand, the mul-
tiple intermediate decisions that need to be made during execution of
all sub-components make it quite hard to systematically minimize a
global loss function during training of the algorithm parameters. End-
to-end approaches or methods such as (Liu et al., 2015) or (Ladický
et al., 2010) that jointly optimize semantics and depth are easier to
optimize in that regard.
In terms of scalability to many object classes, our concept works
well for the number of classes used throughout this dissertation, i.e.
five to seven, depending on the task and dataset. However, in the
last two years or so, the number of object categories in scene label-
ing datasets has increased to 20+ or even 30+, c.f . Section 7.2.2. It is
in fact questionable whether the presented approach is able to scale
to these requirements from a conceptual point-of-view. The reason is
two fold: having more categories automatically means that context be-
comes more important, but our approach does not take context into
account. Furthermore, a very large number of categories also means
that image regions of individual classes are becoming smaller. This
has a negative impact on our region classification approach, which
benefits from pooling information over larger image regions. From
the computational resource perspective, scalability also involves shar-
ing low-level features across multiple classes, as opposed to extract-
ing class-specific descriptors. In this regard our final model is actually
quite efficient, with our E&C trees focusing on re-use of the same fea-
tures for multiple classes and multiple steps in the processing chain.
However, novel deep CNN architectures for scene labeling also pro-
vide these properties and inherently take into account context, which
our approach does not. We will briefly discuss novel deep learning
techniques later in Section 7.2.3.
In Section 1.1.2 we discussed different ways to represent the visual
environment and argued for a model that is neither too specific, i.e.
bounding boxes for individual object instances, nor too generic, i.e.
individual labeled pixels. Throughout this dissertation we worked
with Stixels as primitive scene elements and argued that Stixels are
a good intermediate representation for outdoor urban scenes, as they
describe the environment in a compact way. This was one of the cen-
tral criteria our scene labeling concept should fulfill, c.f . Section 1.2.
Using Stixels also allows to easily integrate the presented scene label-
ing concept into existing software with minimal development over-
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head, as discussed in Section 1.2.2. In the following, we discuss the
specific contributions from Section 1.3 in more detail.
integration of appearance into the stixel model The
original Stixel representation is inferred based on depth information
only. In Section 4.4.4 we were able to successfully show that our ex-
tension with appearance information from a classifier significantly
improves the segmentation accuracy of the model. However, the pro-
posed Stixel extension does not scale well to a large number of object
classes. With our pixel-level classifier from Chapter 4 this is not a
problem, as only a small number of labels are taken into account, but
the computational complexity of the algorithm grows quadratically
with the number of classes. An alternative solution that scales linearly
has been introduced by Lukas Schneider in (Cordts et al., 2017b).
stixel-based region generation and classification In
Section 5.3.2 we were able to show that by using Stixels as primitive
scene elements, we can rapidly generate larger region proposals. Our
proposals resemble the size and shape of actual objects in the scene
better than typical state-of-the-art superpixels or image segmentation
techniques, which only use texture or color information. This is a very
strong indicator that depth is a valuable cue for proposal generation.
On the other hand, our way of grouping Stixels to regions is only a
first demonstration of what can be done. The algorithm proposed in
Section 5.1.1 is greedy, only uses a single scalar value (depth distance)
as grouping criterion, and only produces one segmentation result.
Capturing all kinds object classes with just one segmentation is quite
difficult and only using depth for segmentation can also fail, e.g. if
pedestrians are too close to a wall to be segmented out, although
they are easy to detect when taking into account color or texture.
Improvements can thus be made by adding more grouping criteria
and forming a segmentation hierarchy rather than having just one
layer. We will discuss this in more detail in Section 7.2.1.
temporally consistent scene labeling We were able to
show that the track-level label integration concept proposed in Sec-
tion 5.2.2 is able to reduce the effect of sporadic mis-classifications
of regions over time, using the mathematic framework of recursive
Bayesian filtering. The concept can be applied on both sparse and
dense point correspondences, but we chose to use sparse point tracks,
as they are typically already available in an automotive computer vi-
sion software stack. This allows the re-use of intermediate results and
thus sharing of resources. However, one caveat of this concept is that
the tracker is completely independent of Stixels, i.e. there are always
some Stixels without tracks, so the labeling information cannot be
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filtered over time. Only a designated Stixel tracker or a dense corre-
spondence field (i.e. dense optical flow) would solve this problem.
a joint model for encoding and classification As dis-
cussed earlier in Section 2.4.1, the scene labeling literature can be
roughly separated into pixel-centric and region-centric approaches.
The encode-and-classify trees introduced in this dissertation unify
those two methodologies into one model by providing a pixel-level
classification result as well as textons for region-level feature encod-
ing. In this way the model not only practically helps to reduce com-
putational overhead, it also bridges the gap between two competing
paradigms. Compared to the semantic texton forest approach of Shot-
ton et al. (2008), which is most closely related to our work, we signif-
icantly outperform their method on both datasets we analyzed.
a novel stereo vision dataset Without a doubt, dataset gen-
eration and (based on that) extensive parameter evaluations and con-
trol experiments are an important part of this dissertation. They pro-
vided several interesting insights into scene labeling with an outdoor
setting and allowed to reveal the benefits and drawbacks of differ-
ent approaches, most notably the performance differences of pixel-
level and region-level methods. On a higher level, this data-driven
approach also had a major influence on the structure of this disser-
tation and the final concept itself: Every chapter proposed a solution
to a problem that typically came to light after experiments with la-
beled data in the preceding chapter, so that the overall concept is
rather a composition of individual solutions. While this might sound
undesirable in theory, it is in fact important in practice in terms of
modular design and is in line with the approach initially proposed in
Section 1.2.3. This data-driven approach to problem solving was only
possible with annotated data. Nevertheless, the DUS dataset intro-
duced in Chapter 3 is still fairly limited w.r.t. to number of annotated
object classes and images. We therefore give an outlook to alternatives
that have been developed concurrently in Section 7.2.2.
7.2 future perspectives
For some of the shortcomings of the proposed approach that have
been discussed in the previous section, there is a straightforward way
to address them. In this section, we briefly outline three such poten-
tial improvements and refer to existing work that is going into this
direction.
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7.2.1 Segmentation Trees
As mentioned earlier, our region generation process is limited be-
cause it only generates one segmentation result, which typically does
not work well for all object categories at the same time. Region pro-
posal trees or segmentation trees are a straightforward extension to
solve this problem by not using a single threshold but applying mul-
tiple ones. If these multiple segmentations form a tree structure, i.e.
two or more regions on one level are grouped to one region on the
next level, efficient tree-structured inference algorithms can be ap-
plied to perform e.g. CRF-based regularization of labels within the
tree that also encodes parent-child relations and not only neighbor-
hood relations within one level, as we did in Section 5.2.3. Another
problem with our regions is that the decision to cut is based on depth
information only. A possible extension of such a handcrafted scalar
threshold would be to train a classifier that learns to group Stixels
to regions based on multiple cues extracted from color, texture, and
depth. In Cordts et al. (2017a), M. Cordts introduces a grouping clas-
sifier that, amongst other cues, also leverages the encode-and-classify
concept proposed in this dissertation. Using this grouping classifier,
a segmentation tree is constructed and efficient tree-structured CRF
inference is performed to regularize the labeling decision within all
levels of the tree.
7.2.2 Scene Labeling Datasets
There is no question that the sheer size of a dataset, i.e. number of
annotated images, is an important factor to test the generalization
performance of a method. However, what we also found to be very
important is that unlabeled image regions should be avoided as much
as possible during annotation, as they leave room for false positives.
Another problem of most currently existing datasets, including the
DUS dataset introduced in Chapter 3, is that the entire dataset is
recorded in very similar locations or under similar conditions, e.g.
always in the same city. This leads to overfitting and again hinders
generalization to new unseen environments. The Cityscapes dataset
of Cordts et al. (2016) tackles exactly these shortcomings and hence
provides a very interesting testbed for further research in the field of
urban scene labeling.
Another very interesting concept is to use artificial data for train-
ing. In the last years, several researchers have invested into this strat-
egy and released datasets such as “Playing for Data” (Richter et al.,
2016), Virtual KITTI (Gaidon et al., 2016) or the SYNTHIA dataset
(Ros et al., 2016), where the latter contains more than 200.000 images
with highly precise pixel-level semantic annotations and depth maps.
Another benefit of this approach is that illumination and weather con-
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ditions can easily be changed for the same scene. Pre-training with
such data and then fine-tuning with real data seems to be a highly
promising approach to obtain better models.
7.2.3 Deep Learning
In the last years, deep neural networks have dramatically reshaped
computer vision research. According to the benchmark website of
the Cityscapes dataset1, all of the best performing scene labeling ap-
proaches rely on deep neural networks. This is due to multiple rea-
sons we are going to discuss briefly in the following.
The two steps of features encoding and classification, which are
essential to many computer vision problems (including the scene la-
beling approach presented in this dissertation) were typically solved
separately, requiring intermediate decisions to be made. One of the
key benefits of deep learning, in particular of deep CNNs in computer
vision, is that they combine feature encoding and classification into
a single model that can be fully trained from data with one joint op-
timization. This also allows to learn low-level features that are opti-
mized for a specific task, whereas classical feature descriptors such as
SIFT and HOG are handcrafted and rather generic. In fact, our encode-
and-classify concept also learns features for region-level encoding in
a supervised way from data, but the objective function is still opti-
mized for pixel-level classification, rather than for the actual problem
of region-level classification. Deep CNNs also provide a very success-
ful alternative in terms of combining short-range pixel-level precision
and long-range context information into a single model. For scene
labeling in particular, novel network structures with learned inter-
polation layers play an important role, i.e. the Fully Convolutional
Network (FCN) approach presented by Long et al. (2015).
Arguably, most of the novel deep learning models for scene la-
beling are still fairly expensive in term of computational resources
and thus only feasible with high-performance GPUs, but the improve-
ments in terms of accuracy and the rapid progress in the fields make
it one of the key technologies for many applications, including self-
driving vehicles.
7.3 final thoughts
The contributions made in this dissertation provide conceptual ground
work that is relevant and interesting when applying scene labeling
algorithms in the automotive domain. Of course, exciting new devel-
opments, in particular in the field of deep learning, are constantly
increasing the level of accuracy, but many of the general aspects dis-
cussed in this work, such as temporal coupling, representation form
1 www.cityscapes-dataset.com
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of the results, proper dataset generation, modularization and pipelin-
ing or combination of multiple cues remain important. It is a great
time to work in this fast paced field and I am looking forward to
seeing in-vehicle applications for self-driving cars that rely on scene
labeling as a central component.
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